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I believe it would be useful if you would review the report.
It reflects the kinds of concerns that exist across a range of

individuals in the Senate.
Second, it reflects, to some extent, the concerns and questions
we are finding in the country on these matters.
Finally, particularly the questions of Senator Jackson, reflect
a concern about the operation of the NSC. You will note I made
responses along the lines we have discussed. I think it is going
to take the best efforts of all of us to see that it works in
practice.
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u.s. SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICEs,
Washington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m. in room 1114
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Stennis (chairman).
Present: Senators Stennis [presiding], Symington, Jackson, Cannon, Byrd of Virginia, Nunn, Culver, Hart of Colorado, Leahy,
Tower, Goldwater, Scott of Virginia, Taft, and Bartlett.
Also present: T. Edward Braswell, Jr., chief counsel and staff director; W. Clark McFadden II, counsel; ,John T. Ticer, chief clerk;
Phyllis A. Bacon, assistant chief clerk; Charles J. Conneely, Charles
H. Cromwell, Hyman ]'ine, George H. Foster, Jr., John A. Goldsmith, Edward B. Kenney, Don L. Lynch, Robert Q. Old, James C.
Smith, Larry K. Smith, and Francis J. Sullivan, professional staff
members; Roberta Ujakovich, research assistant; Doris E. Connor,
Marie Fabrizio Dickinson, clerical _assistants; David A. Raymond,
assistant to Senator Symington; Chll,rles Ste~enson, assistant to Senator Culver; Edward Miller, assistant to Senator Hart; Doug Racine,
assistant to Senator Leahy; Bill Lind, assistant to Senator Taft, and
Fred Ruth, assistant to Senator Bartlett.
The CHAIRMAN. Our committee will please come to order ladies and
gentlemen. vVe are glad to have our visitors and I know they are going.
to set a good example here for our committee. Quite seriously, we are
glad to have all of you here but the price you have to pay is that everyone will have to be quiet so that everyone can hear and know what 'is
going on.
Members of the committee, I called these hearings this morning a,t
9 :30 because the best information I could get was that we were going
to take up the Department of Defense Appropriation bill on the floor
of the Senate today. I thought we would meet early and take advantage of a little extra time. However the plans had to be changed regarding the bill. I am delighted that we have such attendance. I am
sure we will have virtually full attendance of all those who can possibly come.
·
'I would propose to you some questions myself as a member of the
committee-but I want to get to the other members as fast as we can.
Also I have a very brief opening statement, where I call on the nominee, Mr. Rumsfeld, to make any statement he wishes and then answer
questions of the membership for the record.
(1)
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vVe are glad to have the ne"·s media here, gentlemen, the photographers especially. You are one of my great favorites, as you know.
I just never did think that it comported with the serious proceedings
of the Senate to have you gentlemen here. You cannot avoid interrupting by the nature of your work But I want to be fair with you. Let us
have 3 minutes now in which to get your ~xtm pi~t~res of Senator
Percy froni Illinois, Mr. Rumsfeld, and anybne else that you wish and
then if you would quitely retire. I appreciate your attitude about it.
Our committee will please come to order. This morning we welcome
Mr. Donald Rumsfe,l d who has been nominated to be Secretary of
Defense and the nomination referred to this committee.
Briefly, Mr. Rumsfeld is now Assistant to the President and has
been in public service since 1962, serving as a Member of the House
<>f Representatives from that date until 1969. Since that time he has
served in positions as Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity,
·Counselor to the President, Director of the Cost of Living Council,
and subsequently, as the U.S. Ambassador to the NATO Organization
where he served until his present appointment in September 1974. The
record should, therefore, reflect that Mr. Rumsfeld has an impressive
record of public service both in the Congress and in these. high-level,
executive branch positions.
Mr. Rumsfeld has been before our committee before, having been
here in 1967 as a witness, urging consideration of the Volunteer Army
concept. Also, I want to remind him that everybody knows that he
comes i1ito this position at a very critical time. Everything is being
reconsidered, it seems, ·worldwide, and there are crucial problems that
confront us in our Defense Department which are pex·haps about as
many as we have ever had without a war. And these problems ha ,.e·
increased because of inflation, business conditions, prospective shortage
in energy, and so forth.
'Without objection, I 'will include the rest of my brief opening remadrs in the record.
[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES H. PERCY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
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Lastly, the Chair would emphasize that by law th~ Secretary
Defense '.'has
authority, direction, and control over the Department of Defense." Your biggest'
problem may be to retain and attract the necessary numbers of competent people'
w!JO can e.f fectively mana2'e this vast efiort ·Which exDenas well o\·er :iil:JO billiOn
per year..
.
..
Mr. Secretary, we welcome you here, and the committee witl be glad to receiYe
any opening remarks you wish to make before rPsponding to questions oy t'lle
committee members.
· ·
·

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, we have with us . Sm1ator .Charles H~ ·
Percy and Senator Adlai E. SteYenson II :fro1~1 theState .o:f Tilinqis,
the home State of the nominee.
·· .
·
.
.
·'
But first J want to'recogn,ize and ,say that 'V~:e ~I1 er glad to have with '
usM}s.RU:msfeldand the children, too.l.would'liketo say as the chairman of the committee ap.d as a member, I«·ouldlike to i.neet them later,
and I'm sure other members of the committee would.
,
I '~ill go bac'J{ to the Sei1ator;; :fi-0111 IIlinois: Gentlemen, we are
glad to l].~vey~m here, ap.d if yon wish to 'w>tich for; Mr. Rumsfeld; wB, .
will give ybu a chance· now. So if you'\fill coine to the table with.hiiE',
please, Senator Percy, I will call mi you first. · · . . . · . . · . . ·.

Now,

...

"

Senator PERCY. Senator Stennis, I am very honored indeed tD be
herf\ with my distinguished colleague, Adlai Stevenson.
Now, I think it was very symbolic and correct that you would
mention Mrs. Rums:feld and the children very early before us. Don
Rumsfelrl and Mrs. Rumsfelcl have been personal friends and we
have seen their children grow up for years. The.y live 1% blocks from
us in V\Tashington, and in my own village at home. He was my Congressman,· anrl I think that all wives are the unsung heroes of public
officials, and that goes for Senators and Congressmenand members
of the administration. ·when the car comes in and picks up Mr.
Rumsfeld. when he is working in the 'White House, at 6 or 6 :BO
a.m. and brings him home at 10, 10:30, or 11 p.m., the price is
paid by tlw wife aml tht> children. I wish that the public better understood the price that is paid by the families.
But one thing I can say about Mr. Rumsfelrl above all else, he is a
marvelous husband and father; and despite his tremendons load o£
responsibilities, somehow he has found a way to stay very, very close
to his family, a tremendous tribute to him.
He is no str-anger to the. mPmbers of this committee and other Members of the St>nate and the House. For over· a decade he has been a,
well-known Member of Congress and a public official, and we do
welcome him, I know. toqa,y as a :former colleague and prominent
mmnber of the administration-. Don Rumsfeld is one of those rare
p~lblic offlcials who has had extensive. experience both as a legislator
and administrator, and certainly in this job above all jobs, thi Secretary of Defense requires tremendous administrative competence and
ability, but also an intimate knowledge of the workings of the Congress and the interrelationship be_tween departments.
"'Vithin the last day I have talked with thrt>e of the most prominent
former Secretaries of Defense because of the critical nature of our
times, to get their views, ideas, and expectations in preparing my comments toclay on the. interrelationship between departments and the
knowledge of the White House and the knowledge of the Congress,
and that was the thing that they emphasized to me, that this was
paramount at this particular time in our history. Don Rums:feld has
a history as a problem solver, and we are in a sense problem solYers.
But we can go back to the Congress and find two separate perspectives,
as a Member of the House, and as a top-level administrator in two
administrations now. A multitude of problems have come. across his
rlesk, and the swift and decisive way which he has gone about solving
those problems is a matter of record. Now, we can look carefully and
criticize, but I think it will stand up very well indeed.
Th1s job reqnires a man of emminent energy, and in all my experiencE' I do not know anyone that has more energy, more drive or
more enthusiasm and tremendous competence coupled 'vith it. He
has displa:ved remarkable ability in every undertaking that he has
experienced. His experience and his entire expertise makes him one
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the most capable administrators today in the Federal Government. I have know him throughout his public career. He is a man
nf high intelligence, sound judgment who, in my opinion, will be
a distinguished addition to the cabinet. He was a three-term Congressman from suburban Chicago, he displayed outstanding leadership ability in his career, and his constituents are among the leaders
-of industry, banking, finance, law, and professions of that type. And
he has to this day established a standard for representation in the
congressional district of that is the epitome that anyone succeeding
him would long to achieve. During his tenure in the House he gained
the respect and admiration of his colleagues because of his firm grasp
and understanding of public issues, and also his sense of fairness and
his SE'nse of justice.
.As Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, which certainly
was a problem area that could have brought down any man, he carried
out that job with distinction. He was Director of the Cost of Living
Council, placed between the forces, opposing forces of labor, management. and the consumer, and he carried that out with great distinction.
_\.nd as Counselor to the President he further enhanced his reputation by showing outstanding administrative ability. He was a strong
spokesman for the administration in those challenging posts.
Other members who have had and held top posts in the Defense
Department have pointed out to me that in his iob as the U.S. Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the respect that he
gained among all of our EuropE>an countel'parts over there, the administrati re ability he sho"ed and the invaluable experience in defense
and security matters he gained again was another major steppingstone
in pr:eparing him for this particular assignment given to hiro by the
Pres1dent. He served for the past year as staff coordinator in the White
House. He has been one of President Ford's most intimate advisers in
the admi1;istration on complex issues of domestic and foreign policy,
and certamly we all know that he has enjoyed an intimate relationship
of friendship and of confidE>nce with the President of the United States.
For 6 years he was my Congressman for the olcl13th Congressional
District of Illinois. I haYe worked closely with him as a member of
the Illinois congressional delegation. He came to the Senate in 1967
and from his various posts. in the executin branch I believe that. he
will sen·e as Secretary of Defense with the same distinction that he
has broug·ht to other public positions. I believe both our allies and our
adwrsaries wiU realize that tlw De-fense Department is under the
direction of a public official of extraordinary talent and ability.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Crr.URMA~. Thank you~ Senator, very much.
Senator Stevenson, we are glad to have you here, Senator, you may
proceed.
The photographers may stay until after :Ur. Rumsfeld has started
into his testimony.
STATEMENT OF HON. ADLAI E. STEVENSON III, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Senntor STBYE~so~. Mr. Chairman, it is a particular pleasure for
me to join mv colleague. Senator PPrcy, in introducing our friend and
fellow Illinoisian, Donald Rumsfeld, to this committee.

II

This distinguished committee must, of course, judge in the first instance the qualifications of Donald Rumsfeld to be Secretary of Defense, and measure those qualifications against the undefined standards
of that office.
Mr. Chairman, I do not know what the test is, but I suspect that it
has something to do with the vitality judgment, and all of those skills
and attributes of character required and demonstrated in the course
of huma11 experiences. Mr. Rumsfeld's military experience might not
qualify him to be Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He was a
former midshipman at Princeton University and an able aviator. But
this is a civilian post. It is and must remain such a post. It is a position
in the President's Cabinet, and Donald Rumsfeld has proved himself
an extraordinarily capable public seiTant across an extraordinary
spectrum of public experience in the House of Representatives, at the
Office of Economic Opportunity, at the Cost of Living Council, and in
the ·white House, and at NATO w·here the intricacies of defense
policy were his daily fare.
And that experience he brings, in my judgment, Mr. Chairman,
qualities of character and skill~ which fit him. for high e:ivilian office
in the Government of the Umted States. Th1s nommatwn deserves,
and I am confident will receive, your most respectful consideration.
The CnAIRMAN. All right, gentlemen. Thank you again very much.
You gentlemen may stay at the table if you wish.
Mr. Rumsfeld, as I 'indicated in m'y opening statement and brief
remarks, we will be glad to haYe a statement from you now, and then
you will be subjected to questions.
STATEMENT OF DONALD RUMSFELD TO BE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

..

Mr. Ru:\ISFELD. Thank you very much, )fr. Chairman, and members
of the committee.
I am very pleased to appear before this committee today, and also
would want to express my thanks to the two Senators from Illinois,
Eienator Percy and Senator Stevenson, for their presence and their
Yery generous comments.
From my experience and sen·ice in the Congress I am certainly sensitive to the contribution that this committee and its members have made
to our national defense.
I well understand that the position of the Secretary of Defense is a
very vital one, and I want to assure the members of this committee
that, if confirmed, I will approach those responsibilities with a full
awareness o-f the weight that I would be undertaking.
I am equally aware and respectful of the leadership that has been
demonstrated by those who have served in this office, from Secretary
Forrestal through Secretary Laird to the fine service of Jim
Schlesinger. I assure you, Mr. Chairman, your committee and, indeed,
the Congress, that as those who before me haYe been nominated as
Secretary o-f Defense, I am totally dedicated to a strong defense
posture for the rnited States of America. ~\ncl I pledge to devote my
full energ~· to that task.
Certainl~· sen·ice in the post is the only way to become intimately
familiar "·ith the details of the Department. However, my im·oh·e-
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· ment in Defense matters as a Member of Congress, as Ambassador to
NATO, and as Assistant to the President has at least acquainted me
with some of the national security issues for which I would share
responsibility as Secretary of Defense, and I belieYe, and trust that
it reflects the record of commitment to the security of this country.
Mr. Chairman, I have supplied a biographical sketch, but by
way of summary I might just make a few remarks. I was born in
Chicago in 1932, attended public schools in Illinois except during
\iVorld War II when my father served in the Navy, at which point I
lived in North Carolina, vVashington State, Oregon, and California.
Returning to Illinois after the war, J completed my education there
and attended Princeton on a scholarship-the last 3 years a na\·al
ROTC scholarship-graduated with AB Degree in 1954 and went into
the service of the United States Navy, stationed in New Jersey, Texas,.
Virginia, Florida as a pilot and then a flight instructor, and ultimately
an instructor of flight instructors. I continued in the Reserves and
served at NAS Anacostia., NAS Grosse Ile, and NAS Glenview, Ill.
After leaving the Navy I served as an assistant to two Congressmen, was in the investment banking business with A. G. Becker, and
was elected to the 88th Congress in 1962 and reelected in 1964, 1966, and
1968. In Congress I served on the Joint Economic Committee with
Senator Symington; on the House Committee on Science and Astronautics; the Manned Space Flight Subcommittee and a Subcommittee
on Science, Research, and Development; and on the Government Operations Committee and its Subcommittees on Military Operations and
Foreign Operations and Govenunent Information.
I resigned from Congress in 1969 to go into the executive branch,
and as has been indicated, I served as Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, Director of the Cost of Living: Council, and 'as
Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, where I was·
the United States' Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic
'Council, the Defense Planning Committee, and the Nuclear Planning
Group. For the past 131!2 months I have been Assistant to the President of the United States.
As a long-time reservist, Mr. Chairman, I know we cannot afford
to rely on Active Duty Forces. And certainly the N ationa.l Guard and
Reserve units are an increasingly indispensable ingredient in our
total force posture. I would intend to work with the military departments to increase the readiness of the Guard and the Resene units.
Further, I recognize that defense is expensive and I intend. if confirmed, to do my best to manage the Department as efficiently as possible and to recommend to the Congress and to the President as lean
but as combat-ready a force and accompanying budgets as is possible.
However, I must say that the forces and the budgets must meet the
national defense needs, and while defense is costly, an inadequate
defense posture would in the long run be far more costly indeed.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, the President, of course, is deeply committed
to a strong defense posture. He has assured me that I "·ill have from
him a full ·a nd fair hearing on defense and national security issues. I
want you and the members of the committee to know that it is my
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full intention to be open and frank with the Congress in discussing
issues and defem~e needs, and I know from my own service in Congress
how indispensable it is that this be a eollaborative endeavor. The
defense of this country has been and must be a bipartisan and shared
responsibility, and I assure you that I will do my utmost to keep it
that way.
Mr. Chairma.n , I have submitted my ,financial information to the
committee and I will be happy to have it entered into the record. I
leave that entirely to your discretion.
Thank you very much.
The CnAIRUAN. Gentlemen of the committee, just a few preliminary
matters here. First, I will put in the record the nomination of Mr.
Rumsfeld and the biographical sketch as sent over by the White
House. It has already been covered in part.
[The nomination reference and report and biogra.phical sketch of
Donald Rumsfeld follows:]
NOMINATION REFERENCE AND REPORT

...

)..

IN EXECUTIVE SESSION,
SENA1'E OF THE UNITED S•rA'£ES;
November .q,, 1975.
Ord ered, That the following nomination be referred to the Committee on Armed
Services:
Donald Rumsfeld, of Illinois, to be Secretary of Defense, vice James R. Schlesinger.
NOVEMBER 13, 1975.
R eported by ::\lr. Stennis, with the recommendation that the nomination be
confirmed.
BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ON DoNALD RUMSFELD
Donald Rumsfeld was appointed Assistant to the President by President Ford
in September, 1974. In this capacity, he serves as a member of the Cabinet,
Director. of the White House Office of Operations, and Coordinator of the White
House Staff. Previously, he headed President Ford's transition team in August of
1974.
Mr. Rumsfeld was born on July 9, 1932, in Chicago, Illinois. He received a B.A.
in Politics from Princeton University in 1954. He served in the U.S. Navy as a
naval a1•iator from1954-1957.
::\lr. Rumsfeld became active in government in 1958 when he worked as Administrative Assistant to Congressman Dave Dennison of Ohio. In 1959. he became a
Staff Assistant to then Congressman Robert Griffin of Michigan. From 1960 to
1962, he was with the Chicago investment banking firm of A. G. Becker and
Company.
In 1962, he was elected to the United States House of Representatives from the
Thirteenth District of Illinois to serve in the Eighty-Eighth Congress. He was
re-elected in 1964, 196(), and 1968. In the Congress, he served on the Joint Economic Committee, the Committee on Science and Aeronautics, and the Government
Operations Committee, and the Subcommittees on Military and Foreign Operations. He was also a co-founder of the Japanese-American Inter-Parliamentary
CounciL
In 1909, he resigned his seat in the House to join the Cabinet as an Assistant
to the President and Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity. In December
of 1970. he was named Counselor to the President and in October 1971, he was
appointed Director of the Cost of Living CounciL
::\lr. Rumsfeld became United States Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization in February 1973. He sen-eel as the United States' Permanent Rep'resentative to the North Atlantic Council, the Defense Planning Committee, and
the Nuclear Planning Group. In this capacity, he represented the United States
on a wide range of military and diplomatic matters.
::\!J:r. Rumsfeld has received honorary degrees in law from Park College, Lake
Forest College, and Illinois College, as well as the Opportunities Industrial
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Center's Executive Government Award and the Distinguished Eagle Scout Award.
Mr. Rumsfeld was married to the former Joyce Pierson of Wilmette, 'l'llinois, in
1954. They have two daughters, Valerie (19) and · Mar~;~y (15), and a son, Nicholas

C~air .woul~ ~ropose to do in .this case, as in all others. Unless there IS
obJectiOn this IS the way we Will handle it.
·
Now, .Mr. Rwnsf~ld, the Senate Democratic caucus a couple of years
ago passed a resolut10~ th~t says ~he cauc~s has adopted the policy with
respect to every nommatwn whwh reqmres every nominee be asked:·
"Do we have your commitment to respond to requests to appear ancl
testify before any duly constituted committee of the Senate?" ·would
you respond to that request~
·
.M~. Ru~SFELD. Yes, sir. Certainly, as I indicated in my remarks, my
ful~ mtentlon would be to cooperate fully with the Congress of the
l[mtecl States, and to appear before committees. And to see, in aclclitwn, that the appropriate Department witnesses are available to
appear. I cannot at the moment conceive of a situation where I would
not be able t? appear, but I t)"link, 'w ith that general statement, I have
been responsive to your questiOn.
·
.T~e CHAIRMAN. So far as your part is concerned, you would be
:Wllln:!.o· to respond~
Mr.'Ru:M:S:F'EJ.o. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that correct~
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRUAN. All right, gentlemen. Even though it cuts into. a'
member some, I think the 10-minute rule or something very close to the
10-minnte rule works out better and is £air, so the Chair will follow
that rule .
Mr. Rumsfeld, I have not had a chance to know you very well. :we
just have not been thrown together very much and our affairs ha,·e not
crossed too much. I had an hour and a half talk with you in the office
.the other clay and I was very much impressed with your intelligence~
the thrust of your mind, and the way you went into a problem. I 'vant
to bring up on the very threshold of this hearing something that I am
not worried about now, but I think we have to keep it before us all of
the tinw., and that is this question of civilian control of onr Government, civilian control at the top. And that includes civilian control
over the military. I have nothing bnt a satisfh~d feeling that our military leadership and all-so far as I know-the leadership fully con·
form to that Constitti.tional principle. In fact, I think the Chiefs o£
Staff of the four services and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
represent, to my mind, the<strongest group that we have had since I
have been on the committef.,. .
.
But nevertheless. I want to keep befor(" the public the idea of this
supremacy of civilian control over all of the departments of gowrnmPnt. Do you want to comment on that from your viewpoint?
Mr. RuMSFRLD. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman,. I share yonr belief in the
constitutional principle of this civilian control, and also share your
high regard fo-r the men and women who serve in the F.S. armed
services and would, in addition to fulfilling my belief in ciYili.an
rontrol. I w~mlcl want to say that! think it is important that eiYilian
lradership consult fnllv and draw from the 'militfl.ry thP vr>.lnahle
rnmpetence and experience that they have to contribute to the defense
of our country.
The CHAIRMAN. All ri!!ht. So if von are confirmed it' "1\0nld be vonr
purpose then to carry mit fully whatever the burden might be of the
responsibilities of being the overall Secretary of the military scrvicrs?

(8). "
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The CHAIRMAN. With reference to the so-called conflicts-of-interest
matters that we have before our committee, I will ask .Mr. Braswell,
our chief cow1sel and staff director, who always goes through these
matters personally for us, if he has gone over •all of this with .Mr.
Rumsfeld, and if so, is he satisfied that there is no basis here for any
violation of the committee's rules, and conflict of interest as we have
tried to determine it?
.Mr. Braswell, you speak for the record, please.
.Mr. BRASWELL. I have, Mr. Chairman~ We have a letter to the committee from .Mr. Rumsfelcl indicating he holds no securities in clef~nse
companies doing business with the Department of Defense. His only
holdings are in mutual funds.
.
The record should also reflect that he is a contingent beneficiary of a
trust. This creates no problems since he is not a trustee and he has no
current interest in the matter.
The record should also reflect that should he become the principal
.beneficiary, the same results will apply as currently applies to the
normal holdings.
.
.
. .· .
The CHAIRMAN. This is a family trust, is it not:?
.Mr. BRASWELL. Yes; completely so.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have no control over that now?
.Mr. RuMSFELD. None whatsoever. No, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN. And you do not know the contents now, as I understand it?
Mr. RuMSFELD. No, sir. ·
The CHAIRMAK. Now, gentlemen of the committee, we have-' Mr. RuMiSFELD. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. If I might interrupt. I
do have a good idea of the cohtents that were in it at the point where
I was a trustee. My father passed awav September of last year. I was
a trnstee. On arriving at the White House I ·adjush:icl that so that I
would not be a trustee and would no longer be a"\vare of the contents.
And my understanding is. that-it is not a lai·ge trust, and the mn.~
jority of the assets in it are in J'eal estate. ·
·
The CHAIRUA~. And you have filecl 'in writing here that as long as
you are a Federal officeholder, I believe, that you will not-Mr. Rul\ISFEI,D. That thev would not inform me.
The CHAIRl\IAN. Or cm1fer with vol.1 about it: is that correct?
Mr. Rul\rSFELD. Yes, sir. And in the event I should become a beneficiary in any way then, I, of course, will inform the committee and
arrange i.t the way my assets are arranged.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, based on alJ of tl1e .nrecedents of this
committee that I know anything about, .Mr. Rumsfeld overmeets thereqnirPments of the rommittee and I see nothing in this at aJJ where then'
wonlcl be any possible basis of complaint for a~ conflict of interest. I still
clilw to the idea that there are a frw thinqs that von have to inst pllt
out before the public and the whole world. Orclinarilv evervthing is
onrn to P·v erv mrmber of the ~"'Ommitter or any member of the Congrrss as far r>R I am concerned. Bilt WP. do haw a custom hrrr of keepinga committee's semipersonal file on these matters, so that is what the
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Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That means when you come here to give us your
opninion on policies, principles, and facts; that after your own investigation, you are going to be giving us conclusions that you haye
formed yourself. I mean, Donald Rumsfeld has formed rather than
wha.t some military official or other official has pushed you to do or
sav. What about that?
'Mr. RuMSFELD. There is no question about that. l will undoubtedly
provide my considered judgments where I have them. And in the
instances where I may not at a given moment, I will so state. And
where I can contribute to the discussion by describing the views of
otlwrs, I might very well do that as well. But I certainly will give you
my judgments as I develop them.
The CnAIR.YIAN. vVell, I think that is what we want. I know that is
what I want. I want your hard-boiled, hard-knuckle opinion on these
things, on the important ones after you have had a brush with the
facts yourself, and we can transmit that in a way to others of the
membership of the Senate. The same results apply, I think, generally
to the House. It is a very important matter to me, and I want someone
who I can believe has given ns his hard, factual conclusions, and that
11ill be your place.
Mr. Ru::~rsFELD. Yes, sir.
.
The Cn.\IRMAN. And at your expense of disagreeing with others,
right?
::\h. RuMSFELD. Absolutely.
The CII.\IRlVIAN. vVe may not do much 'as a matter of judgment with
your conclusions, but we want to get your conclusions. That is the
thing that I want to emphasize here now.
You were one of the original sponsors of the volunteer forces con·
cept and I was not. I remember that.
l\rr. Rmv!SFELD. I remember that.
The CHAIRMAN. But I have supported it fully.
)fr. RGl\'I:SFELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not a skeptic, but I believe we have made
some progress.
Now. I w'a nt yon to take a personal responsibility there; You have
worked with this thing, with the help of the Secretary of the Army,
of course, the Chief of Staff and all of the rest of the military and
civilians. I think it is very critical, and frankly, I think it has not
yet been fully proven, although it has made some headway. Will yo'u
giYe that your personal attention to some degree and form conclu·
sions about it, and then frankly adYise this committee?
l\fr. RmrSFELD. I certainly will, Mr. Chairman. I might say that
my position back in the mid-1960's was that it was worth a try.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
::\1r. Rul\'I:SFELD. And I fully recognize the importance of the United
States having the necessary militarv manpower. My preference then
was, and it remains today, that to "the extent that this can be done
without the llSe of a fully actuated selectiYe service system and the
nse of compulsion, that is my preference. However, I would add that
to the extent that it cannot be done, that is to say to the extent that
we are not able to achieYe the necessary military manpower for this
country's needs, voluntarily, then, of course, as I indicated in my
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testimony before this committee close to 10 years ago, I would certainly
stand ready to see the SelectiYe Service System brought into play.
~utI do feel an obligation to give my personal attention to this, and
to try to see if we as a society can make it work. And I assure you .of
that.
The CnAIRMAN. All right.
Now, tliis may sound like a small matter but it is not small to me.
It was reported to me, and I hope that it is totally not true, that some
of our men in the service are now being provided with food stamps.
Now, my objection there is not that they get the Yalue whatever value
it is, but we have got to haYe our men in the military unifonn independent, and independent as far as possible of other somces of Gm·ernment income. \Vill you look into that matter and give us a report
back on the food stamps matter? I was told this but I have not any
proof of it. It may be even that some of your commanding officers have
assisted in filling out the forms. I think it just has a bad influence with
the Senices as a whole, and that is my point.
,
Do you want to comment on that aml specifically will you look
into it?
Mr. RuMSFELD. IV" ell, I certainly will look into it. I must say, in the
eyent that it is occurring, I was not aware of it.
TheCir.\lRl\L\X. Yes.
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. I clo not ha,·e personal knO\dedge on it. I \\·ould
share your concern about it.
The C'IIAIRl\L\N. Yes.
l\h. RuMSFELD. And I am not in a poclition to say ·w hether any of
the various proposals pending in the Congress would alter that in the
event that it is, in fact, occurring.
The CnAIRl\'I:AN. All right. Just look into it, that's my only request.
Now, Gentlemen, I have used up my time. Senator Tower, I will
call on you please, sir. liVe have adopted in your absence, before you
could get here, the 10-minute rule.
All right, Senator Tower.
Senator TowER. Thank you, :Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being
late.
The CHAIRMAN. That's all right.
Senator TOWER. vVe had a confirmation vote in the Banking Committee of which I am the ranking member.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. \Ve are glad to have you.
Senator TowER. Mr. Rumsfeld, a gl'eat deal has been said about the
attitudes toward detente. There is, of course, as I am sure you have
detected over the country, some uneasiness with detente, some feeling
that it may be that we are having the wool pulled over our eyes and
that a certain euphoria has perhaps set in as a result of detente. I would
like to know how you view this whole matter of detente, what it is and
what it is not, and what its implications are for the United States in
terms of our maintaining an adequate level of preparedness, maintaining a force level at least comparative to that of the Soviet l -nion.
Mr. RUMSFELD. Senator, that, of course, is the subject that conlcl
take books to properly comment on. I will be happy to comment on
it briefly.
My sense of it is that the United States believes nry deeply in
certain things. IV"e believe in freedom, we believe in an in eli vidual'~
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:right to read a book of his choosing, to speak, to assemble for religious
purposes, own property, and, there are other societies on this o-lobe that
have a very, very different view.
o
, The wm;·d "det~nte," of course, mem~s dif!:'erent things to many
people. "VVIth specific respect to the relatiOnships between the United
States and the Soviet Union, for example, it strikes me that any discussion of detente might break down into three pieces.
One woul~ be the substanc~ of tf1at relationship in its many facets,
two, the tactics of those relatwnslups as they evolve, and three as you
suggested in your question, the perception.
'
I think with respect to the substance it is useful, o-iven the very fun·
dame~tal differences between our soci~ties, for our ~ountry to attempt
to see If, for whatever reason, there might be areas where our interests
\Yould converge at. a give~r point in history, and, to the extent that they
do converge, that IS, I thmk, helpful and good, and lowers the level of
confrontation and the danger in the world.
To the extent that they do n<;>t converge, as they have not in instances
in the past, and I am sure will not in instances in the future, I think
that is not a reason to be dissuaded, but it certainly is not a reason to
agr0e with something that is, in fact, not in our interest.
There are reports with respect to the second part of the differences
as to tactics, and pace and tempo. They may relate either to the first
point, involving the substance of those relationships, or they may 'r elate
to the third point, involving perception. But one of the things, and my
:final point would be, one of the things that does concern me is the
fact that when you have a relatively prolonged period of relative peace
between the superpowers in this world, and when you engage in a series
of relationships attempting to see if our interests do converge, there is
no question that in our country and in other countries, many people can
mismterpret what, in fact, the circumstances are. That is to say, some
can be lulled into erroneously thinking that the Soviet Union and the
United States are really very different, they are just different systems.
That would be dangerous, because there are fundamental differences.
Some can also be lulled into the feeling that because we have been
successful in avoiding confrontation it means that .-igilance is not
necessary. There can also develop a perception that because the relationships have been seen as improving in some respects, and there have
been instances where we ha.-e found areas of agreement, that that
means that the defense capabilities of our country are not necessary
any longer. That also would be an error.
One of the tasks that free people have, not just in our country but
certainly in vVestern Europe, is to go through this period, continue to
seek ways to find areas where our interests converge, but recognize that,
in my judgment at least, the reason for what success there has been is
the fact of our capabilities. It is our defense capabilities and the deterrent effect of those capabilities that has contributed substantially to
what improyement and relationships we haYe seen in the past years.
Senator TowER. And in arriving at a strategic arms limitations
agrrements, or in the process of trying to arrive at them, the input of
the Secretary of Defense is, of course, enormously important. And your
Yirw, do you believe that we should neYer accept any agreement that
might put the United States at a potential military disadvantage just
for the sake o:f maintaining some kind of a climate of detente in which
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we maintain a free flow of communication with the Soviet Union~ Do
you believe that we should not under any circumstances put the United
States in the position that she might be at -a potential military disad·
vantage to the Soviet Union?
Mr. RuMSFELD. I certainly do. I think that there is no question
but that the fundamental interests of the defense establishment must,
in fact, be the security of the United States.
I 'vould add this. It strikes me that if a scientist is seeking a cure for
cancer, and he goes down one road and finds a deadend, it does not
mean he is a failure and he should stop. It means that he should very
likely seek other avenues. And in our relationships, in this instance
with the Soviet Union, certainly we should engage in discussions, certainly we should vigorously try to find those areas \Yhere our interests
might conrerge. But the fact that they might not should not be something that should surprise us because, in fact, they might not, with
respect to a g·iven subject at a given time, and that should not be
considered as' a failure. It should be considered as a fact. It should
lead not to any frustration or even excessive disappointment. Rather
it should lead us to seek other ways. Again, as you suggest, assuring
that in that quest we give very careful weighting and concern for the
security interests of the United States of America.
Senator TowER. In your view, have the fundamental and historic
goals and objectives of the Soviet Union undergone any significant
change?
Mr. RuMSFELD. I do not classify myself as a true expert on the
Soviet Union or the life of that country. My sense is tha.t they have
a system that is fundamentally different from ours. vVe believe in
certain God-given rights, and I will not repeat what I said earlier.
They have very different views. And my sense of it is that given the
fundamental differences between our systems, and given the military
capability that they have, anyone looking at those capabilities could
not conclude that they could not be used. \Ve must do as we have been
doing during successive administrations and successiye Congresses,
and that is to assure that we have the necessary defense and the deterrent capabilities.
Senator TowER. Mr. Rumsfeld, one concluding question. Do you
believe that the American presence in \V estern Europe should be
maintained, at least at present levels?
:M:r. Rul\ISFELD. Absolutely,~ It strikes me that given the negotiations
that are taking place, the mutual balance and force reduction negotiations that are taking place, it would be exceedingly unwise for this
country, or any of our allies, to take unilateral steps to reduce our
capability in \Vestern Europe. The capability is there for a reason.
It is for the defense of vVestern Europe and the entire NATO treaty
guide.Ene area. It is there to deter ·an attack, which it has been successful in doing. \Ye are engaged in discussions to try to find out whether
it is possible ·a t this point to achieYe a stable situation at lower levels of
force. It would he I think a wonderful thing if that could 'be achieved
from the standpoint of our country and the European countries, and
certainly the stability in that area.
At what point it might be achieved, or to what extent it might be
achieved, remains to be seen, and we should not do anything ·w hich
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iv'ould undermine tlie seriousness of those discussi'ons wliicli, hi.deed a
ttnilateriil reduction would.
·
. Senator TOWER. Mr. Rumsfeld, I want - to' cmnmend you on the
splendid job that you ,dit;l as the Ambassador to XATO, and I think
the expe'dence ahd the ii1sight which TOLl gained is a strong commendation for your qualificaitons foi· this position, along with the other splendid qualifications which you possess, and I shall certainly happily,
and cmi:scientiously support yom confirmation.
Mr. RuM:SFELD. Thank you very much, Senator.
The CHAIHMA.N. Thank'you, Senator.
In just a second, Senator Syinington,· I am going to call on you. I
really had about a half a minute left of my time: May I ask a quick
question~ ·
'
Senator SYliHNGTON. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. I ha,·e always in these important nominations asked
this question for years and I want to ask it of yon. Yon see what a big
interest there· is in this position, ·there is a lot of power in this office
and a lot of responsibilities. I judge you are not coming in with any
expectation of staying just a short time and thPn moving on~ Frankly,
II have said in the record for many officesthat if it is just a venture. to
prepare for business, or a politic,al ventui·e or anything p]se, then it
is the wrong place to step into these important assignments. Do you
agree with that~
·
Mr. RuMSFEJJD. I agree completPly. I assurP you that I will serve in
this p'o st a:f the pleasure of the President, obviously, and devote my
full energy and talents to it.
The CHAIRllfAN. \Vell, you always serve ·a t the ])leasure of the President, but you have no other plan or motive in mind, do you~
· Mr. RuMSFELD. Absolutely not.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. I imagined that that would be your answer. And I think, of course, yon are telling the truth.
.
I would ask for Senator Thurmond, who could not be here th1s
morning, and he is one of our best attendees, that certain anestions be
pnt in the record at this point for response by Mr. Rumsfeld.
[Th~ questions with answers follows:]

seek through political, cultural, and economic discourse to affect the behav ior
of othe~· governments in ways which will enhance our O\Vn welfare and promote
the~e conditions.
It is, of cour;;e, in our interest not only to enhance our relationships with
friendly nationH but also to reduce the ri~ks of conflict with others. U.S. d0fen~e
policy relates to foreig-n policy objectives directly: It should provide a rational
range of military capabilities to deter the use, or threat of use, of all kinds of
force against oursPlYe~. our allies, and other nation~ which would seriou~ly at'fect
our own welfare; .a nd respond, should deterrence fail, with military force ~mffi
cient to proteet our basic interests.
I intend to review -these i;;sues in greater detail in the Department's responRe
to the requirements of the 1975 Defense Authorization Act for the SPcretary of
Defense to fnrnish Congress an annual report on the relationship between U.S.
foreign policy and our military force structure.

Qztestion .'2. How would you go about determining the military mu;;cle needed
to achieve these goalH '!
Answer. In addition to setting foreign policy and national SPcurity, it is necessary to assess realistically the threat to the nntion from other nations or hl oc.-;
of nations. In determining the leYels and comvosition of the capability we need
to achieve our goals and to defend against the threat. I would consult within thP
Department of Dej'ense, civilian and military officials, including the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, as '>''ell as others, including the Congress. in developing Departmeut
recommendatious to the President. Our allies should also be consulted as to our
joint needs. ~l'llrough such interchanges of Yiews, I would hope that, as a nation,
we would l.Je al.Jle to reach sound conclu~ions on our needs, and, together with
our allies, sustain the bonds of collective security.
}j'inall;v, as the Department princivall~· charg-ed "'itll providing· security for
this country, the requirements must reflect a clear awareness of the capabilities
of votential a<h·er~aries. and avoid cau;;ing instabilities which could result from
a misreading of intentions.
'Question 3. Do you plan to take an acth·e role immediately in connection with
the critical arms <·ontrol negotiations now underway with the Soviet Union·!
Answer. I intend to participate in the process of deYeloping the U.S. positions
on issues in arms control negotiations. after confirmation.
Questi-on .q. In this connection, how would your views differ from those espoused
by Dr. Schlesinger?
Answer. To the best of my knowledge, Dr. Schlesinger and I agree on the objectives of U.S. policy and on tl)e necessity to find and capitalize on areas of
agreement and mutual interest with the. USSR. We also share the view that the
U.S. cannot expect to achieve a stable military balanc-e at lower levels of armament if we start from a position of inferiority.
A sound dC'fense posture is an essential incenti 1·e to the SoYiet Union in arms
control negotiations.

QUESTIONS BY SENATOR 'l.'HURMOND FOR SECRETARY DESIGNEE RU~fSFELD

Mr. Rumsfeld. I wish to associate myself with the remarks of our distinguished
chairman rE>ference your outstrmcling· record .of public serYice, both inside the
Oong-ress and within the Executive Department~' It would be my view that your
expl;'rience as Ambassador to NATO would be most helpful in assuming- the
important, responsibilities of Secretary of Defense. Certainly I shall make every
effort to cooperate with you and I am snre other members of this Committee will
do likewise as you assume the role of Chief Advisor to the President on Defense
matters. and head of the Department of Defense.
Mr. RumRfeld, I would like to propound a few questions, although I recognize
it is too early for you to address many of the specific issues which will come
under your jurisdiction ..
Question 1. First. I would like to have your views on what you see as this
Nation's foreign policy and national security goals.
Answer. The basic U.R. national security objectiYe iR to preserve the United
Rtate~ as a free and healthy nation. U.R. forei?:n policieR derivt> from and art> in
pursuit of that objective. U.S. forPign policy goalfl are to foster an international
t>IWironment in which TJ.R. physical security will not be jeopardized. :mel in which
our political and spiritual principles can thrive and onr economic needs be met.
The freedom and independence of other nations which generally share or aspire
to our vnlues, and maximum U.S. ability to engag-e in intPrnational trade and
commerce, are important elements of that environment. U.S. foreign policies
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Que8tion 5. V\7 hat are your Yiews on the Total Force concept?
Answer. I support the Total Force Policy, which ilwolves actions designed [·o
strengthen the capability of reserve forces to augment actiYe forces upon mobili·
zation. I understand that a rec-ently completed Htndy of the Total Force resulted
in program!'; designed to improve readiness and integ-ration of reserYe with active
forces. I intend to maintain the momentum in this direction.
Question 6 (fi?·st half). What are your Yiews on current military personnel
levels in NATO'!
Answer. The present level of U.S. commitment to the Alliance, along with the
forces of our Allies, gives us the hasiR for maiutaining a com·entional balance in
Europe. However, maintaining the quality of J\'A'.l'O forces, both our and Allied,
requires constant effort.
vVitll regard to the possibility of future U.S. troop reductions in Europe, tlw
Pnited States and our J\' ATO Allies are presently engaged in the discussions and
JUntual and Balaneed Force Reductions. If an acceptable agreement (':til be
reached, and that is our hope, that would !Je the appropriate time to adjust X ATO
cava!JilitieR to 'Yarsaw Pact capabilities.
Question 6 ( 8ccomllw7f). Do you feel that the T'nited States needs to enuneiate
a new policy in the Asia-Pacific area, and, if so, "'·hat form should this policy
take?
Answer. A complete answer to this question would require a comprehensive
examination and determination. However, in my view, the United States should
61-669- 75--2
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continue on the present policy course that bas been established by the President.
Our actions in Asia are being closely watched by the USSR, the PRC, Japan, and
Korea as well as the other powers in the region. It is desirable that we continue
to take actions which indicate to our friends and potential adversaries alike our
resolve to remain a serious power in Asia:
From a Defense standpoint, Northeast Asia, and our deployments there to
assure the security of Japan and Korea, remains central to our Pacific strategy.
Elsewhere in the region, other bilateral and collective security commitments
remain in force. As the evolving equilibrium is established, we do not foreclose
the possibility of policy innovations as new situations develop. Nonetheless, there
is a need for continuity-rather than rapid change-in order to pursue a goal of
peace and stability throughout the region.
Question 7. Mr. Rmnsfeld. what are your views on the current high level of
forei~n military sales to onr friends abroad?
Answer. In both the Foreign Assistance Act and the Foreign Military Sales Act,
the Congress recognizes that the United States and other free and independent
countries continue to have valid requirements for effective and mutually beneficial defem;e relationships to maintain and foster the environment of international peace and security.
This legislation also recognizes that, because of the growing cost and complexity
of defense equipment, it is increasingly difficult for any country-and particularly
a developing country-to fill all of its legitimate defense requirements from its
own rlesign and producti!m base.
All sales are carefully reviewed by the Defense Department and State Department and there arE' provisions for Congressional overview. The total level o1'
Foreign Military Sales has risen over the past five years from $222 million in 19:70
to $9.5 billion in 1!¥75, and the vast majority (90%) are for cash. One reason ;for
the increase in ·sales agreements is that we have cut back our grant aid program
from some $5 billion in the 1950s to less than $500 million now aR improved economic capabilities have enabled our friendR to purchase what they need. For
example, the F-16 sale to four of our NATO allies in Europe accounts for $2.1
billion of the 1975 figure.
·
Foreign Military sales are not only the transfer of guns, tanks, aircraft, and
ships of war. About 40/45% of total purchf!se agreements are for weapons and
ammunition, the remaining l'l5/60o/o consisting of such things as support equipment, construction, spare parts, training, and other services.
I believe that we must be judicious in deciding what we sell to whom, but
dollar figures do not tell the whole story. The $10 billion level of sales today is
comparable to the $5 billion in grant aid in 1952. Costs have escalated and equipment has become more complex and costly.
Question 8. Mr. Rumsfeld, in what context do you view the policy of detente
with the Soviet Union?
Answer. I believe our relations with the Soviet Union should continue to be
guided by our parallel policies of deterrencg and detente.
'Uhere seems to be no doubt that we Doth understand that, with the nuclear
capability we each possess, it is in our respective interests to try to reduce confrontation. But there is also no doubt that, for the foreseeable future, the extent
of U.S.-Soviet cooperation will be limited by the continuation of the fundamental
differences in internal values and in international aspirations which distinguish
the two nations. And, when important interests are at stake, as in the arms control area, progress toward a more cooperative relationship may be slow.
We should neither give up when progress seems to move slowly, nor negotiate
inadequate arrangements under pressure of time. We are and mnst remain strong
enough to engage in such negotiations in ways which serve and promote our national security. That is a long, slow, complex pr.ocess.
It might be useful to point out that the word detente seems to mean different
things to different people. For that reason it is useful to indicate what I mean and
what I do not mean when I use the word. As I see it, the word detente is the word,
in current use, to describe the approach to foreign relations being used by the
United Stfltes toward some other nations that have the following characteristics:
1. A political system so different from our own that mutual confidence is
lacldng;
2. A military capability great enough to endanger the United States or its
Allies and friends ; and
~. A pattern of actions over the years demonstrating a willingness to use force,
or the threat of force, to advance their interests at the expense of others.

Toward such nations, our approach, that is to say a policy of detente, should
include the foU.owing elements:
1. Enough military strength to deter adventuresomeness or aggression;
2. Enough confidence in our own political and spiritual convictions to let others
know that we adhere to the principles of liberty and justice and do not condone
a buses of political and human rights; and
3. Enough wisdom to seek out agt·eements that diminish the danger of a war
that might destroy hundreds of millions of people, and that may, over time, cont ribute to a more stable relationship. It goes without saying that in negotiations
with such nations we must be on guard. ·
Detente, therefore, is a method of working toward our aims to avoid war,
secure the safety and independence of the United States and our friends, and
p reserve the principles of political decency-the rights of all men to liberty,
equality, and justice. As such, it is an approach, but not a gUarantee.
This is what I mean by the word detente. It is an approach, intended in our
b est interests, to dealing with certain nations. If handled badly, it could do us
harm. If handled well, it could serve us well. 'fherefore, questions such as "ill
d etente good or bad for us?" or "do we benefit from it more or less than others?"
a re que»tions that run not to the approach of detente, as I see it, but to the
.execution. The test is in the execution.
In short, detente should not be viewed as a >:ubstitutc for strength and
solidarity, but rather as an approach that is available to us because of that
s trength.
Question .9. Mr. Rumsfeld, there have been suggestions that the Defense Department will have to take as much as $7 billion in reductions in FY 1977 if the
President is to achieve his $28 billion spending cut proposal. Do you feel our
national security can be assured in the face of such a large reduction?
Answer. The President feels that the anticipated growth in federal budget outlays should be restrained by $28 billion. I am advised that spedfic allocation
among individual agencies is being worked on but has not yet been completed.
The President has made it abundantly clear that he stands for a defense posture
"second to none", and I, of course. share that view. I am confident that the
budget submitted for DOD in FY 1977 will ensure our national security.
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?,'he CHAIRMAN. Senator Symington.
.
:::lenator SYMINGTON. Thank you, ~Ir. Chairman.
~fr. Rumsfeld, I have had the privilege of serving with you before;
and I will vote for your confirmation in the hope that you will be the
first of but one of the Secretaries that I have known, and I have known
them all, who is independent in your thinking with respect to the
problems that develop in the Pentagon.
Now, when you come before this committee you come before a very
f riendly committee. It has been my experience after some 31 years in
Government that you have four kinds of Senators and Congressmen.
Right after \V orld vVar I a group of people came into the Congress
and the Senate who voted for all of the guns before any butter. And
the resistance that developed over the years, especially incident to the
no-win war procedures, resulted in another group coming up who
votecl for all of the butter instead of any of the guns. The voting
r ecords are all there.
And then you have another group who could be the most dangerous
oi all, based on my concept of true national security, who say well, we
will vote for all of the butter and all of the guns and we are sure to
come back with a heavy majority, because nothing could ever happen
to the U.S. dollar.
In that connection I recently was talking with a member of this
committee who I believe is the fiscal and monetary expert of the Senate, if yon conld pick on!' man. and I told him that I heard that the
r etired military pay between now and t he year 2000 would add up to
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$300 billion. He said no, that was too high. And I said, I had heard it
from a pretty good source. So, I then asked the chief of staff of this
committee, 1\fr. Braswell. to get me up smne figures of what the retired
pay would be.·And I do not in any way criticize it at this point. I am ·
just presenting this side to those who think we have to make some
choices.
,
, The memorandnm from Ur. Braswell shows if you take a 6-percent
annual increase in pay and a 4-percent annual increase in the consumer
price index, the accumulated retirement pay figure was not $150 billion, it was not $300 billion, it was $470 billion.
\Ve are now purchasing submarines rapidly approaching $2 billion
apiece, and we are now moving to purchase airplanes nll)iclly approaching $100 million apiece.
· And my question to you then would be, in your position as civilian
head of the Department of Defense, do you plan to consider a sound
economy and a sound dollar equally important to any weapons sys tems, from a standpoint of true national security~ And if you do, will
you give that consideration in your decisions~
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator Symington, I am happy to respond to that.
I think I would have to begin, however, by saying that certainly
a fundamental service or responsibility of Government is to help to
provide for the security of the American people, and to assure their
fteeclom. There is no question but that inflation and the cycles of unemployment that this country has gone through have been difficult and .
damaging to many human beings. There is also no question, as you
suggest, but that we cannot go clown both roads continuously. Choices
must he made, priorities must be established.
I think that honorable, reasonable people can differ as to how those
priorities ought to be established. But I am certainly in full agreement
that priorities in our society have to be established, if we are going to
avoid some of the problems that other nations on this globe have faced
by failing to face up to the importance of priorities.
I too have heard those figures on retirement costs between now and
the end of the century. There is no question but that that is something
thalt the executive 'branch and the legislative branch must address, and
it is a sizable figure.
Senator SYMINGTON. vVhat does disturb me is the relative lack of
change in the structure, and to some extent, function in the overall
military picture, to take appropriate account of the tremendous impact
on any concept of security of the new nuclear force.
In a biography of De Gaulle by an Australian named Crozier, it
states that President Eisenhower, who was a true military expert, said
to De Gaulle in 1959, "vVhy do yon emphasize the nuclear picture to
the extent that you are doing, when you know you could never equal
the Soviet Union~"
And De Gaulle replied that, "In the metagon age, I do not have to
<>qual anybody, all I have to do is have enough," and this is in quotes.
You only have 't o kill a man once, you do not have to kill him 10
times.
Mr. Ohainnan, I would ask that the memorandum that I got from
Mr. Braswell he inserted at this point in the record, and I would ask
that ,the quotation from the book in question of this dialog between

Presidsnt Eisenhower· and President de tGauUe be inserted in full i,n
the record.
The CnAIRJ\iAN. Yes. All right, Senator. Certainly.
[The m_aterial referred to follQIWS :]
[Part V:

The Fifth Republic Chapter 2:
p. 533.]

The Atlantic Directorate Affair,
-

"Why do you doubt ih'at the United S1tates would identify its fate with
Europe's?" asked Eisenhower.
An'd de Gaulle reminded him that during the First World War, American help
·came oilly af.ter three years of <almost mortal trials ; and in the second, only
after France ll'a;d been crushed. Nor was this at aH strange. That W'as why
France, atthough faithful to the alliance, \\"as against integration in NATO. A's
for harmonising-"if one dares to apply thh; celestial word to that infernal sub, ject"-the use of l!"'ranch and American 'iJowbs, this could be done in the fi•amework of direct cooperation between the three atomic powers which he had proposed.
But surely, the American president objected, given the prohil>itive cost of such
armaments, France would not be able, by a long way, to reach the Soviet level?
In reply de Gaulle gave him the doctrine of 't he French deterrent 'in its simple'St
and purest form: "You know Yery well that on the scale of megatons, a few
rounds of 'b omhs would destroy any country. l!'or our deterrent to be effective,
all we need is enough to kill the enemy once, even if he has the means to kill
us ten 'times over."
[From; DeGauUe, by Bri·a n Crozier]
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,

Wasll 'ington, D.C., October 24, 1975.
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Re memorandum for Senator Symington
From : lild Braswell.
'.rhi,; is a followup to our phone conversation yesterday afternoon concerning
the , cost of the military -retirement systen'l. 'l'he cumulath·e cost of the wilitary
retirement system from FY 1976 to FY 2000 will be about $.470 billion, if one
ai;sumes a 6% annual increase in pay and 4% annual increase in the Consumer
Price Index.
,
,
Under the above 'm;sumptions, the annual cost of the retil•ement system in
FY 198.5 \YOuld be $13.9 billion, in FY 1990 $19.7 )Jillion, in FY 1995 $26.9 billion,
.a11d FY 2000 $36.1 billion.
Of course, the total cumulative cost of the retirement system is dependent on
what flSSumptions are made on pay and price increase,s. If one aSi:illmes that
'there are no future basic pay or retirement pay increases, then the total cumulnth-e cost of the military retirement system for FY 1976-2000 would be $217
bill,ion. This, in effect, would assume no inflation between FY 1976---2000.
Some facts on the military retirement system:
Currently there are over 1 million military retirees, with an estimated 1.8
million by FY 2000.
Unfunded liability of retirement system is about $150 billion. which means that;
this amount would have to be inve~ted at 3.5% interest into the future to cover
tbP current obligations of the system.
Retired pay was less than 1% of the Defense budget outlays in FY 1954,
'2.4 % in FY 1964 and will be over 7% in FY 1976.
Retired pay has increased $5.7 billion from FY 1964 ($1.2 billion) of FY 1976
( $6.9 JJillion) - an almost sixfold increase in13 fiscal years.
J hope this will be of some help.

Senator SYJ\HNGTON. What worries me is that I cannot see any appropriate recognition of the developments of nuclear force in the military.
For example, and you have the superb record as an aviator in vVorld
\Var II. and you know the aviation business from the standpoint
:of a combat pilot, or a pilot instrnctor-,Yhen one plane can deliver
more in one mission than both sides deliYered against each other in an
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entire 411z years of "TorTd "\Var II, then I think we should begin to
recognize the qualitative aspect of what is going on today, as against
maintaining an nnnece~sarily large conventional posture. Otherwise,
I do not see how the economy of the United States can Jive. And that
is borne out by the fact, and I am confident, having served with you on
the Joint Economic Committee, that you would agree that our system,
as we know it, cannot continue indefinitely with a $70 billion, $80
billion, $90 billion anlmal deficit.
A well-known hanker in New York said to me recently that if the
truth were known the Federal Government is in far worse financial
condition than the city of New York. The only difference is that down
here we have the printing presses.
I would appreciate your comments because of my great respect for
your record and your capacity, having served with you before.
Mr. RuMSFELD. '¥elL thank you, Senator.
I would look forward to reading the citations that you have inserted
in the record. I agree that in this area it is important to take into
account qualities as well as quantities.
I would- add, however, that it is important t-o take it into acc.ount
on both sides, and I obviouslv do not have an immediate answer to the
broad question you have posed.
·
I think that it may be that we will find that a!; we continue, and
certainly there have been tremendous technological changes, that there
may very well be some fundamentals that will not change a great deaL
Second, during this period where there has been an acce,l eration in
the velocity of events, we have seen a period of relative stability between the superpowers, and one of the things that has contributed to
that has been the strategies and_the concepts that have underlaid our
approach to defense during this period. Stability is not frivolously
achieved, certainly. There are things that can be done that can upset
that stability, and it ma.y very well be that one of the characteristics
of the problem you are posing is that those strategies and underlying
concepts ~ill evolve slowly rathe-r than rapidly, and it may well be
that is desirable from the standpoint of stability.
, I will look forward to reading those citations.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, gent-lemen, I thank you very much, arid
I am sorry, but your time is up.
.
Do you have just one more question?
. Senator SYMINGTON. I have no,further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Goldwater.
.
Sena,tor GoLDWATER. Th-ank yon, Mr. Chairman. I have known Mr.
Rumsfeld for a long time and, in fad, it was my pleasure to have cam·
paigned for him when he first ran for the House. · ·
·
You have served in a numbe-r of jobs, and yon have done them all
'vell. But I suggest that this one is going to be the biggest challenge
that you have ever faced, because in my 45 years of experience with
Defense, we never had a better Secretary of Defense than Jim Schlesin,ger. So you have a real challenge in front of yon.
Let me ask you this question: Last week the Senate Appropriations
Committee approved a budget for fiscal year 1976 of $90.8- 'billion,
which was about a half a billion higher than the House. but about $7.1
billion less than requested. Secretary Schlesinger had indicated the
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House figure was far too low, and had requested that about $2.6 billion
·
be restored by the Senate.
How-ever, 'that -did not ha-ppen. What are your views on the adequacy of the Department of Defense budget amount, as it is now
shaping up ? .
·Mr. Rul\ISFELD.· Recognizing that I -have not been a participant in
this budget process, I have been able to review the President's thoughts
on this as well as Secretary Schlesinger;'s and to review the Jetter which
Secreta-r y Schlesinger sent to Senator-McClellan with specific reference
to the figures you are mentioning. And insofar as I have an informed view, it would certainly correspond with the thoughts that Secretary
Schlesinger put forward to Sena•t or McClellan, and that the items he
was concerned about involving something in the neighborhood of
$2.5 billion, as I recall, are needed by the Department.
And I am really not in a position to go beyond that.
S~!_lator GoLDWATER. Thank you. In spite of what we hear, we are
spending a smaller percentage of the total budget year after year on
defense, and in spite of what we hear we are now spending on defense
the lowest percentage of the gross national product that we have
ever spent. In fact, Washington spent more on his budget than we
are spending today as a percentage of the total gross national product.
With all of this in mind, the fact that we are spending less each
year on defense, do you believe the defense budget should increase
annually in real buying power, rather than increasing only to accommodate inflation and pay -raises? ··
Mr. Ru:usFELD. I am familiar with the statistics that have been put
forward that comment on defense expenditures as a percentage of the
Federal budget, and defense expenditures as a percentage of gross
national product, both in isolation and in relrutionshi:p to the Soviet
Union's comparable statistics.
It seems to me that they are .interesting and they are useful in a
discussion of the subject. But the bedrock on which U.S. budgets
should be built has to be our capabilities relative to potentially ' Oppos~
ing capabilities. It is for the latter reason that I would certainly ag.t ee
tha:t, given the trends we have seen in terms of the interest on the part
of the .Soviet Union with 'respect to various capabilities, the U.S.
Government should, in fact, provide real increases in the defense
budget. And this is true not only because of the phraseology that I
used, and that you used, it is true not only because, as yon point out,
of inflation, but also, as you suggest, the mix of our· total defense
budget that now goes toward pay as a result of our attempt to see
that people who are involved in our Armed Forces receive something
more closely approximating a competitive pay level with those who
are not serving in the Armed Forces.
'
· .
.
·
, Senator GoLDWATER. In othet· words, there. is not much we _can do
in Congress a:bout the. pay portion of the defense budget, which is
a large paTt of the defense budget, unless we want to start cutting
the pay of the troops~ And that is something that I do not think any
of us want to do.
.
·
• Now, let us get into detente: Are there dangers to -t he-United States
in pursuing detente with the Soviet Union; and if so, what worries ',~t
you the most, and what policies do you pr•opose to avoid these dangers~ l·'-'
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Mr. Ru.;\ISFELD. Thm·e is no qnestibn in my mind but that there are
·danger~, ai~d the worl.d is s~mply not a perfectly pleasant place.
. As I mdiCated earher, giYen those dangers, in some respect because
.of t_hem, and in some respects in spite of _them, it is importailt for the
Umte?- States to see.k to fin~ ways where, m our interests, and certainly
at no Jeopardy to our secunty, we can find areas of agreement with the
Soviet Union.
The danger that I see is not that a given President or administration
or Gm-ernment of the l!nited States d America ·would engao·e in some
sort of a relationship which is harmful to the security of the United
-States. I think the more fundamental danger is the one that I touched
on earlier, that in the process, we could erroneously relax our vigilance.
DPtente is not a state or a circumstance or something that is fixed it is
a relaxation of tension; and to have a relaxation of tension, there is the
admission that there is tension.
The danger is that it is misinterpreted by some people. ''Te have had
relative stability in our relationship, and they sec photographs of world
leaders talking and dra ling y,-ith each othe,r . There is a danger that
some can assume that that then means that vigilance is not neC'essary.
In my judgment, the nry success that has been achieved so far is a
result of that vigilance, not in spite of it.
S.e11ator GoLDWATER. The press l1as I'eported that SeC'retary
SC'hlesingpr's ·views of the a(hantagrs and disadvantaQ"es of d.-;tente
to tJw Fnited States diffrr from those of Secretary KissinQ"er. Have
you hacl pirsonal connrsations "ith either Secretary Kissinp:er or Secrrtarv SchlC'singer on this subject, and if so, what can you report in
tlw t rrn·ard?
Mr. RrnrSPELn. The nnswer is yes, I have had discnssions with both
over a period of years. I think both have commented on that subject.
They C'ertainly are considerably better authorities on it than I am,
as to their personal views, and to what distinctions tlwn~ might be.
I kP ow of no major policy differences between them. My sense is that
as with, I suppose, any two people, we are none of us the same. IV"e
approach things in somewhat different ways; we have different backgrounds and perspectives, differE-nt ways of saying things, and differences of view from time to time. But in a broad way, my sense of those
two individna]s' vie\\S is that there are not fundamental differences.
Sen.atm:.Q.owwATF.R. \7\Tell, to many people, and this is a gTowing feelina in this conntry, Secr0tarv Kissinger is, pardon the term, lw llbent on
aC'hieving detente with Russia regardless of the fad that on~ mi.litary
is not increasing in power enough to assure that we can mamtam the
C'onditions of dMente, whiC'h he is suggesting. Do yon agree with
Ki.,-;in.O'er's position on rlPtf>nte. thnt we have to have it?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Well, I do not know that I wonld want. to agree
with the prPss characterization of his position. It strikes me that
FiPCT'Pfnrv Kissino·er. as Recretarv Schlesin!lPr ann. indPed, as the
Presiflent o£ the 'United States. comes to this snbieet with a baC'kgrouncl from the national security side, the two Ser.retariPs from the
stanCinoint of thPir nC'aClemic p11rsuits, a,n([ the President f1·om a, long
P~nPrien~"'e on tl1fl DPfense Anpropriations Snbcommittee in the
H011se. Thnt is a healthv wav to approach many of these questions.
It is a realistic way to approach these questions.
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I do not know that I 1\ould agree with tlw logicn l extreme of the
implication in the characterization of Secretary Kissinger that the
report you cite would suggest, that he is hellbent on agreeing. I think
it is natural in the give and take within a group of people on a subject such as this that there will be some differences of view. I think
1t is particularly natural that the individual who is charged with the
responsibility for negotiating becomes sensitive to the tactics of negotiation, and it is also perfectly proper and understandable that a
Secretary of Defense would have to keep foremost in his mind the
security of the United States and contribute that perspective to any
dialog for the President to make his final judgn1ents.
Senator GoLDWATER. Just one final comment and my 10 minutes
w1ll be up. :Tmlu1vem0re.
Secretary Schlesinger provided the country with the onl~- authoritfltive voice that would argue with the Secretary of State's position on
detente. I would sincerely hope, knowing yon as I do, and knowing
you to be very firm in your convictions, and haYing a suspicion, not
knowing it, that you ·would supJ?ort the Schlesinger positions, that
if that is true you will continue to provide a voice in the cabinet so
that the American people can have the benefit o£ opposing views on
detente. versus a weakened military structure.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, I can quite agree with you th~t it is criticallv important to a President to be absolutely certain that he does.
in fact, have differing views, and that he is aware of the different
perspectives and arguments, and the perceptions as well as any substantive differences that may exist.
.
I also, of course, want to assure you that I wilJ do my utmost to see
that they are presented in a thoughtful ancl sensible wav.
Senator GoLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, that is all I have right now.
I would like to make a comment that you know is a p0t subiect of
mine. Some of the gentlemen on your· side have been here for the
whole hearing, and some of them have recently come in. I think it is
a wise idea to reward those early attendees with an earlier effort to
question.
·
·
The CnAIRJ\fAN. All right, Senator. Gentlemen, the Chair has been
put somewhat on the spot to this extent: I h:-1xe tried to loosely follow
the rules on the 10 minutes. and loosely follow the idea that a man
who comes here and sits out the hearinQ". when you get to him he is
0ntitled to be heard. We have two very valuable mid esteemed members
of our committee who have just come in. Do you have a special showing that y011 want to make, either one of yon?
Senator JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, no. ViT~ will defer. Both, Senator
Cannon and myself. are in the fifth week of a conference involving 25
Senators on our side, and 7 Honse Members on the House side on
energy, and we came directly from the conference. But it does not
matter.
The CHAIRMAN. vVell, let us give these valuable members 5 minutes
apiece and see what happens.
Senator NuNN. Mr. Chairman, I will ease your pain a little bit
and take half of my time and then yield the other half to Senator
Jackson.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. That is nice. We will work out something
here.
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All right, Senator Jackson.
Senator Jackson?
Senator JACKSON. No ; go ahead, Senator N unn.
Senator NuNN. Well, I will just ask two questions and we will share
the time.
Mr. R.umsfeld, I also share a very high view of your capabilities,
but I also was a very, very strong supporter of Secretary Schlesinger
in both his abilities and his articulation of the theory behind the defense budget.
Wibh that said, I think that a lot of people are concerned about
your views on SALT II and whether there will be a real expression
of those views. I am also concerned about another grave danger to our
(l efense budget and our Defense Department, and that 'is the makeup
of the budget. Senator Goldwater has already talked about the problem of pay and how much it is consuming. But the facts are that we
started this year's defense budget and the people from the Pentagon
came over and privately told me that 52 to 53 percent of the defense
flollar was manpower, that that was as the President submitted the
budget. Well, the facts are now that 60 percent of the defense budget
is manpower, based on the reductions that have taken place.
And when you couple this situation with the fact that the Soviet
Union ·is speriding 30 cEmts out of everv flefense dollar on mfl.npower,
we are spending 60 cents out of every dollar on manpower, they have
4 million men under arms, we have 2 million men under arms. "\i'ITp see
this trend going on and on, then it leads me to a conclusion that I hate
to come to, but I would like to let you express your opinion on this.
It looks likP to me we have thre o:r four things that can happen.
First of all, either there has got to be a substantial real increase in
the defense budget, and by real increase I mean above nn.y anrl above
inflation. Or, there has ~otto be a dramatic breakthrough in diplomatic
negoti::ttions with the Soviet Union which would cause them to decelf'rnte their defense budget. Or, there has Q"Ot to be a radical change
either in the number of men we have, or in the pav.
··
Now, if none of those things, or some combination thereof does not
hanpen. it seems to mP that inevitably we f>~. ce tlw suhshnti11l possihility of having a defense posture second to the Soviet Union. I would
like vonr views on that.
Mr. Rti:;)<fSFELD. Senator, I share vonr concern about the trends that
'~·e have seen, and I agree with yom."assessment of what the options are.
I think it is useful, however, to point out something, and that is that
''"hen the United States of America made the iudR,"nwnt that it want~d
to forego compulsion as the method o£ achieving the necessary military
mannower, what i.t in effect was saying. among· otlwr thin~s, was that
previouslv we had been taking onlv some and not all. and 1-l1en in adrlition to taking on]y some. we l1~d heen pD.yino- thosP inrliYiduflls sub' stantially less thari. what the individuals who were not t aken wf're earn-·
ino- in· the civi1ian manpower mfl.rket.' In effect, they were being taxed
adrlitionallv for their Sf'rvice to the conntrv.
Onf' of the effects, inevitahlv, of p·oing to a ,qoa 1 of an. n11 volunteer
force is that the pav must .<w nn, bnt it Sf'ems to me that that is a proper
th ing for our country to do. And in exchanf>'e for that we havP g·airwd
soni e thin,as; that is'to say, we have stopped faxi•1q: those in·diYichwls_
who have serred, and we have stopped unnecessarily using compulsion
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as the method of achieving military manpower when it was not necessary and, therefore, not desirable in a free society.
I think that the defense budget should take that into account, and it
would be exceedingly unfortunate, and certainly dangerous if rather
t han doing that we allowed that progression of the percent of the
de!ense budget for pay to go up to, as you suggest, something in the
nerghborhood of 60 percent to continue, because there is no question but
that something else suffers, and that something else is the weapon capability of our country, and inevitably the deterrent.
Senator NuNN. It is already happening. It is not like it is going to
happen,·it is already happening, and it is a grave danger, as I see it.
And with the fiscal year 1977 announced program of tlw President to
cut $28 billion from governmental expenditures, which is a good goal
t hat I share, my next question is how much of that is going to be out
'O f the defense budget. I would also ask whether you yourself have been
involved in the negotiations between OMB and the former Secretary of
Defense, Schlesinger, as to what percent can be taken out of the defense
budget?
Mr. RuMsFELD. The answer is I have not, to this point, and would
not he until the conclusion of the confirmation process. I can assure
you that I would very definitely be involved in it at that point. Let me
modify one thing you said. The President's proposal involved not a
$28 billion cut from spending, but what it is is a recommendation on
his part to restrain the anticipated growth in the Federal spending
which is anticipated to be something in the neighborhood of $53 billion
'i n fiscal year 1977 to a level of $28 billion less than the $53 billion
growth. So there will .still be growth in the Federal budget. It will
not be a $28 billion reduction from congressional actions this year.
Senator NuNN.1V"ell, in the final analysis though, what is happening
t hough is that the growth in the defense budget is inflation, and it is
m anpower costs, and if you look at what is happening, R. & D; and
procurements since the Vietnam war in 1964, and if you take irito
account inflation, we are buying an awful lot less in research and developrpent and procurement right now than we were before the Vietnam
war, and at any time before that, and we are not.telling the American
people those facts.
It is not being made known to them. We talk abo.u t a voluntary :force
in a vacuum as if the only thing is a numbers gfl.me: The American
people, when they made the choice, if they did, through Congress to
go to a volunteer force, they were not given the otlwr implications of
t hat choice and they still have not been given the other implications.
And I think that it is time that someone in the administration and in
t he Congress starts laying out the facts.
Mr. Chairman, I will yield to Senator Jackson.
Mr. RuMsFELD. Could I add one comment on that? Your comments
are c~rtainly valid, 'and this is one p.a rticular aspect of the defense
b udget that I think, as we move into the period ahead, we have to
take into account. That $360 billion or $370 plus billion budget, as
yon are well aware, the vast portion of the Defense Department budget
is classified as the so-called "controllables" as opposed to the "uncont rollables," the latter being expenditures that would require additional
legjslati,-e authority to restrain. It seems to me that certainly the Congress and the administration will have to work to see that we shape a
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budget that, in fact, fits our national needs, not simply going along
with one that is the easiest to shape, because certain things are ''controllables" and certain things are supposedly not.
That is not how priorities ought to be established, in my judgment,.
and I certainly concur with your concern about the problem in the
budget generally.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I am sorry, but your time has run over.
Senator NuNN. I yield, Mr. Chairman.
.
, The CHAIRMAN. All right, gentlemen. You have used all of the t1me.
The Chair is inclined to think that. we should recognize Senator
Taft who has been here since the committee convened.
Senator Taft?
Ei_enator TAFT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
:M:r: Rumsfeld; I welcome you here. 1Ve served in the House together
for several years, and I enjoyed it very much and admired your views
at the time, including; your support for the Volunteer Army. !he
problems that. have been described by my colleagues today certamly
give me some pause. But I agreed with the view at that time, and I
still think it is a concept that I hope you will continue to work_-with.
Moving from that area to a few more specific areas, I realize that
you may feel that you \vould want to give us answers to these later
after you are in office, if you cannot give them now or give us some
views on them now; but I hope that you will within a reasonably
short period feel that you can really give the committee the benefit
of your thinking on these.
First of all, it has been suggested that tlwre might han been some·
disagreement between your predecessor and Secretary Kissing-er on
the importance of the SO\~iet Backfire bomber in terms of the SALT
talks. Is it not correct that the Backfire has thus far been deployed
exclusively with Soviet Naval Aviation, and do you have an opinion
as to whether it should be counted as a strategic weapons system?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator Jackson was kind enough to pose some
questions to me in writing·, one of which related to the subject of
Backfire.* I have visited with a number of people since visiting with
Senator Jackson on it, and would be happy to make a remark or
two about it.
I would preface it, as you suggest, by saving that SALT is, of
course, a subject of such enormous complexity that after a period
of extended negotiations there is certain history to words and phrases.
and not having been intimately involved in those negotiations, I
?bviously wo:ul~ ·want to wait until I had an opportunity to consult
mternally w1thm the Department of Defense before making conclusive judgments.
I am not in a positinn to confirm or not confirm your suggestions
concerning Secretary Kissinger and Secretary Schlesinger's views
on that particular subject at this point. However, my understanding
is that there is a broad ili~TPement that the Backfire bomber does havP
an intercontinental capability that is of sufficient range to strike the
United States from Soviet bases.

There are various views with respect to intentions. But I am referring to the capability.
·
·
·
Senator TAFT. Thank you.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I would like to go on just a minute.
Senator TAFT. All right. Please.
.
.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I think that clearly anyone from the standpomt of
the United States would have ·a prefereilCe to include the Backfire
in the SALT agreement. However, in considering possible Defense
Department recommendations to the President, I think it is proper
for one to consider all of the elements of such a .package taken too·ether. At the minimum the Backfire must be dealt with, and its handling in any total package should, in my judgment, be designed so as
not to present an added risk to the security of the United States.
Before conclusively deciding how this specific issue .can best be
handled, I would, however, want to talk to a good many ·people in tihe
Department of De.fense.
·
Senator TAFT. How about the Cruise missile.? Do you consider that
it ought to be included in the SALT talk discussions?
Mr. RmrsFELD. Out .o£ courtesy, I should probably supply Senator
Jackson with the responses that he requested of me, which -! have not
_yet done.
·
·
Senator JACKSON. Would the Senator yield right now?
Senator TAFT. Be happy to.
8enator JAcKsoK. Do you have the written respons.es to t.h e interrogatories (
Mr. RuuSFELD. They are coming up right now.
Senator JACKSON. All right. I would like to see them. Excuse me.
[The material referred to follows:]
·
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RESPONSES ,BY DoNALD RUMSFELj) TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF, SENATOR -HENRY
JACJCSON

NOTE.~Because · SALT is a subject of en.o·rmo11s complexity, ' becau's e I have
not been in a position to consult in any depth within the bepartriien,t ()f Defense,
:and because I have not beenpersonaUy involved in ' those OI!g()~ng I).egotiations,
I must preface my responses to your questions by '.indicating ,tliat I ·am . .obviously
not at this time in a position to express .conclusive judgments. If connrmed as
Secretary of Defense·, · and as I become involved fully in the issues arid the negotiating background, I will be in a beter p<mition to contribute to the continUing
development o:( DOD positions on these matters.
Qu r 8tion 1. "President Ford confirmed on Sunday what a imm!Je.r of government studies had already established: that the. new Soviet Backfire bomber has
intercontinental capability. · Will you .recommend to the Pre,sident, that .the Backfire be included within the Soviet ceiling of 2400 intercontinentai str11tegic deliv··
'· ·
· ' : ' ·
. ery vehicles."

""

•

Answer. My understanding is that there is . adoss the board ·a greement that
the Backfire bomber dQeS have an intercontinental capability that is of sufficient
range to strike the U.S. from Soviet bases. Clearly, one's preference would be·
to incJude the Bac.kfirP. in the 2400· aggregate ceiUng. However, coru;Jdering possible Depattmei1t recommendations to the President with respect. to a total SALT
package, all of the elehients· must be assessed in relation to one another. At a
minimum, the Backfire must be dealt with, and 'its handling in a totai package
~hould be designed so as not to present an aclclecl 'risk to' thii sectl'rity of the
United States. BeforP. conclusively deciding how this specific ·issue can best
·be handled, I would of c<;mrse want to consult ,f~11ly with th_e Department.
Question 12. "Neither the text of the V,laclivo~tok SALT guidelines nor the recoru
of negotiations rPqtiires that the United States accept '!imita~ions on its cruise
mi;;;sile dPployments. As yon know, we presently have cruise 'iniss!les under development. Do you. see any reason to modify 'the Vladivostok guideiines as the
·Soviets desir~ so as to limit our right to deploy cruise missiles?" ·
··
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Answer. It is my understanding that the Aide l\Iem.o ire does not include cruise
missiles, according to the U.S. understanding. Cruise missiles are difficult t o
deal with in SALT. They have tactical and strategic application, as well as
severaJ methods of delivery (land, air or sea) and the option of nuclear or conventional warheads. The question of whether it would be in the U.S. interest to
adjust tlie present position on cruise missiles from that set forth in the
Vladivostok Agre·e ment must, as with the Backfire, be considered not only frotn
the standpoint of that particular system, but also in the context of the. total
package. Only in this way can one hope to avoid added risk to the security of the
United States.

·o nly diplomatic support but also ·p ossible military support if requested in the form of defensive weapons, .a nd weapons technology,
to the People's Republic of China to enable that country to feel more
secure ao-ainst possible Soviet military adventurism. Do you have any
thou o-ht~ on thrut possibility? Do you not agree that it would be •a
majo~· foreign policy disaster for the United Sta:tes if China felt so
threatened by the Soviet-Union as to make a new •alliance with Russia
to forestall that threat?
.
Mr. Rul\ISI"ELD. That is not a subject that I have involved myself
with sufficiently that I could give a eomment ·at this time, Senator.
Senator TAFT. Could you comment on the possible affects on the·
baJ.ance of power in the Middle East if Israel were to be supplied with
the Pershing missile?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Well, a balance •a t any time has to inch:j.de many
pieces. However, with respect to the Pershing missile, my understand-·
ing is that the National Security Council n.nd the President are reviewing requests that ;may have come in. And if I <am not mistaken,.
the President very recently has expressed strong reservations ·a;bout.
the possibility of the Pershing with tespecl to them.
.
Senator TAFT. There has been some evidence in terms o~ both statements in the press and rumblings from the Department of Defense
that the Mari:p.e Corps role may be changed substantially. This might
be well and good. I have talked to General Haynes, and I am ·:familiae
with the work of his committee. I am convinced, however, that part
of the impetus behind this could be another of the perennial attempt~
by, some to absorb the Marine Corps, or at least diminish its size and
mission. What would be your attitude toward such an attempt?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Well, I am not familiar with such ali attempt, and
would certainly wa,nt to discuss that with the.individuals in the Department of Defense, both on the civilian side arid certainly o'n the uillitary
side.
·
. ·
, ·
· ' ' ... ···. , · ,
Not being familiar with what proposal you are .suggesting; it would
be very difficult t<;> comment on it. ' .
'
.• ;
.
Senator TAFT. One of my great concerns is our comparative inattention in terms of military aid to what may be one of our mpst important friends in the South Asian area, Pakistan. Pakistari'' is finding
:\tsylf in an increasingly difficult situation as it is me:naced not' only
~y India but. also by a radical -governmen~. in_ Afghanistan j yet I. n?_te
m the security aBSistance program no aid IS planned for Pakistan
ot]:ler than a small training sum, under $1 million. -· · ·' . '·· ·
Do you have any feeling about ·that with regard ' tO'1 the military
assistance program? , , · · .
·, .
·· • ,._., • : ·
Mr. .;RuMsFELo.. It is not a subject'I have been involv~q in. '
Senator TAFT. Do you expect Mr. William Clementsto $t'ayon as
the Deputy Secretary of Defense? ·
·
· · ' ·. ·.
_' :· '
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. l would ·certain assume so. I have not addre's sed any
personnel questions during this period.
.
~_, · · ·. · · ·
~enator TAFT. Mr. Chairman, I think I have taken ~,Y 10 mimites
time.
. ·
.. · ·
·
· 1 ' ., •
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Your time is •just up. Thank y<;iu~ Senator,
verymuch.
. ,
,
·
:
•··· ' 1 .'
Gentlemen, about this afternoon, can you be here tllis ; !).fterno6n?
· ,
' · ·: · ·
· · '' ·
l\fr. RTJMSFELD. Yes, sir.

Question 3. "Studies conducted with the government have come to the conclusion that there is no way to verify compliance with a range limitation on
cruise missiles. This country has always maintained that we will not enter into
agreements with the Soviets that cannot be verified. In view of our inability to
verify cruise missile limitations, will you recommend to the President that we not
accede to the Soviet demand to modify the Vladivo;;tok guidelines on cruis.e
missiles and thereby enter into an inverifial:)le agreement?"
Answer. Verification is one of the most complex and technical aspects of SALT.
It is my understanding that· cruise missiles are considered to be exceedingly

'J

difficult to verify. Therefore, any consideration of cruise missiles from the standPI}int of a DOD position must, of necessity, fully take into account that problem.
However, icruise ·missiles are a factor in the overall strategic equation. In view
of these facts, I would want to study if carefully and consult fully within the
DOD oil any pl'oposals for resolution of the cruise missile issue.
Question -1. "When the Congress approved the SALT I Interim Agreement it
advised the President that a SALT II agreement should 'not limit the United
States to levels of intercontinental strategic forces inferior to the levels provided
for the Soviet Ui:iion.' The history of the debate in the Senate on that resoluti<In
made it clear that we were asking for equality in nu.mbers ot weapons and in
throw weight. In advising the President, would you take seriously this Congressional action; and, specifically, would you press for an agreement that WO\lld
reduce the Soviet advantage in. throw weight which is already three times that
of the United States?"
Answer. Yes. I would • of' course take seriously · any Congressional action, and
in thi-s instance the Vladivostok Agreement did of course proved for numerical
equality. With -respect to throw weight, I agree fully that it is an important
element in the equation, and that the United States should work to reduce the
Soviet advantage. 'rhis · should be addressed in· each step forward toward a comprehensive agreement with the Soviets if we are to enhance 'strategic stability
betw~l,l.;tpe two .sides. In a,d ditiop, we ll)ust continue with the necessary unilateral 'steP,s in o·u r defense progra~!l to maintain the balance and our security~

Mr, .,.RUMSFELD. .With ;respect to the Cruise missiles, Senator Taft,
this alsp was a question that was posed. It is my understanding that
th~ aid memoire . does not include Cruise missiles, according to "the
United·State.s' understanding. There is general agreement that Cruise
missilas are .difficuJt to deal with in SALT. 'rhey certainly have potentil'):l ,fortacticaJ:as .welh;sstl'ategic •aipplicationj
'
.
·
There are obvwusly several methods of delivery, :by -land, air, ·and
sea, and of ,courser. there ~s the option for. both t:mcleat and conventional warheads. . ,.;·
'
The question of whether it would be· in the_U.S. interest to adjhst
to ,the pres.ent pqsition on Cruise. missiles from that set for'th in the
Vladivostok Agreement must, as is th,e ruse with Backfire, be consider~d ,not only from the standpoint of that particular system, but
also m the context of the total package. And only by looking at the
total package can ~me hope to •a void any added risks to the secutity
?f the United. S~ates of America, which obviously has to be the gor},l
m such negoh·atiOns.
·· ·
Sena~or TAFT. Mr. Rums~eld, I ~ave e.XJ?resse4 a strong bel~ef .that
the Umted States should giVe active considemt10n to supplymg not

ttJ--

•

:.ij
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·The CHAIR::\'I:AN. I have a report from the Senate that there is a
matter coming up on mnendments and debate this afternoon, and there
is a vote expected at 12 o'clock or near there, too, on the trade bill from
the Finance Committee. Now, I would think that there are important
questions here and we want everybody to have .a full chance. I think,
if we come back this aftemoon, we would not be interrupted b_y so
many votes. It >ovould suit me. all right to come baGk if we can finish
up here now.
Mr. RuMsFELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the pleasure of the committee? Do you
have any special suggestions? We can come back this afternoon or in
the morning if it interferes with others. You can think it over.
)Tow, without objection, these two gentlemen here-Senator JAcKSON. \Ye defer to the Senator. Senator Culver, go
ahea(t
The CHAIRMAN. Do yon want to take 5 minutes apiece so that you
can get back to the conference, or woulcl you rather vvait?
Senator JACKSOK. We will wait.
Senator GoLDWA,TER. vVhat time do you want to come back this
afternoon?
The CHAIRMAN. 2:30p.m.
Senator CuLVER. I want to observe that it is perfectly appropriate
in vi<>w of the conference to let the other Senators go, but I will not
be able. for whatever it is worth, to be here this afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. \Vell, if you need to get back to the conference, I
would accept the courtesy. It is all right.
Senator .JAcn:so~. "Te will defer. Go ahead. Just have the two of
yon g:o ahead. Go ahead, .T obn. ,
The CHAIRJvt:A~. All right.
Senator CuLVER. There is plenty of time this morning, Mr. Chairman, if they want to go ahead and get back to the conference.
' 'Senator JAcKSON. \iVe have a Senate floor vote at 12. Go ahead . .
· The CHAIRMAN. They "·ant more then 5 minutes.
Senator ScoTT. Mr.· Chairman, if nobody on that side wants the
time-The CHATRi\t:AN. I knew you would be reacly.
Senator Culver,,! recognize yon for 10 minutes.
Senator CuLVER. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
1\fr. Rumsfeld, in your judgment is the United States militarily
strong today?
Mr. RuMSFEl!D: Th~;•,re is no question but that we are.
Senator CuLVER. I am sorry, I cannot hear.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Thm,'e is rio question. but that the United States is
militarily strong. .
.
.
.
Senator CuLVER. Are we strong enough to deter a nuclear attack·
upon·us?
. .. · .
·
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me? Some of you gentlemen will .h ave to.
keep the microphone ·toward the :witness. It mnst be a little weak.
Senator GoLDWATER. I do not think it is working.
The CHAIRMAN. Put another one over there, if you will.
'
Mr. RuMSFELD. Is this working now?
Senator GoLDWATEn ..No. It is not working.

"<,

The CHAIR:M:AN. Someone on the staff go around there and adjust
them, please, or help him with it.
All right, proceed.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Clearly the United States has at this point a substantial defense capability and a credible deterrent. \iVhat concerns
me and what concerns others is not that we have not thus far had
an effective deterrent, an adequate deterrent which, indeed, we have,
but the prospects for the future.
Senato:v CuLVER. In your judgment, are we stronger in America militarily or economically today?
Mr. RuMSFELD. That is a question, of course, that could best be
answered by philosophers.
Senator CuLVER. Oh, I think they go to the question of the appropriate definition of what constitutes national security, do you not?
Mr. RuMSFELD. The important thing from the standpoint of the
country is that we be strong enough that there be essential equivalence.
From the standpoint of economic health, a single human being who
is unemployed is facing a very, very difficult situation
Senator CuLVER. I am talking about in a macro sense, the strength
of this society. Do you feel that, relatively speaking, we are stronger
as a Nation militarily or economically in the world~
Mr. RuMSFELD. I would be happy to discuss either individually. It
is the comparing of the two that strikes me as mixing apples and
oranges a bit.
Senator CULVER. I think one of the difficulties that does concern
many of us is that there has been a failure to appreciate an appropriate definition of national security which, of course, has to include
necessarily the welfare of our people, the strength of our economic
system and the confidence of our people in our political institutions.
All of those things are as essential in a strong national defense as military hardware. And if we have distortions in one area at the expense
of the others, then there is a question of whether, in fact, we have a
balance of credible deterrent in the fullest sense of the word, which I
think is a legitimate concern.
Do you believe that America has to beNo. 1 in all military capabilities, or is it understandable and acceptable, for example, that the
United States has superiority in aircraft carriers, and long-range
strategic bombers, while the U.S.S.R. may have a larger land army, and
larger though less advanced missiles?
Mr. RuusFELD. I have studied the views that were put forward to
your committee earlier this year in the Department of Defense's
posture statement, and I find myself in agreement with the comments
set forth there concerning essential equivalence.
I think that it is not useful to take, in isolation, a given weapons
system. When one looks at the question of strategic equivalence, one
must look at its broad component parts, the strategic balance, the
maritime balance, and certainly the balance in vVestern Europe.
Senator CuLVER. So in short, you do not think that it is essential
that we be number one in all military capabilities?
Mr. RmvrsFELD. Inevitably in that mix there are going to be areas
at a given moment where the United States might be ahead or behind.
Senator CuLVER. You do not find that a threatening factor in terms
of our overall strategic posture?
61-669-75--il.
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Mr. Ru~ISFELD. I think the overall question is the one that is fundamental.
Senator CuLVER. Do you believe in the bargaining chip theory, that
we build some weapons in order to negotiate them away?
Mr. RuMSFELD. That is a question as to past motives on the part of
people. There is no question but that in a negotiation the relatiYe
capabilities become exceedingly important.
Senator CULVER. What I am getting at is would you pledge as the
Secretary of Defense to propose only those programs for which there
is a clear military requirement, as distinguished from a political value
or possible political value?
Mr. RuMSFELD. The way you have phrased it, I would certainly
agree that the answer is yes, that when one is making proposals from_
the standpoint of the Department of Defense, there needs to be an
underlying justification from a military standpoint for those
proposals.
It strikes me, however, that trying to draw a perfectly stiff separation between what you call political and military considerations in
the course of negotiations is difficult.
Senator CULVER. vVell, are you pledged to assure-Mr. RuMSFELD. And that is not what the real world is like.
Senator CuLVER. Are you pledged to assure this committee on this
occasion !that you are not going to recommend and ask the country
to support weapon systems in the defense budget for which in your
judgment there is not a clear military requirement?
Mr. RuMSFELD. There is no question but that proposals I would put
forward ·as Secretary of Defense would have what I consider to be
a military requirement. That is not to say that •as events unfold, and
given the best of all worlds, that in a subsequent negotiation with
somebody one element of that, as a result of the circumstances, might
prove not to have been needed because it would, in fact, be something
that would fit within the parameters of that negotiation.
Senator CuLVER. And Mr. Rumsfeld-·Mr. RuMSFELD. So you follow the distinction?
Senator CuLVER. Well, we will let the record show it.
Do you share _the view previously expressed by Secretary Laird
and Secretary RIChardson that the United States should not develop
weapons which can be construed as having a first-strike potential,
such as those with increased yield and accuracy to give them a hardtarget kill capability?
Mr. RuMSFELD. I think certainly in a broad sense I would agree with
that. There appears to be no prospect of a first strike capability on
either side, and that is not to say that your capabilities might not
require a wea.pons system, or a development that mi,g·ht be subject to
some ambiguity as to purpose. I would question whether Secretary
Laird and Secretary Richardson suggested that they would rule out
anything where there was an ambiguity. I would go back to my
earlier comment that it must be based on sound milita.r y justification
not something we are really trying to do.
Senator CuLVER. As you know, there has been a great deal of debate
concerning our nuclear policy, and whether or not there has, in fact,
been significant departures from your traditional posture in this
area. Now, the Defense Department recently admitted that its so-
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called limited nuclear exchange involving strategic attack only on
missile and bomber bases could result in up to 22 million American
deaths. Previous estimates by Secretary Schlesinger were as low
as 800,000.
In view of these facts, does it really make any sense, in your judgment, to develop weapons whose main justification is for use in such
limited wars?
Mr. RuMSFELD. When one discusses that, it is useful to go back and
reflect on the broader comments that have been made concerning the
nuclear retargeting and adjustments that have taken· place in recent
months and years in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I hate to interrupt but your time is up.
You may finish the statement.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I personally subscribe to the approach tha.t has
been put forward. I think that it does enhance the deterrent.
Senator CULVER. vVhose approach is that, Secretary Richardson's or
Secretary Laird's, or Secretary Schlesinger's?
Mr. RuMSFELD. This is something that was under study during
Secretary Laird and Secretary Richardson's time in office. It has been
subsequently announced during Secretary Schlesinger's time in office,
and it involves the subject of nuclear retargeting and providing options between massive destruction and very limited conventional conflict. And I do subscribe to it.
The CnAIR:M:AN. All right. Thank you gentlemen. Thank you very
much.
The Chair will now call in order those gentlemen who have been
here, and Senator Hart is next. Senator Hart, 10 minutes, please.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I will be more than happy to yield
to Senator Cannon.
Senator CANNON. No.
Senator HART. OK.
Mr. Rumsfeld, there is a great deal of discussion these days, as
there always is in vVashington, about reducing Government spending,
Federal spending, and the size of the deficit. But I have noticed that
many people who talk the strongest about the fact that the Government
spends too much money vote consistently for all of the appropriations
that the Defense Department wants.
Do you believe as a philosophical and financial principle that the
Defense Department should be subject to the same kinds of rigid
budget scrutiny and belt tightening that I think this Government is
going to have to undergo in the next few years?
Mr. RuusFELD. First I would certainly agree that the country has
to establish priorities, and that this process of discussion within the
Congress, as it has been in the executive and legislative branches,
is essentially healthy.
I would secondly agree that the American people and this committee
certainly have a right to expect and insist that the Department of
Defense and the defense establishment be operated and conduct its
business in an efficient and economical way. As I indicated earlier, that
in establishing priorities I believe, and I think others recognize, one
of the most fundamental things that Government does for its people
is to provide security, that is to say, to assure their freedom. Absent
that, there are not many other things in the Federal budget that are
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going to be very important. One has to look at opposing capabilities in
developing defense budgets. This is not to say that the problem of
inflation is not important. It is not to say that other demands in the
budget are not important. It is to say that the one I am describing
is fundamental.
s~..nator HART. Recognizing the fact that the administration has
requ~sted and the Congress approved expenditures for our defense and
security, which lock us into positions in many respects for years to
come and that, in fact, the 1977 budget process is probably so far along
that a Secretary such as yourself could have very little impact on it,
let me ask you a question about decisions which we will be making in
the next year that will have an impact on future weapons systems
and deployment and bases around the world and so on.
Could you tell us how you see our overseas bases and basing at these
forward point policies, say, in the next 10 years. Do you see any fundamental changes in our posture around the world?
Mr. RuMSFELD. In having lived through the last 10 years, anyone
who suggested that there would not be changes in the world in the next
10 years obviously would be getting way out on a limb. VVe have to
assume that there will be changes in the next 10 years.
VVith respect to what our policy ought to be on basing over that
period of time, is something that would require considerable discussion and study within the Departn<ent before I "·ould feel comfortable commenting on it.
I ''"oulcl say this, from the standpoint of )i\Testern Europe, a subject
where I have had obviously a higher degree of inYolYement, given the
mutual and balanced force reduction talks that a-re taking place, there
is at least a prospect that the Warsaw Pact countries and the NATO
nations will be able to achieve an equal, or preferably higher degree of
stability in that part of the world at lower force levels, and that would
be a wonderful thing. The discussions have been serious. I have no
reason to believe they might not, at some point, be successful.
But, what the pace will b~, I couldn't say. I 'vonld think certainly
within that time frame.
Senator HART. VVell, Mr. Rumsfeld, based on your experience in
NATO, what modifications would you make in the NATO structure,
and particularly in force deployments, disposition of nuclear weapons
and so on?
Mr. RuMSFELD. The subject is one that I have spent a good deal of
time on over a couple of years. I have not, within the most recent year.
There are obviously aspects of it that are classified. I did study the
recommendations that were put forward by the Department in the Febnmry posture statement. Many of them involved pieces of that puzzle
that I had been working on as an Ambassador to NATO, and I find
myself in very strong agreement with the comments of Secretary
Schlesinger. I think there is certainly an opportunity to improve standardization, commonality, interchangeability. There are obviously opportunities with respect to others of the items that you have mentioned.
)i\Te should recognize that for the most part, as we deal with our
allies in ~ATO, it does require consultation, and it does take some
time. But, to the extent that the United States can develop a position
within our own Government, provide some leadership, make good sense
and be reasonably right, my sense of it is that our NATO allies have,

over a period of time, found their way to moving in the correct direction, and they have made some strides in recent years.
Senator HART. VVhat would be your attitude about our role in NATO
if Communist influence substantially increased in the southern flank,
and in Spain and Portugal?
Mr. Ru;MSFELD. A different way to phrase that question might be
what would be the role of any country with respect to NATO experiencing a degree of Communist involvement in their governments.
There is no question but that the purpose of NATO is the defense of
'\Vestern Europe, and the defense of )i\Testern Europe is not a defense
against itself, but rather a defense from the East. It strikes me that the
comments that haYe been made by senior officials of our Government
in recent years, as the question you are posing has been raised, are
statements that I agree with. There is a high degree of incompatibility
between an involvement in NATO and a government that has a degree
of Communist representation.
Senator HART. Does that mean we withdraw, or we push them out?
Mr. Rul\ISJ<'ELD. It is not useful to talk in terms of unilateral action
when one is thinking of NATO or discussing NATO. That is a
question where we would contribute our views within NATO, we would
talk to our allies, and consult and attempt to see that .t hat very valuable
alliance continues. Needless to say, it requires our involvement, and I
cannot conceive of a situation in the period immediately ahead where
the circumstances of the world, or the circumstances of VVestern Europe would be such that it would be in our interest or in a majority
of our allies' interest to modify that alliance. It is a very valuable
institution.
Senator HART. Another area, Mr. Rumsfeld, if we strongly believe
or perceived that your predecessor had pursued a policy in the Defense Department which would leave open an option of first use of
nuclear weapons in a tactical or strategic situation in defending '\Vestern Europe, would you favor that policy or a use of it?
The CHAIRlVIAN. Gentleman, excuse me. You have an additional
minute.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Should I respond?
The CnAIRMAN. Yes. Go ahead and answer.
Mr. RuMSFELD. It is useful in responding to that question to draw
the distinction which I did earlier between first to strike and first use.
No administration, since the advent of nuclear weapons, no U.S.
administration has ruled out the possible first use of nuclear weapons.
In a situation, for 6xample, in a European environment, one can
set forth a circumstance where the conventional capability was insufficient to deter or to defend against a massive assault across the
VVarsaw Pact line, and where it might be desirable for the United
S tate8 and NATO not to have ruled ont a first use of nuclear wt>apons.
That is part of the NATO doctrine. That it clearly enhances the deternmt across the spectrum with respect to '\Vestern Europe. The
NATO policy is not something I would want to modify in that regard.
Senator HART. Is my time up, Mr. Chairman?
The CnAIRMAN. Do you have one question that is short?
Senator HART. Some of us are interested in whether there is a big
power race getting underway in the Indian Ocean. Do you have any
particular feeling about whether we should discuss that issue with the
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Soviet Union before we proceed on the assumption that such a race
is ine-.rita:ble?
Mr. RuMSFELD. That is not a subject that I have been personally
dealing with. I have followed the debate in the press, and I have followed the various amendments that have been offered. I do not know
what the legislative status is.
But, beyond being generally familiar with what the situation is, I
do not think I oould add anything.
Senator HART. This would be something you would be willing to
talk to this committee and other Members of the Congress about as
Secretary?
Mr. RuniSFELD. I certainly would be willing to talk to this committee about any of the subjects that fall within the jurisdiction of the
Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Speak a little louder, please.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Is it falling down again?
The CHAmMAN. Yes.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes, sir. I will speak louder.
'I1he CHAmMAN. All right, gentlemen, I think the time is up and he
has answered your question.
Senator Leahy.
Senator LEAHY. As I indicated before, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate
~'OUr doing this, and I assume that Senator Cannon and Senator
Jackson have no objections.
I might mention as known to those who have been here on some
oocasions, my senior colleague from Arizona, Mr. Goldwater, and I
sometimes disagree. But I do aoTee very much with the statement this
morning regarding Secretary Schlesinger. I have always felt that Jim
Schlesinger was an excellent Secretary of Defense, and it is absolutely
no reflection on you, Mr. Rumsfeld, but I for one hate to see him go.
I do also, though, give yon high credit for answering wit·h a straight
face Senator Stennis' question of whether in advancing to Secretary
of Defense it indicates any kind of a political intent on your part.
But, on a more serious level, we have discussedmlClear war here, and
the question of first strike and the ability there. I would like to ask
you about the concept of a limited nuclear war, something that we
have heard a great deal about, esnecially within the last few months.
Do you believe in the concept of a limited nuclear war?
Mr. RuMSFELD. I believe, as I indicated, in the views that have been
set forth by the U.S. Government in ·t he last year or two, that it is
desirable for a President of the United States ·to have a range of options: that is to say, options between no response and ·a massive destruction. That does enhance the deterrent. That is a sound concept, and it
has been exceedingly well articulated by Secretary Schlesinger.
Senator LEAHY. But do you feel that it is actually possible to have a
limited nuclear war? I understand your answer on having the various
options. and I think that we all understand the option, that we do not
''ant to have to go, to have to go immeclia,tely from a conventional to
an all-out strategic nuclear war. But do you yourself believe that a
limited nuclear war is possible?
Mr. Ru:xrSFELD. In other words. the question is do I think it is wi•t hin
the realm of possibility that in .t he event there were a conflict, and the
United States wished to avoid the massive destruction option, which it

would, that it might be called upon to select one of those options in
between, do I think that is within the realm of possibility?
Senator LEAHY. Yes.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I think it has to be considered within the realm of
possibility, or one would not adopt the nuclear retargeting stra-tegy
that the U.S. Govemment has adopted.
Senator; LEAHY. Do you feel that we could contain a limited nuclear
war?
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me, could what?
Senator LEAHY. Could we contain a limited nuclear war? In other
words, could you give me :a scenario on how you think such a war
might end, without us going into a strategic nuclear war?
Mr. Ru:M:SFELD. I have not had an opportunity to discuss this with
the officials within the Department of Defense during ·t he period since
my nomination.
I would say this. There is no question that one of the goals, regardless of the level a conflict might evolve to, would be to reestablish
deterrent. That responds to your question in a sense. From the NATO
standpoint, where I have been involved, there is no question but that
one of the elements in any scenario th3!t might be developed, is to attempt to reestablish deterrents.
Senator LEAHY. \Vell, when you speak of NATO, there have been
many public figures given in the press on the number of nuclear weapons in the NATO countries, and it ranges any"·here up to 7,500, somew-here in there. Is it necessary to keep all of these weapons?
Ur. Rul\ISFELD. There are a variety of questions •t hat arise with respect to theater nuclear forces in Western Europe, and they are not
separable in many respects. That is to say, many of them are related.
Senator LEAHY. Perhaps I could bring it down a little bit closer for
you. We have weapons, again using the comments that have been
made in the public press, ranging everywhere from nuclear artillery
sheJls to missile firing submarine sitting within the range of Western
Europe.
l\fr. RuMSFELD. I was referring to theater-Senator LEAHY. Yes, but well, we do have those weapons. And
Secretary Schlesinger made a comment that in the event of the consideration of the use of nuclear weapons in \Vestern Europe that he
might prefer to use these strategic nuclear weapons, firing say from
a submarine or something like that. The point that I am bringing
np is, in a limited nuclear war is there anybody on the other side who
is going to sit there with a little checkboard or whatever and say well,
this is a tactical nuclear weapon and this is a tactical nuclear war and,
therefore, we do not trigger it up into the further strategic nuclear
warfare?
Mr. Ru:M:SFELD. I am not in a position to answer as to somebody
sitting on the other side.
Senator LEAHY. But we at least consider their reactions, don't we?
1\Ir. Ru;\fSFELD. Absolutely. One does in that one of the aspects
would 'be to see that we attempt to establish deterents at lower levels
of conflict.
In answer to your previous question, the questions involving, and
I am a little bit at a disadvantage here having not dealt with this
for the past year, I am not quite sure what is classified and what is
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not, and I realize that this is an open meeting and therefore, I will be
careful in my words-Senator LEAHY. \Vell, assuming-Mr. RuMSFELD. There are issues involving numbers of tactical nuclear weapons. There are issues involving security. There are issues
involving the possible modernization of those \veapons. There are issues involving the degree of classification of information about them.
As Ambassador to NATO, I was involved in those questions. I know
Secretary Schlesinger has interested himself personnally in those ques·
tions. I know that they are of great interest to our allies in NATO and
that the Secretary has, on occasion, discussed various of those problems with them. Certainly, if confirmed I >Voulcl interest myself in
those questions equally.
Senator LEAHY. vVell, I think, Mr. Chairman, I may have to follow
up with some written questions-The CuAIRMAN. All right, Senator.
Senator LEAHY [continuing].-To be more specific on this, and then
we can decide whether it should or should not be classified. I have a
real concern about the number of nuclear weapons we have there. \iVe
have varying degrees of security, as you said, and the questions are of
them falling into unfriendly hands, if there was a conventional war,
the problem of being overrun, what happens if a terrorist group gets
them, and so forth, and I suppose you share the same concerns.
One last question. \Vhat do you see as a general range of the defense
budgets for the next 5 years~ I have heard something about fiscal
year 1980 we may be up to $150 billion or $1±8 billion for defense
spending. Do you see it that way~
Mr. RuMSFELD. I have reviewed the projections that have been put
forward, and I am not in a position at this stage to challenge those
projections. There are so many variables, rates of inflation that we
have experienced, the question as to the trencls vis-a- vis the Soviet
Union, what the economy, what technological changes might occur. It
would not be useful for me to second-guess those projections, a product of all those people, and having riot had an opportunity to visit
with them about this.
Senator LEAHY. You will review them, howe.-er ~
Mr. Rm.rSFELD. Oh, indeed I \Yill. .
Senator LK~HY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, we certainly thank you.
Senator LEAHY. I will have other questions to submit for the record.*
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Without objection, the Senator will be
permitted and in fact invited to submit brief questions. And whether
or not the questions and answers are classified or not will be determined. And >ve will dispose of it aceordingly.
According to my recollection, this brings us now to Senator Jackson.
Senator TowER. Mr. Chairman, I think Senator Scott is next.
The CnAIRMA)I". I announced that I would just haye to take them as
they came in, and Senator Jackson and Senator Cannon were here
ahead of Senator Scott; is that correct~
Senator JACKSON. I think Senator Scott \Yas here ahead of us.
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me. Excuse me. \Vell, that changes the sit·
nation. I am sorry, Senator Scott. I was told by staff who was keeping
up with it that you followed them. Thank you. Glad to recognize you.
*See questions with answers, p. 70.

Senator ScoTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me add my \l""elcome, Mr. Rumsfeld, to your presence. I do not
believe our mikes are working, so I will try to speak up a little louder
now.
You have been recommended to replace Secretary Schlesino·er and
I wonder just what are the principal differences in your views a~1d that
of the mah that yon are being nominated to replace~
Mr. RU::I{SFELD. Senator, as Ambassador to NATO, I ·worked with
Secretary Schlesinger after he became Secretary and I respect him,
admire his ability, and Yalue his friendship. I know of no major policy
differences.
Senator ScoTT. You have no major changes that you contemplate
"ithin the Department of Defense that is contrary to those that were
the policies of Secretary Schlesinger?
~
Mr. RmvrsFELD. That is the import of my response.
Senator ScoTT. N o>v, "·hat, if any, misuses do you see in the Ameri.- . \
can policy of detente with the Soviet Union~
(\!j .
Mr. RUJVISFELD. vVould you repeat that question?
Senator ScoTT. \\That, if any, misuses do you see in the An1erican
policy of detente with the Soviet Union~ Do you see any difficulties, is
detente working in the best interest of the U.S. Government? \¥hat
changes \lould yon contemplate in this overall policy of detente~
Mr. Rr:usFELD. I see. I commented at some length on this subject.
I wonlcl summarize my response by saying that detente, to me, is not
a state or a circumstance. It is a process and, as we view it, it means
the relaxation of tension, or an effort to relax tensions. One does not
have a relaxation of tension unless there is tension and indeed there is.
Senator ScoTT. I understand that before I did come in that yon did
talk at length about that.
l\Ir. RmvrSFELD. Yes, sir.
Senator ScoTT. But do you have any, just to narrow it a bit, do you
have any concern about the way detente is working~ Is it really a
one-w·ay street, or do you consider it in the mutual interest of our
country and Russia~
Mr. Ru::~rsrnLD. V{elL obYiously, certainly a relationship between the
United States and the Soviet Union must not be a one-\l""ay street.
Senator ScoTT. \Yell, has it been working against the interests of
our ow·n country, in your opinion~
Mr. Ru::~rSFELD. In my view, it is our interests to vigorously seek out
areas w·here conceivably the United States and the Soviet Union might
agree. That is to say, our interests might coincide.
Senator ScoTT. But I am asking your opinion, and you have been at
the \Vhite House, and you have been Ambassador to NATO; in your
opinion. has this been working in the best interests of the U.S. Government~ You have been close to this.
::\1r. RuJVfSFELD. \\Then one says this, I think-Senator ScoTT. Now, I would say to you that in your answer, I
have already indicated a friendship toward your nomination, but if
your answer is in any way evasive, I will consider changing my mind
on voting for your confirmation. So I would like your opinion.
Has detente, in your opinion, been working in the best interests of
the U.S. Government? If you can answer that directly, I would apvreciate it.
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:Mr. RuMSFF.LD. Sure. There is no question but that it has been in our
interests to seek areas where our interests converge. vVhat concerns me
about the period we have gone through is what-and ag-ain, maybe the
best thing to do in view of your last comment, is to go ahead and he
more fulsome in my commer1ts. rather than to try to avoid some of the
things that we talked about earlier.
The danger I see, and it is a real one, it is twofold. The fact that the
Soviet Union has a system and beliefs that are fundamentally different
from ours.
Senator ScoTT. Now. :Mr. Rumsfeld, I haYe asked you a very simple
question. In vour opinion, has d0tente been working in the best interests of the Government of the United States. Now, I think you can
answer this without all of this beating around the hush.
In your opinion, you could even give me a "Yes" or "No" answer if
yon saw fit.
Mr. RuMSFELD. vVell, I will he happy to answer it, hilt I would
prefer to answer it this way, and then I will he happy to answer an
additional ouestion.
Rut, the first part. suhstantatively, yes.
Senator ScoTT. Thank you.
Mr. RnMSFELD. In tern-is-The CHAIR:M:AN. He should be allowed to make an explanation I
think, Senator.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I would like to answer the second part. one cannot
just look at a specific agreement, that is to say, Is the ABM agreement in our interPst or not in onr interest. One has to look at the
broader eoncept. The dan~rer I see is that throuqhont thesR discussions
and negotiations, given insistm1ce on the nart of the United States that
it not be a one-wav street, the danger is that the American people and
the peoplP in other free countries will assume t,h at tJhere are not fundamental differences between our svstems, will ass11me that, in fact,
bec>tuse there has been relative stahilitv, there need not be vigi}ance,
Hnd ""ill assume, therefore. there is not a need :for defense capability.
In fact, the onlv reason that you are able to sit down and have rliseussions as to whether or 110t vou can find an area of agreement, for examnle, with respect to SALT or MBFR, is because of that eapability.
Senator ScoTT. All right, that's enough I think. Mr. Chairman.
Can vou be your own man at the Depaliment of Defense regardless
of the Secretary of State~
Mr. RuMSFELD. Absolutely.
Senator ScoTT. You can woi"k "IYith him as a coeqnal?
Mr. RuusFELD. There is no question but that the President. in visiting with me about this assignment as recently as yesterrlay, has indicated that is exactly the sitnation, that with respect to the matters of
interest to the Deparment of Defense, he will, in fact, exnect me to, and
I shall fully represent the Department and my vie\vS in the councils
of government.
Senator ScoTT. No,v, Mr. Rumsfeld. a few minutes a.q:o somebody
brought up the question of noncontrollables. This mav have been in
your own testimonv. Now, I do not look on that as a fietion, but somewhat of an excuse for not makinl! changes. Are you willing to search
for cuts that can he made in the Depa,r tment of Defense that would
not jeopardize our security, perhaps personnel related costs, so that

we could still have the adequate hard\va,r e that we need, that we ·w ould
have theneeessary funds for research and development. Are you willing to make a search~
Mr. RuusFELD. Absolutely. The context of the phrase uncontrollables came up with respect to nondefense expenditures in the earlier
part of this discussion. But, I fully agree that the Department, any
Secretary must very aggressively try to find such areas.
Sentor ScoTT. As I understand the phrase "noncontrollables," it
means that v;ithout changing the law and yet-1\fr. RuuSFELD. That's correct.
Senator ScoTT. Yet, we in the Congress are constantly confronted
"lvith extending the law, or making changes. And would you be willing
to make recommendations to the Congress of your thoughts as to hO"\V. '
"·e might change, so that we would have the necessary funds for
defense?
Mr. Rul\fSFELD. Absolutely. And I believe that the question as to
whether or not they fit into the earlier descriptions of controllable or
uncontrollable is irrelevant. One has to come fonvarcl with a budget
that makes sense.
Senator ScoTT. Now, one example of this, I understand that 10
years ago that only about 3 percent of the defense outlay went for
military retirement. Today, roughly 7 percent goes for military retirement, and we have an unfunded liability of roughly $150 billion in
this field. Are you willing to check this matter out and to see if something can be done to be fair to the military personnel, but still not
put an undue burden on the Government and limit our ability to
wage war~
Mr. RuMSFELD. There is a wide variety of vie.ws as to \vhat that
mortgage is between now and the encl of the century. I quite agree
with you that it is an area that requires the attention of the committee.
and certainly my attention.
Sentor ScoT'r. ·well, I have been told that there are now 1 million
retirees on the rolls, and by the yea1· 2000, and \Ye are only talking
about 25 ye.ars from no"·· there will be more than 2 million, more
than double that \Yithin a ve.ry short period of time. It se.ems a legiti·
mate reason for con~',ern.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The. CHAIRMAN. Thank yon, Senator. Thank you very mnch.
Gentlemen, according to my re,collection now it is Senator .Jackson
Senator JACKSON. I ''"ill divide my 10 minutes with Senator C'allnon,
I will go 5 and the.n we can alternate. back and forth and divide our
20 minutes.
The CnAIRMAN. OK. Proceed.
Senator ,JACKSON. 1Ir. Rumsfield, I belie-.;e the chairman and others
ha\'B asked about your commitmPnt to SBITe, and I "·ant to nail that
dom1 very carefully. Do I understand that _vou will sene through the
hahmce of this aclministr:ltion, that yon \Yill not quit for another political position, assuming the President does not take steps to remove
you, of course~
Mr. RuMSFELD. As I indicated, I recognize the importance of the
learlership within a department of this size, and there is no question
that I would serve at the pleasure of the President.
Senator ,JACKSON. \V e understand that. That is not my question.
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)Ir. Rc:usFELD. I haYe no intention-Senator J ACKsox. I said, assuming the President does not remove
you would you stay through this period and turn down another position between now and tlw end of the administration now in office.
1Ye all understand about serving at the pleasure of the President.
M:v question is a Yery clear one.
1\Ir. Ru~IRFELD. Yon know. absent of the President asking me to
lean' that office and do something else. my full intention would be to
do it.
.
Senntor .hcKsox. But. if he-Thr CIL\IR~ux. Let's han quiet. please. gentlemen.
SPmttor ,J.\cKsox. If tlw PresidPnt asked you io takr another position. what is yonr plan? This is what the ne\>Spaper discussion is all
about.
l\Ir. Rc:m<FELD. Let me respond this way. Senator-SPnator ,L\CKROX. All right.
:.\Ir. Rr::\IRFELD. I think personally there "·as an impression possibly
that some people came a"·ay ·with an impression that was uonfortunate from his press conference, where he was asked the question as
to ''"hethrr he would exclude certain people from consideration, and
he said. "no, I would not exclude them." The impression "·as left that,
tlwrrfore. they 'wre included.
It is my clear understanding that that is not the case, that he was
not inrlnding, he was just simply saying he ''as not excluding people.
N"o''"· I recognize the importance of this Department. :M~r full energies
and efforts will be dcYoted to doing this. and I cannot say whether
the President might or might not do. But, when one serves at the
plPasnrr of the Prrsirlent. lw senes at the pleasure of the President.
I can a~f'nre yon that I would not be seeking anything else. I ·would not
be considering anything other than doing this job.
Srnator JACKSON. \Yould yon accept something else? That is the
qn0stion (
l\fr. RnrsFELn. That is a Yery embarrassing question, because it
would be incredibly presumptuous for me to be rejecting something
that is not bPing proposC'rl.
Senator TowER. )fr. Chairman? Mr. Chairman?
The CrL\TR~L\X. \Yonld Yon yield to the Senator?
Senator ,L\CI\:SON. Not out of iny time.
The Crr.\TIDL\N. On his time.
Srnator TowEn. Historically. it is nnderstood that if a President of
thr rnited States asks somro.nr who is serving in one job to sen·e in
another ioh. then if hr is not willing to sen·e in that other job, he is
Sllpposed to submit his ''"alking papers. NmY, I think it is unfair to
pm·s11P the line of questioning· hryoncl this.
Srnator .T.\CKSOX. \Yell. I think a legitimate (Jnestion is-8f'mltor TowER. \Yhat if he asked him to he the Secretary of HUD,
or somrthing 1ike that?
Thr Crr.\Tn~L\N. All right.
Senator CDLVER. Yon know the answer.
The CnAimL\N .•Tust a minute. please. Just a minnte. I thought the
Senator from Texas wanted to ask a question and, of course, the time
belongs to the Senator from \Vashington. But any member can make

a point, if he thinks a question is out of order, and I do not mean to
discourage that.
All right, Senator Jackson, let's proceed.
Senator JACKSON. I haYe great respect for Ur. Rumsfeld, and I just
want to nail this down so that we understand one another here. )Ir.
Rumsfeld, the Senate understands that the two nominations came at a
time of great movement within the administration. I think it is a
legitimate question to know whether someone is going to be in an
office for just a few months. Mr. Rumsfelcl, let me point ont something.
This Office, the Secretary of Defense-as well as the Secretary of
State-traditionally in both political parties has been handled, I think,
in the interests of a bipartisan foreign policy in which politics are out
of bounds. Democratic Presidents picked Republicans for Secretary of
Defense over a period of time, dating back to Marshall, Lovett. \Yi lson,
McElroy, Gates, and McNamara. There is a tradition of nonpartisanship in the Defense post here that I am concerned about. I am talking about both political parties. I think the public really wants to know
how you stand on this issue, because it is raised now and it is raised also
in the CIA nomination. I know you are n. sincere man, and I think it is
important that we have an understanding on this.
For example, it has been a traditionMr. RuMSFELD. Sir?
Senator JACKSON. I will let you respond. It has been a tradition that
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense do not go out on
the stump and make political speeches.
~Ir. RUJ)ISFELD. Of that you can be certain.
Senator JACKSON. \Yell, I am glad to hear that.
~Ir. Ru:uSFELD. I ''"ould certainly subscribe-Senator JAcKsox. I am very pleased.
::\Ir. RuMSFELD. ~\..bsolutely, I would certainly subscribe to the traditional lack of involvement of those two Departments, Defense and
State, in partisan politics.
Senator JACKSON. \Ve have always. in this committee, gone into the
question of how long the nominee for Secretary of Defense ''"ould
serve, you recall, )Ir. Chairman-The CnAIRli-L\N. I asked that question myself.
Senator .TAcn:sox. Over and ovrr again, we han asked the "·itnesses
that question, because someone who just goes in for a few months in
the Department of Defense, and then is running for a high political
office, will be subject to partisan temptations-Mr. RuMSFELD. \Yell, let rile set that straight. I am not running for
anything. My intention is to go into that Department and-Senator JACKSON. I am also referring to your being drafted, or
called-Mr. RuMSFELD. To serTe and to serve as effecti.-ely as I kno''" how
for as long as the President wants me to.
Senator JAcJ~sox. But. you are not rejecting the possibility if the
President asks yon to be the Vice Pr('sident. for examplr. that you
would lcayr for tha.t Office?
Mr. Ru:usFELD. Senator. I think that would be really presumptuous
as can be for me to stand up and take myself out of consider:1tion for
something that I am not in consideration for. I mean. that jnst--
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Senator J ACKSOX. Finally, let me ask you this: vVere you involved
in any way with the dismissal of ~fr. Schlesinger? It has been rumored
in the press, and I want to be very fair' with you.
Mr. Ru.arSFELD. V\ ell, it is a fair question. And I have indicated to
the President that it struck me that that conceivably could come up,
and while I don't normally discuss my relationship with the President
publicly, I told him I felt in this instance I should.
The President indicated to me that he had it in his mind to make
some personal changes. At that point where it was suggested that
I mirrht be involved in one of them or more, I suggested to him that
I shonld take myself out of my responsibility as his coordinator in
the w -hite House with respect to that subject. That is to say, he needed
someone dealing with that for him who was separable from it, and
that, in fact, was accomplished.
The long and the short of it is that I know Jim Schlesinger,I have
admired him, I think he was a good Secretary of Defense, and I did
not have anything to do with his departure. Indeed, when asked by
the President my views on 'vhat he was thinking, I gave him a view
that was different from that which actually ocr:urrecl.
Senator JACKSON. When were you first contacted by him?
Mr. RuMSFELD. By whom?
Senator ,JACKSON. By the President about the possibility of a change
in Defense?
Mr. RuMSFELD. I believe it was on a Saturday. On Saturday.
Senator JACKSON. The clay before the dismissal?
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. No, a week before, I believe. It was at that point
that I tried to extricate myself, it was a 'Saturday afternoon.
Senator JACKSON. I yield the balance of my time.
The CHAIRl\IAN. All right, Senator. You have a minute left.
Senator JACKSON. Well, you are entitled to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cannon.
Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Goldwater and Senator Nunn both have raised with you
earlier the balance in spending .between the personnel and defense
hardware. The thrust of my question is centered around which of
the two possible alternatives would you feel we should take if we
continue to cut back the percent of our GNP that we ·a llocate to the
defense? \.Voulcl it appear that either we would have to reduce our
Active Military Forces, or we will face a further and potentially
serious erosion in our investment spe.ncling for research and development for new weapons? How do you feel about that issue, if you
were confronted with that possibility?
, Mr. RuMsFELD. It seems to me that all would agree there is no ques~
tion that but that priorities would have to be established. I begin,
however, with a conviction that the different things that one weirrhs
against others have differPnt weights. It strikes me that the stability
in the worlrl that is provided by our Defense Est:tblishnwnt is fundament:tl to the freedom of the neoDle on this globe. So I look at the
question of the construction of a defense budget not solely from tlw
nnestion of what percentage of the GNP, or what percentage of
Federal spending, or what relation it has to the domestic spending,
but I look at it from the standpoint of what are the relative capabil-

ities, and are we, in fact, able to achieve and maintain essential equivalence, because absent that we are asking for serious trouble.
Senator CANNON. On another subject, when you were Ambassador to NATO, I am sure it was called to your attention many times
that the NATO countries spend a lower percentage of their GNP on
defense of their countries.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Some do.
Senator CANNON. The majority of them.
Mr. RuMSFELD. [Witness nodded in the affirmative.]
Senator CANNON. Now, what is your viewpoint on this apparent
difference in priority and do you think NATO should spend as high
a percentage as we do on a relative basis for defense spending?
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. The situation varies from country to country. There
are about five different calculations that I have seen as to what the
U.S. actual expenditures in connection with NATO are, and they vary
by many multiples, one from another.
But, I personally have been pleased to see some of the NATO countries actually increasing in real terms their contribution to the defense
of NATO. I recognize that two in the last couple of years have reduced their contribution to NATO in real terms. The important thing
is that collectively, we have a credible deterrent, and that internally,
within the 15 countries, we keep working to see that there is reasonable equity. It is very hard to come up with perfect equity as to who
ought to do what, and at what point in their circumstances. But, I
think that we have been moving toward equity.
If one looks at, for example, the U.S. force levels in Europe, we
see a general downward trend, and now they have leveled, as they
should, during the mutual and balanced :force reduction ta.ll\:S. If one
looks at the total manpower supplied by our NATO allies today, it is
something in the neighborhood of 90 percent of the total.
The CnAIRMAN. Excuse me just one, moment, please.
Mr. RuMSFELD. That is an important piece of real estate.
The CHAIRMAN. Thei'e is a vote on now, and it is on the trade bi.ll,
tra-de protection bill, so-called. and i:f it is agreeable to the committee,
>Ye will reassemble at 2 :30. And among those that have been here
this morning, the Chair would again recognize first Senator Byrd and
w'e will finish this now, if it is possible, with Senator Cannon.
Senator CANNON. I can complete my 10 minutes now.
The CnAIRl\IAN. All right. Those who wish to leave, please do so
quietly.
Senator CuLVBR. Mr. Chairman, is there any possibility that we
could go to 12 :30 ?
The CHAIRMAN. vV ell, we have a vote on.
Senator CuLVER. \iVell, if we wanted to vote and come back? Some
of us cannot be here this afternoon, that is the problem.
The CHAIRMAN. vVe will be glad to try to accommodate you, Senator.
All right, let's proceed.
Senator CANNON. Mr. Rums:felcl, do you have any specific recommendations as to what we might do to get the NATO countries to
carry more of the burden of their own defense?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Well, I do, and was involved in some of the efforts,
and know that Secretary Schlesinger has been working very aggres-
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sively, and Ambassador Bruce with our NATO allies in that connection. There ::tre a variety of things we can do, and certainly one
element of it has been the balance-of-payments question, which the
Federal Republic of Germany, of course, has contributed to, and
another element of it has been an attempt to achieve greater standardization, interoperability and commonality among weapons systems.
Another element is to attempt, through rationalization, to achieve
a more sensible allocation of responsibility in a way that increases
rather than reduces our security and our capability.
Part of it also is the perception of the threat. There is no question
that in all three countries, during the period of relative stability, our
public as well as the public of Western Europe, make judgments as
between priorities, as you were asking earlier, which can end up in
their allocating a less than necessary portion of their resources to
defense.
The answer to your question, in the last analysis, · is that we haYe
to work on it, we have to work with them so that our collective security is sufficient.
Senator CANNON. In giving me your answer, you referred to the
issue of standardization, and you also discussed that with Senator
Hart earlier. Now, I agree that standardization is a desirable objective for us, if we are ever to fight with NATO conntries, in other
words, alongside of them.
On the other hand, our U.S. forces also have worldwide potential
theaters of operation which impose quite different requirements.
Mr. Ru:MSFELD. True.
Senator CANNON. And may make standardization with NATO undesirable in some cases. Do you have an opinion on that point?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Like anything else that is basically good, you could
drive it to an illogical conclusion. There is no question but that certain
of our weapon systems have applicability in Europe, and when one
talks about standardization, one must think of standardization among
NATO countries in Europe.
On the other hand, we do have interests elsewhere in the world, and
some of those capabilities are not necessarily interchangeable. So, I
do not think one is going to say that we should go for 100 percent
standardization.
And on the other hand, I don't think that we ll""ould ever get there
anyway. It is an incredibly difficult thing to achieve.
Senator CANNON. Have you seen what you consider to be substantial progress on the issue of standardization while you were with
NATO?
Mr. RunrsFELD. No, sir. I have seen progress, but substantial progress, no. I think since the beginning of the alliance, indeed since the
bea·inning of our Armed Forces, we have Jacked standardization and
still lack standardization within our own Armed Forces to the degree
that probably would be desirable. It takes effort, work, and the actual
achievement is not achieved in a gross way. It is achieved with respect
to specific items, and at a given point in time. There is tremendous
competition between services, between nations, and between suppliers,
all of which resist the best efforts.
Senator CANNON. On another subject, in relation to management
concepts, the Senate Defense Appropriations Subcommittee for fiscal
year 1976 recommends abolishing the Office of the Assistant Secretary

of Defense for Program Analysis and Evaluation, which is the old Systems Analysis Office that was established under Secretary .MeNamara.
Have you had a chance to study that question and recommend or form
an opinion on it?
Mr. RuMSFELD. I have not.
Senator CANNON. Mr. Chairman, I think we probably will ha,ve to
recess for the vote.
The CHAIR:M:AN. Yes. All right. Let's suspend now.
Senator Culver, if you can come back a few minutes at 2:30, I would
recognize you first under the circumstances.
Senator CuLVER. I will not be able to do that, sir. I£ I could just go
Yote and come right back for a few minutes here?
The CnAIRMAN. All right. Let's accommodate you, Senator. Could
you wait a few minutes?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes, sir. I am at your disposal.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Frankly, I may be cut off from coming
back, but you gentlemen can proceed if you want to further for a, few
minutes.
All right, we thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. You have had 3
hours on the stand, and I think you have earned a little rest here. But
if you could just accommodate Senator Culver, and then '"e will
resume at 2 :30 p.m.
All right, the committee will take a recess until the call of the Chair.
[Short recess.]
Senator CuLVER. The hearing will resume.
.Mr. Rumsfeld, I would like to follow up on a number of questions
this morning. One with regard to the line of inquiry that Senator
~eahy and Senator Hart were pursuing on the first-strike, first-use
ISSUe.
I am just trying to seek a little bit more clarification of your views.
Do you agree with Secretary Schlesinger's comment that in the event
of the consideration of the use of nuclear weapons in vVestern Europe,
he might prefer to use strategic nuclear weapons, such as one or two
Trident missiles instead of tactical nuclear weapons? Is it important
in your view to maintain a distinction between tactical and strategic
nuclear weapons in the case of first use, as distinguished from first
strike?
.Mr. RuMSFELD. \Vell, 1\o. 1, I am not familiar ll""ith that aspect of
his views, and I have not seen that particular statement.
Before answering the second part of your question as to the distinction between the two, I would want to know what his logic was,
and in that I am not familiar with it, and I cannot respond.
I would add this one point. There is a degree of utility in some
ambiguity in this area from the standpoint of deterrents.
Senator CuLvEn. Do you distinguish between the dangers and ambiguity concerning the policy option of using a strategic nuclear
weapon by way of a first-Mr. Ru:MSFELD. No . .My response was in the broad sense, not in the
specific.
Senator CuLVER. Then yon do feel that it is important to maintain
a distinction between tactical first-use and strategic nuclear weapo~1s?
Mr. RuusFELD. I would want to know the context that he "\\US talkmg
about, and I am not familiar with it.
61-669- 75- -'i
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Senator CTTLYER. I respect your reseryation in this area, but what
he was talking about \Yas tlw European scenario that you made reference to earlier in the e\·ent of an attack where the IVestern European
defenses were, and it was felt to be necessary to have the option o£
tactical nuclear first-use available. He did not rule out the option of
responding by nuclE'ar first use in lobbing a stratE'gic missile of a
nuclear character off a Polaris submarine as part of that particular
scenario.
~ow, this, very understandably, has raised some very disturbing
implications in considering the break that we attempt to maintain
hehTecn first strikE' nnd first use, and the important distinctions in
terms of the destabilizing consequences to the nuclear balance and
the nuclear threat.
Mr. RrniSFELD. This is something that I wonlcl v.·ant to consider.
It is not a problE'm that I havE' addressed previously.
Senator CFLYER. Now, Mr. Rnmsfeld, following up Senator Scott's
line o£ questions, on :March 4, 1974, when yon were Ambassador to
N~\..TO, you made the follmYing statement to the House Armed Services CommitteE', and I onotE': "If our goal is to improvE' relationships
'.Yith tlw SoviE't rnion hy thE' yarious negotiations, the only way you
ran describe what has bE>en going on is by success. One shonld say
Hosannnn, Hosanna. wE' haYc wanted peace and \Ye ha,·e had it, and
\Ye wanted aclertuatc deterrent and \Ye ha.-e had it."
Do you still bdieve our past negotiations with the Soviet Union
must be so highly praised; and second, do you still believe that we
hnw· an ndequate dPterrE'nt ~
Mr. RuMSFELD. J do bE'lieve we have an adE'quate deterrent. It is
clE'ar that we haYe had relati,-e stability with the Soviet Union. That
is to sav, that £or one reason or another we have not had a major
confrontation in the SE'nse of an outbreak of war.
Senator CULVF.R. \Youlcl you still be as euphoric in assessing the
balance sheE't of dPtE'ntE' as you were on that occasion~
-:\Ir. Rrr~rsFRLD. I think-·SE'nator CULVER. \Yonld you be that euphoric today in its assessment~
::\fr. RmrsFELD continuing]. My problem with answering the questons about detente is that they-Senator C'uLYER. Are yon a little bit more reserved about saying
Hosanna, Hosanna. as yon clid on that occasion?
Mr. RuMSFLRD. I did not use that today.
Senator CuLVER. No, I noticed that, and that is what I am trying
to probe.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes. :My problem is that in thinking about the subject of detente and our relationship with the Soviet rnion there are
so many factors that go into those relationships, not the least of
which is deterents. I do not subscribe to the view that there is some
sort of situation as thE' rE'sult of past relationships that one could
suggest that. therdore, our defense is less necessary today. I do not
bE'lieve that. I bE'lieve it is absolutely necessary, I belie,·e it is, in fact,
what has creatNl tlw E'nvironment whereby we could talk with the
Soviet 1Tnion. One can look and make different value judgments
about different things that have occurred. Bnt, I happen to believe
that yes, the ABM treaty is a useful thing, I think it is useful to be
engaged in mutual and balanced force reduction talks. I think it would
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be a fine thing for our country and \Yestern Europe if, in fact, "·p
r~ould achieve a greater security at a lower lmrel of forces. That would
be good.
Kow, whether we "·ill ha.-c that, I clo not know.
Senator CuLvlm. Mr. Rumsfelcl, one of the problems that this committee has in properly evaluating the level and the character of
defense budgets requests that comes from your Dt>partment, or your
hoped Department, is to carefully define and relate the roles and
missions of various forces and weapons systems, so that \YC can see
the relationship clearly bet\Yeen the force structure being reouested and
tlw foreign policy commitments that they arc designed to implement.
Kow, I wonder what your views \\ere in terms of the degree of
coordination that you are going to seek by bringing together a
greater degree of integration on this subject so we can have a more
rational debate and more precisely assure ourseln's as to the character of our foreign policy, its goals, its objectives, and its re~ation
ship to the military requests to implement it.
Mr. Ru~rSFELD. \Ye11, after this matter was raised by several nwmbE'rs
of the committee. I refreshed myself on thE' proposal to attempt
to achiHe a greater harmony between the two, and at least, as a
mechanism for the discussion of the harmony or the lack of harmony
between the two. Certainly I can assure you that I would be willing
to cooperate with that. It is a fascinating subject, it is an important
subject, it is incredibly a complicated subject, and I question whether
it is going to leiLd itself to a formula that will-Senator CULVER. One of the difficultiE's-Mr. RuMSFELD [continuing]. Shape the road ahead. But it is important.
Senator Cm.VER. In the absence of that kind of communication and
coordination between the two bureaucracies, J think it clearly lE'aves
the Defense Department in the difficult position of making requests
based on what they perceive to be our global role as opposed to having
the Defense Department budget respond to a carefully considered
determination of what the precise foreign policy is that \W arE', in
fact, attempting to implement. And the ambiguity that exists in that
arE'a, I think, makes it very difficult for you or somebody in your
position to come to a responsible determination of the nature of the
request.
Now, Mr. Rumsfeld, the U .S. foreign military sales have been at
abont $10 billion for each of the past 2 years. Other nations are
getting the latest and the best equipment, sometimes even before our
own troops. I recently made a visit to a base facility in this country,
not too long ag-o, where we were not even training with certain kinds
o£ C'quipment that was being sent to the Middle East.
Now, a recent study for Deputy Secretary of Defense Clements
noted that the Army Department is spending more money, and I
emphasize more money, £or the acquisition of weapons for foreign
armies than for the U.S. Army. The same total called overall SE'cretary of Defense policy and procedure guidelines for foreign military
sales as "fragmented and incomplete, if not inconsistent."
Kow, to somE' extent, our dE'fense industry, in my judgment, is
becoming dependent on those foreign sales, and our production lines
may soon be hostage to them. Will you see to it that there is a clear
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policy on foreign military sales, that our own forces have first priority, that we get full rrimbursement for weapons \W sell, that we a\·oid
any dangerous transfers of adYanced technology, and that we adjust
our own force planning to take account of growing capabilities of
those who buy from us?
Mr. RuMSFELD. That is a yery big order, as you, of course, \vel!
lmow, Senator. I certainly agree that inventory draw-downs should
occur only in unusual situations.
I certainly agree that where appropriate there should be reimbursement. There are, of course, statutes that provide for a range of
arrangements with respect to the transfer of yarious types of equipment, and certainly the Jaw should be complied with.
The question of technology transfer is always an important one and
has to be a part of the question. There is no question that as the
capabilities of the armed services of the allies improve that that
should, in fact, contribute to and be an element in force planning for
the United States.
On the first part of your question, however, that is the toughest.
As I recalL it was something to the effect would I guarantee that we
would develop a national policy. I will be happy to guarantee that
I am interested in this subject, and that I suspect that there is a good
deal of truth in the import of your question; that is to say that the
national policy is not well understood nationally and that-Senator CTIXER. 'Well, can yon giYe ns some assurance that it will
be understood in your own Department?
)fr. Ru:usFELD. I will certainly contribute my best eff01t to see not
only that our Department, but others in GoYernnwnt de,·elop an approach to this.
Srnator CuLVER. \Yell, there haYe been, Mr. Rumsfeld, 100 Members
o£ Congress as recently as the last 10 days who haw called upon Secretary o£ State IGssinger to initiate an international arms control
conference on forei~·n milihny sales to try to get some rationfll control over this pathological race to sell more and more arms all over
the world with all of the attendant consequences that are implicit to
it. And I certainly hope. in view o£ the £act that we supply one-hal£
o£ that arms trade now, that we can get something like that underway .
iiteally with the Soviet Union, but even in the absence of the Soviet
Fnion's participation, I think it is important to the issue of NATO
ann our general alliance.
Now, finally . Mr. Rums£eld, following up on this issue of standardization, which I think yon are aware that Senator Nunn and I, as well
as others who haYe spoken to the question, and Srnator Cannon . are
very interested in what is admHtedly an enormously complex subject.
Bnt the £act remains that there have been estimates that o£ the $90
billion that we spend collectively on the NATO de£ense element, that
an estimated $10 to $11 billion of that is wasted every year
because of a lack o£ standardization. I think if the American public
were privy to the degree of waste and inefficiency . the military museum
character of our European military situation now, that support for
N ,.\ TO would fundamentally decline.
Now. as you know, General Goodpasture estimated that NATO
would be 30 to 40 percent stronger in terms o£ its combat readiness i£
we had greater degrees of standardization. \Vill you support efforts
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to\Yard standardization, including nsing existing legal authority to
waiYe the Buy American Act?
~fr. Rul\ISFELD. I have not looked at what the legal provisions are
for a waiver of that statute. I can certainly assure you that it is a
subject that I have spent already a good deal o£ time on. There is no
question but that it merits the attention of a nominee for this post.
I would again, however-well, I would like to make two comments.
One, I would not agree with your characterization o£ a museum charflcter o£' NATO. I think we have a credible capability collrctiYely
there. That is not to say that as you suggested it cannot be improved
substantially. There is no question but that it can.
Senator CuLYER. \Yell, yon know-)!r. RuusFELD. But.. finally, it is, and I haYe to underline this, an
incredibly difficult problem.
Senator CuLYER. But, back to the museum character of the NATO
alliance. \Ve have 29 different antitank weapons, 8 different main battle tanks. In recent NATO war games, we lacked eYen communications, interoperability, even to the point that in recent NATO exercises, reportedly 50 percent o£ the patrol boat kills were NATO allies,
putting it to other NATO allies.
:Mr. Rr~IRFELD. There are problems, lmt alsoSenator Crixlm. ~'"ncl it is quite a serious problem . .And I think the
balloon goes up .• b1d you talk about the nuclear threshold . if your conwntional deterrent is destroying itself at that rate, how can you ha.-c a
rational deterrent against your enemy, and if aircraft cannot land and
rrfuC'l, how can anyhody say that that is not a problem?
)!r. Rr~rsn~LD. It is a serious problem, I quite agree.
~enator C(TLYER. ~\nd it may hr a nice command in peacetime, but
yon \YOnl<l hope to God that yon wonlclnot ever get assignment in the
militarY in the time of actual conflict.
X mY: I think as a matter o£ fact, we ha.-c not giYen a serious effort
to thi s pro1Jlem in Europe or in the United States that it justifies, and
I think now that our conventional deterrent is so much more important, relatiYe to the nuclear balance, that it is absolutely imperative
that \YC' he creatiYe, that we be aggressive, that we be determined about
thif', if :for no other reason than \Ye arC' going to have to sustain public
support for conventional deterrent. And if you tell the Amrrican people about all of the money that >Ye have spent on this since \Vorld \Yar
II in building a con.-entional deterrent, and then yon start giving them
tlw chapter and nrse as to how ludicrous it is today, then you are going
to haw a lot more \YOlTies than the reduction of the lT.S. forcc>s :from
KATO.
:Mr. IhnrRFELD. I have made almost C"xactly those remarks to the
Xorth Atlantic Council on behalf of the United States, and fully agree
with you.
Se1iator CurxER . .And I think that you-~Ir. RnrsFELD. That the pressmes on buclgC"ts throughout the K A TO
allianre, as \Yell as just commonsen"e . says that \Ye haw got to find
ways to make greater progress, considerably greater progress.
Srnator Ctrr,HR. One of these would be to use your courage to use
or ''"a,·e the Buy America Act that you will have as Secretary, and I
hope that yon will pursue that.
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.And finally, :Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the imlulg-ence of the Chair,.
I have some additional questions that I will submit for the record
which I would appreciate a written response to.
But, I do wish to have, on this occasion a pledge from you that you
will make a good faith and determined effort to carry out the conference language, and in your appearance before this committee next year
in support of the defense budget request, that the required report on
the relation of force structure to foreign policy that will be undertaken
and presented only after the closest consultation and agreement within
our foreign policy bureaucracy.
)fr. Ru:usFELD. I certainly will. I think that will be useful for the
committee, but rertainly useful within the Government.
Senator CuLYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr.
Rumsfeld.

partment and master rapidly the complex lmugetary, strategic, anu political
subject matters which confront any occupant of that office?

RESPONSES BY Do:"fALil Rr~rSFELD TO .WRI'l'TEX QrESTIONS OF SENATOR
JOHN

c.

CUL\'Elt

Qtwstion 1. The Office of ;\'[anagement and Budget has just reported to Congress that to maintain current services, the Defense Department budget will
have to jump to $109 billion in fiscal year 1977. Can our economy tolerate snch a
jump in military spending? Shouldn't the Pentagon have to share in fiscal
restraint?
Answer. As I stated in response to Senator Thurmond. the President feels
the U.S. must limit the growth of Federal spending. He intends to do this ancT
I intend to do my best to help in that vital task. I am not in a position at this
time to state what the right budget for defense should be.
Question 2. Do you believe that, in circumstances where no nuclear weapons
have been used, but the United States contemvlates the first use of such
weapons. the President should consult with designated )!embers of Congress?
·wouldn't this be an appropriate domestic equivalent of the procedures now
required to be followed in N A'l'O regarding use of nuclear weapons?
Answer. In makin.g- a deciflion with such profound possible consequences for
the nation's security and well-being, I think any President would want to consult
key members of Congress. Realistically, any such commltation would depend
on the circumRtances of the crisis. The responsibility for the decision would
necessarily and constitutionally remain with the President.
Question 3. In 19G3 you reportedly tried to delete funding for the B-70 mannerl
bomber. Now the Air Force wants to build another manned bomber. the B-1.
·will you make careful review of this program and tn alternatil·es to it such
as non-penetrating aircraft with standoff long range missiles?
Answer. Manned bombers are an important element in our overall mix of
strategic forces. I will make a careful review of the B-1 bomber program and
any alternative programs if I am confirmed.
Question 4. Will you help the Congress in evaluating- the Defense Department
budget by providing life cycle cost estimates of major Ryslems which have just
entered production or will do so in the next two yearR?
Answer. It will be my policy to provide to the Congress all available information that will assist it in meeting its responsibility to evaluate the Defense Department budget. Some experts doubt. however, that we can provide accurate
total life cycle costs for ne1Y weapon systems. 'l'hey maintain that there is
enough uncertainty in such numbers to make them suhjPct to considerable misunderstanding. I will study this question and judge for my~clf, to see \Yhat can
be done that would be both reasonable, and helpful.
Q11cstion 5. ;\Jr. Rumsfeld, you are taking over responsibility for the largest
department of Govemment at a late stage in the life cycle of an administration.
Apart from your peacetime Rervice as a naval aviator and a year plus of some"·hat related experience as UR Ambassador to NATO, your experience in Cong-ress and in the Executive Branch has general lain in other areas of policy.
Could you tell the Committee how you feel you can take charge of this vast de-

Answer. Any incoming Secretary of Defense has an enormous task facing him
in coping with the many complex national defense is~ues. In Congress I serTed on
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, and its Subcommittees on
Manned Space I!'light and on Science, Research and Development, the Joint Economic Committee, and the Government Operations Committee and its r:lubcommittees on Military Operations and on Foreign Operations and Government ln·
formation. As Ambassador to the North Atlantic 'l'reaty Organization I was the
United States' Permanent Representative to the Xorth Atlantic Council, to the
Defense Planning Committee. and to the Nuclear Planning Group. For the past
13 months I have been Assistant to the Presiclent of the United States.
Xo experience can prepare one fully for a position such as Secretary of Defense. But my administrative, legislative, diplomatic, and defense background
prepare me, at least. to begin the task. I will utilize, in addition, the abundant
(·xpert assistance that is antilable in the Department, in the Congress, and outside of the Government.

Question 6. If confirmed, you will tal<e over the direction of a Department
which has been shaken by the sudden and peremptory dismissal of Dr. Hchlesinger. There are also a number of major vacancies in important policr postsfor example, the Assistant Secretary of International Security Affairs, ~ecretary
of Air Force, Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, and General Counsel.
Are you confident that you can rapidly recruit highly qualified persons to fill
these gaps? Are you likely to replace other positions?
Answer. One of the great strengths of the United States is the vast reservoir
of highly qualified and highly motivated people. A number of such people have
already indicated their willingness to sen·e the President and the Department
of Defense and I am confident that we will be able to fill the vacancies promptly.
I have not, of course, considered the question of replacing people currently in
senior DOD poRitions and I will not until after confirmation and after familiarizing myself with the capabilities and desires of the senior personnel.
Question "/. After your periods of service in the White House under both PreRident l\"ixon and PreRident l<'ord, could you give the Committee your attitude
regarding the institutional role which you feel should be performed by the N'HC.
'What kind of forum should it be? Should it be u~ed for arguing out and debating
positions or should it be largely a ratifying group?
Answer. I believe the NSC decision-making process must operate in a manner
which is responsive to the needs of the PresirlPnt. Each President brings with
him a somewhat different personal approach to decision-making, and the XRC
mechanism must be fte:'l.ible enough to respond to changing Presidential requirements. The NSC structure and procedures should provide for repre,;entation by
interested government agencies and a~sure that all the issues surrounding a ker
decision are fully brought out and thoroughly examined. It should ensure that
a maximum range of alternatives. with the advantages and disadvantages. are
considered in aniving at a decision. Finally. on major issue!', the process should
vermit key figureR in the policy and decision-making process to weigh in at
various levels through the N'SC committees culminating, on major issues, with
review by the NSC itself and Presidential decision.
Question 8. If ~-ou found your cmwictions to he at variance with thoRe of the
Secretary of State to the same degree a» Dr. Rehlesinger's were, would you exvect
to he firpd 'I Would you resign? "'ould you submerge them? How should major
policy differences be ventilated and re~olved '!
Answer. As I testified yesterday, I fully intend to present my view;; vig-orousl,l' ,
hoth before the Congre;;s and in the I~xecutiw Branch. The Secretary of State aiHl
I will have numerous opportunities to discuss is~ues personally and in the
Xational Securit~· Council, and I expect most differences to be resolved.
I know from my aRsociation with the Pre>;ident that he is not surp1·ispd
or displeased to hear different points of view. That iR normal on important issuPs.
Policy differences can be rniRed. discussed, and rPsoll·ed.
In the end, the President resolves remaining differences in accord with his
judgment of what best serves our national interest.

Question 9. Do you believe that the "C'nited States should emphasize impro,·ements in conventional capability rather than nuclear, especially in EuropP? Will
you give close scrutiny to programs which only add to our overkill and see if some
can be eliminated?
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Answer. I most certainly will give close scrutiny to both conventional and
nuclear capabilities. ·with regard to emphasis between improvement~ in conventional capability rather than nuclear forces, we have to do both. 'l'he primary
defense a~ainst conventional attack is the conventional capability of the United
States and our allies. It seems clear to me that in the current age of at least rough
stratPgic parit;v, we must have and maintain conventional forc-e~ that can help
reduce the chances of conflict at all levels. '.rhis will not, of course, eliminate the
need to maintain an adequate theater nuclear capability.

Senator C.\NNOX. Thank you, )fr. Rumsfeld. \Ye haYe another Yote
on now, and the committee will stand in recess until 2 :30.
M:r. Rc:uSFELD. Thank you, sir.
[\Vhereupon, at 12 :50 p.m., the hearing recessed to reconvene at
2 :30 p.m. this same day.]

NOl\UNA'riON OF DONALD RUJ\1SFELD 1,0 BE
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1975

u.s. SEXATE,

An:uEn SEm·rcEs,
lVa.~hington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:30 p.m. in room 1114
Dirksen Senate Office Building, lion. J olm C. Stennis (chairman).
Present: Senators Stennis (presiding). Symington, Mcintyre,
Byrd of Virginia, Tower, Goldwater, and Taft.
Also prescmt: T. Edward Braswell, .Jr., chief counsel and staff
director; \V. Clark McFadden II, counsel; John T. Ticer, chief clerk;
Phyllis A. Bacon, assistant chief clerk; Charles J. Conneely, Charles
Cromwel1, George H. Foster, Jr., John A. Goldsmith, Don L. Lynch,
Robert 0. Old, .James C. Smith, Larry K. Smith, and Francis J. SulliYan, professional staff members; Robert Ujakovich, research assistant;
Doris E. Connor, Marie Fabrizio Dickinson, clerical assistants; David
A. Raymond, assistant to Senator Symington; Charles Stevenson,
assistant to Senator Culver; and Bill Lind, assistant to Senator Taft.
The CHAllD[AN. vVe had a good hearing this morning. 1\Ir. Secretary,
there will be additional questions from members who haYe already
asked some of their questions.
\Ye will stay with it this afternoon the best we can. I understand
we are not likely to ha.-e as may Yotrs as we have had sinC'e 12:30.
The Chair wants to recognize Senator Byrd now. He was here this
moming but we didn't get to him.
First the Secretary wants to be recognized for just a minute. ~\..11
right, :Mr. Rnmsfclcl.
)fr. Ru:i'.fSFELn. Yes, :Hr. C'ha irman.
This morning I was asked a question concerning thr Pershing
missile. ~\nd as I J't>call. I characterized the President's position as
pnblidy stntPcl to the effect ihat he hacl serious resenations about
that item.
I was askPrl about that after the hraring, ancl checked at the \\l1ite
House, I rrcei \'Nl a set of four or fi 1·e different responses at Ya rio us
tinws that the President has giwn on that question. In reading them,
I find that the charactrrization I gaYe to it is possibly not quite as
accnratr as I would like it to be.
Co:'IBIITTEE ox
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Specifically, what he said was:
'l'hp Pershing missile l'f'(}llt>~t WE'-the rnite<l States-only promised to study.

"'~" made no commitment that we would make that w«:>apon aYaila.ble. And in
the proeess of study, we \Yil! haY«:> somf' time to see how the pt>iH'I? efforts, the
Rinai peaee al!'re«:>ment prorl?eclg along with potential othl?r a.gre«:>ment.~ in that
:nea. But there is no eommitnwnt by us, except to study, for the deliYery of a
Pl?rshing missile to the l\Iiddle East.

"\fter reading it, that strikes me as not being a "strong reservation."
hut simply a statement on his part of its being part of a shopping list,
and thnt. he intends to .!.!.'in• it thorough consideration.
The C'nAIHMAN. All right. Anytime yon think the matter should be
taken nn in dosed session, yon only have to indicate S11rh, althou.!th
"'e want to have it open as much as we can. If you so indicate, I will
nrTnng·e it.
·
fDiscnssion off t.he rerord.]
'T'he C'nATR~L\N. The ('hair rrcognizes Senator Byrd.
Stnntor DYRD. ::vrr. Rumsfeld. Se<>rrtarv Schlesinger viewed d~tente
" ·ith HussJn ana COJlCPSSions to Rnssia with somp"·hat. less enthusiasm
than dors Srcretary Kissinger. Xow, is vonr own view more in line
with that of Secretary Schlesill.'~er or Secretan Kissinger?
J\fr. Rt:r::\rSFELD. Senator Byrd, I have talked with Secretarv Schlesinger abont the subiect over' a period of time. I indicated earlier that
I know of no nolicy differences that I have with Secretary Schlesingrr.
However, it. is ,-erv difficult for one individual to characterize the
views as fitting moi·e "·ith one person's or another. I have talked with
him personally about. it. I know what yon are saying. Yon are talking
in part about the public perception of his views, T think. And tlwre
is no question bnt that in recent days and "-eeks there has been the
appearance of wide dinrgence of view betw·een those two individuals.
l\Iy preference, rather than trying to slot myself as between 1he
hYo of them. would be to refer to the remarks I haYe made earlier.
I r<'ro.<mize the fundamental differences between our systems and
our beliefs. I therefore naturally feel that caution. a great deal of
rare, a gwat deal of Yigilance must be exercised with respect tD our
relationship.
Senator BYRD. You are speaking about Russia now?
Mr. RmrSFELD. That is right.
Senator BxRn. I "·as speaking of the fundamental difference between
S<'cretary'"S'chlesing·er and Serrt>tary Kissinger.
l\fr. RcuSFELD. I'm awarE' of that. And my response would be to tell
you what I think on the subiect, becauf'e I think that if you ask the
two of them what the fundamental difference they had was, yuu
would find that it is probably different than the public perceptio_n.
_tllator BYRD. I didn't see tht> program the other ewning-, but chd
the Pre~mlcnt O'lYe as a reason or the reason for the dismissal of Secretary Schlesin:;:er the cEtferences that the Secretary had with Mr.
Kissing<' I' and Yice yersa?
::\Ir. 'Hr::\rSFELD. Absolutely not in the context that you are talking
about. I specifically told the. President that I knew of i1o major policy
differences that I had with Secretary Schlesinger-Senator BYRD. I am not speaking of you.
l\fr. Ru::\ISFELD. But my point is he said he kne'Y that, ancl understood that. It is my recolkction of his. s~atements ~n televis!on-and
here instead of expressing my own opnuons, I am mterpretmg "·hat
0
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the President and what Secretary Schlesinger and Secretary Kissinger's Yiews on the "·odd might be, which is really not my placebut my impression of the press conference was that the President
indicated he did not haYe policy differences "·ith Jim Schlesinger, and
that basically it was a Yariety of things which he characterized in
seyeral ways, but it would not be differing Yiews on detente, insofar
as I understood his press conference.
Senator Byno. Is it your view, then, Lhat S<'cretary Schlesinger aml
Secretary Kissinger ar<' in accord on their YimYs of detente?
l\Ir. RuliiSFELD. I think that they ha\·e cC'rtainly been in accord on
Dccasion. And I think thry certainly differed on occasion. "\Vith respect
to the substance, eertainly no American-no official of Government in
this administration is going to recommend something with respect to
the va1ious negotiations that are taking place that v;ould work adYerscly to the secmity interests of the rnitecl States of America.
Senator Bnm. Of course that is a question of judgment.
::\Ir. Ru::\ISJ<'ELD. That is what I am just getting to. There is the
substanti \·e question. Then there are the tactics as to what is the best
way to engage in a negotiation. And then there arc the effects on the
public perceivings of that relationship. I know Secretary Schlesinger
and Secretary Kissinger haYe differed on the question of the tactics
as to what should be done.
I also know-! shouldn't be speaking for the bYo Secretaries; I
should be speaking for myself. For myself, the question of the public
perception about th<' state of our relations is one that is troublesome.
In my judgment far too many people in this country and in other free
countries throughout the "·orld have the impression that because '"'e
are able to engage in a multiplicity of relationships with the Soviet
rnion, that therrfore the world is at peace and things will be good
forever more. And, I think, that that is asking considerably too much.
The relationship does require vigilance. Our capability does haYe a
deterrent effect. It is important that we maintain that essential equivalence. And those who suggest that because we arc able to trade or able
to engage in S~\.LT nrgotiations, or in )fBFH negotiation wit.h the
Soviet Union, those "·ho conclude that be·c ause of that we therefore
should reduce our defense capability, reduce the deterrent, are flatly
wrong.
The fact is that our capabilities have providrd the stability in tlw
·w orld, and it is important not only for us, lmt. for the rest of the world.
Senator Bl'B,D. I think that we can support a strong national defense,
"·hich I do, without necessarily supporting d6tente, 'vhieh I don't necC'ssaril:v support in all of its aspects. I support the concept of a dialog
brhveen our country and China and our country and Russia.
)fr. Rt:T::\IRFELD. Those are my views exartly. ·
Senator BYRD. And, I think, perhaps I ,~·as the first Senator to applaud President Kixon's trip to Peking, because I wanted to see a
dialog opened "·ith that nation. But when it comes to concessions,
ngT<'ements which have been made "·ith Russia. then my view is that
the Fnited States has come off second best. And my belief is that Secretary Schlesinger took a somewhat less enthusiastic line on making
roncessions to the Soviet Fnion than the Secretary of State has taken.
If that. is the case-and I think it is-that presented a balance within
the Cabinet.
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Mr. Rul\1SFELD. I can assure you that that balance will continue.
There is no question but that it is critically important to this conntry
that the President have a variety of views, that the views of the DOD
and the defense and security interests of our country be fully heard
~nd ~eighed in Presidential decisionmaking. That would be my
mtent10n.
~enator BYRD. In your judgment, Mr. Rmnsfcld, what has the
\ ,,
'('t
Umted States gained over the last 3 years in regard to detente?
Mr. RuMSFELD. It is difficult to say, unless one defines terms, as to
what detente is. I don't think of detente as a state or circumstance or
something that one can then ennmerate a balance sheet underneath. I
think of it simply as a decision on the part of our country to attempt,
where possible, to avoid confrontation, and where possible, find areas
where our interests might converge.
To the extent that they converge, and we can actually achieve something that is in our interest, fine, we do it. To the e:x:'tent we cannot,
we ought not to. It ought now to be a one-way street. There is no
question about that. But in looking at the history of our relationships,
or the history of the world, I don't think a person can say this confrontation was avoided because of eight other things that ·were taking
place, or that this potential threat was averted because of three or
four others. It is a complex maze of relationships. \Ve have to be
sensitive, that what we are doing substantively is in fact in our interest,
and not against the security interests of this country. We ha,-e to do
it tactically in a way that is in our best interests. And finally, we have
to see that while we are doing it, we don't create so euphoric an attitude
on the part of free people that they think that things are so good that
we don't need that military capability. \Ve do.
Now, there are those ·who say that the ABM Treaty was useful, and
they would cite that. There are things that might have been averted
during this period. There is no way that I can untie that knot and trace
the line from a sing:le beneflt or conversely a single problem to the
word "detente." But if by detente you mean the avoidance of confrontation were possible and the sensible, hard-nosed, seeking· out of
the areas where our interests might converge, but recognizing that they
might not, then I think that the American people support that. And I
do.
Senator BYRD. Are there h1o or three examples of ad1antages that
we have obtained from detente that yon could enumerate?
Mr. RmrsFELD. As I indicated, I think that one cannot say what
would have happened in world relations absent an effort on our part
to have less tense relationships with the Soviet Union and China. My
sense is that the reason we vYere at the negotiating table is because we
have some chips, because there is that military capability and that
dete.r rant to ad\-enturesomcness that might otherwise occur.
I think one makes a mistake to try to come up vv-ith a balance sh~et
of that nature. I think that each relationship ought to stand on .Its
own. vVe ou~ht not to engage in a mutnal balanced force reduction
agreement that is not in our interest, that is to say, one that does not
result in equal or improved security at lower levels of forces.
We onP'ht not to, in my judgment.
Now, if we, were able to do that. would that be an advantage? Clearl_v
in my mind that would be an advantage for the American people. for
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\Vestern Europe, and for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, if
we could achieve it. The talks have been going on. There is a certain
seriousness of purpose. And the sense is that we may in fact achieve
some results there.
The CHAIRMAN. Your time is up. Do. you want to ask another
question?
Senator BYRD. I will reserve the question.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe that all who are here now have had an
opportunity to ask some questions.
I will be quite brief now. But I want to call your special attention
to something you already know. You have touched on it in part. But
it is most alarming to me that we have as high a percentage of the
military dollar that we are now spending on personnel or personnelrelated matters, leaving thereby a smaller and smaller percentage for
weaponry, armor, and all the things that are generally classified as
military hardware. Now, it is according to how you figure it, of course,
but it is somewhere in the neighborhood of 28 percent, or 58 cents
out of $1 that is going into this personnel matter. I think if we continue to let that climb measurably more, we will get seriously out of balance there, and we will have a harder and harder time in getting the
absolute necessities in the way of weapons, the cost of which is going
up, and will continue to go up no doubt as it becomes more and more
involved in the contract.
Now, for the time being I am just calling that to your attention. I
imagine you have some of the same concern, and you will come in contact with it more now than before.
First, are you concerned about this very question?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CnAIRMAN. And what are you going to try to do with it, I mean
personally? For instance, you could have special study groups to
start on it for you.
Mr. RuMSFELD. There is no question but that the United States is
misserved if we allow a situation to develop where the pay and benefits
for individuals who serve in the Armed Forces move to a percentage
so that it in effect results in the drying up of funds needed for weapons
and for the defense capability of this country. My personal view is
that an individual who serves in the U.S. Armed Forces ought not to be
penalized by virtue of that service. That is to say, he ought to be able
to receive pay and benefits that are roughly commensurate to the outside. I think the American people ought to be willing to pay that, and
I don't think an individual ougl1t to be taxed for his willingness to
serve. I don't think that compulsion ought to be used frivolously. To
the extent it is needed, we ought to use it. But if we can achieve the
manpower we need through proper pay and incentives, we should do
that.
But the danger is that society might think we can have it both ways.
We cannot. Either we pay the people what they are worth and in addition have the funds necessary for the weapons systems that are a fundamental part of our national capability, or we don't. But there is no free
lunch. vVhen the Congress made the decision and the country made
the decision to move toward an all-volunteer force to the extent it
proyes feasible, inherent in that decision should have been a willingness
to pay a reasonably competitive rate and not have pay costs dry up the
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funds necessary for the weapons. And I am afraid what happened was~
people thought they could have it both ways.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, one thing comes to my mind-and I have to·
defer to others somewhat on this particular point-but I feel very
strongly for the more modern weapons. Yon can't have second-rate
weaponry. But what concerns me is that we don't try hard enough to
get along on fewer numbers of weapons. I think we should have the
hest. but as few as mav be reasonably necessary. you can't tell exactly;
:for instance, plnnes. ships of a kind, tanks, and a number of things,
yon need ~;rood, lutrd-headed jndgment on how many we need of these
different items. vVe are beginning to have a great number, it seems to
me. But if yon are going to have a great variety, we should be compelled to try getting along on as few as possible. Some say we need
400 naval aircraft of a certain kind, others say, why that is ridiculous
we need 800. I don't know wlwre the line is, but yon are going to have
to rn>tkP some hflrd rerommendations.
Mr. Rumsfeld. you seem to have a rea] determination ahout yon and
a penetrating mind. I want to get you concerned about thPse ma.t ters.
I rlon't know what special teams or whnt is necessary. but I think yon
will have to have a lot of responsible help in making those judgments.
I hone yon will do that.
l iVe are talking about the \Tolunteer Armv. I am not hnrping on that,
but we must make it work. I have heard rumors lately about som&
sort of effort over there to organize within the service these men and'
women. and get them into an organization for the purpose of bargaining with you folks. I will tell you the way I feel. I think if a man
joins the service, that is enough organization for him to belong to·
right there. He has cut himself out a good job, and he owes it everything he has. The serviceman is entitled to this good pay he is getting.
If we are going to get all gummed up now on some kind of a loyalty
to someone else or obligation to someone else or association, rather
than the Army, Navy or whatever service he belongs to, that is where
we can really begin a debacle or downfall for the military services, as I
see it. I know you would be concerned about a matter like that. I call it
to your attention now, and I hope you will look into it with a firm hand.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I appreciate your comments. It is a subiect that I
have not had a chance to look into. And I was not aware of the sitna
tion as yon described it.. I certainly will look into it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, thank yon for your promise. I didn't. expect you to be ready to answer a question like that.
Senator Goldwater.
Sena,t or GoLDWATER. By the way, Mr. Chairman, if you want to go
vote, you go ahead. I •t hink we w•a ste •a lot of these people's time in
running back ancl forth, and I would just. as soon miss a vote and
stay here to help things along.
The CrrAIRMAX. IVe use a lot of pesticides on our cotton. I will go
vote on that one. ::\fay I ask yon to be in charge~
~ator_GoLDW"\'I'ER [presiding]. Mr. Rumsfeld, I want to get back
to the point that Senator Byrd was trying to make and emphasize to
you, that probably the most important concern among the Senator,.;
is your posi·t.ion on detente. I don't. think there is any qnestion about
your ability to handle the job; your background is, I think, sufficient
for you to take over. But unfor-tunately Secretary Kissinger has nut:
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defined his definition of detente. And I have asked him to do this. I
am going to see him again within the next day or two and I am going
to ask him again, because the American people are very worried about
this. They look on the Secretary of State's attempts, whether rightly
or wrongly, as an effort to achieve a nice feeling between two potential
enemies with us seemingly giving all that the Soviets want. Now, I
happen to know your views on this. And I would suggest that when
you are 'a sked that question again, don't quibble about it. You don't
believe in detente, as I understand your background, without some
force to back up our position on ·what we want.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Absolutely, there is no question but that 'that capability is the underpinning of the security and stability we have seen
in this world, the relative stability, since World War II.
Senator GoLDWATER. That :is exactly what you ought to say, and
don't stretch it out or elaborate on it, because that is what we want
to hear.
Now there may be some Members of the Senate 't hat want to hear
it the other way around. I'm talking about the group who will probably
have to confirm you .
It is very important that the President, you, and Kissinger, get this
word "detente" as we understand it in the English language, cleared
up. I think the >v·a y the Europeans have distorted the practice between
themselves-and you knoll'" full well how that. is-is the way that we
should be practicing it. If I have something that you ''mnt and you
have something I want. we can make a deal. But you are not going
to get all of mine, and I am not going to get all of yours.
Mr. RUMSFELD. That's for sure.
Senator GoLDWATER. I hope the American people can understand
that.
Do you have •a ny reason to believe that changing the Secretary of
Defense at this par•ticular time will be interpreted by the Soviets ·a s
weakening our bargaining position at SALT II, thereby causing them
to push for concessions not heretofore thought attainable~
Mr. RUMSFELD. I certainly think not. People generally behave on
the basis of things that are important, quick impressions or perceptions that might be current for a moment seem not to worry people who
are serious. It strikes me the Soviets are serious, and it strikes me that
to the extent they are serious and to the extent that others have a serious interest in sensing what this administration's and this President's
views on the world are, it is not terribly difficult for them to find it out.
There is no question but what this President has set forth his views.
It will not take long for people to have a sense of my views. I have tried
to contribute to that by indicating not only that I do not know of any
policy differences I have with Jim Schlesinger but that I told tlie
President that before I agreed to accept this nomination.
Senator GoLDWATER. Did you feel that under you DOD would have
a difference of position with the State Department on what a minimum
acceptable SALT II agreement with the United States should be?
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. Do I think we could reach an agreement between
Defense and State~
Senator GoLDWATER. No, do you think there is a minimum accept·
able agreement that you can see now, if you have thought about this,
as a given force.
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Mr. RuliiSFELD. I haYe thought about it, needless to say. I think
there are so many variables in negotiations of this type, and not having
lwen im·olnd in negotiations, I w·onlcl be reluctant to try to describe
"·hat it is. But there is no question but what the bottom line on this
discussion is that that total package has to end up being in our inter<'St. And to the extent that is possible, fine. To the extent it is not
possible, we will keep on trying.
·
Senator Gor,DWATER. But you would insist that any agrpemcnt would
not undermine our national security interests?
:\Ir. RmrsFELD. Absolutely.
Senator GoLDWATJm. \Yhafs your degree of conc<'rn oYer the fact
that the Soviets have surpassed the rnitecl States in warhead yield
capacity?
Mr. Ru::~rSFELD. That question is one that is of concern. As I ha ,-e
indicated earlier, in terms of our clefense capability, and the overall
deterrent, one has to look at many parts on our side and on theirs, and
thPre is no question but that they are ahead of us in some and we are
ahead in some. Down the road that is certainly an area that the United
States has to be attenti \"e to.
Senator GoLDWATER. I haYe some other questions in that field, but
I haYe only 5 minutes left.
Let me get on to another area.
''Th<'n you were in the House you Yotecl against the B-70, I belieYe.
:\Ir. H"G::IISFELD. I belicYe that is right.
SPnator GoLDWATER. I think the final procurement-do yon support
the requirement for the B-1 bomber as a follow-on to the B-52 force~
:\Ir. RtnrsFELD. I belie,·e that somewhere here I have a note indicating what my logic was on that. I belieYe it was in an omnibus bill and
there was an amendment concerning the RB-70. I don't have it right
in front of me. My recoliPction is that it was a procedural concern
" ·ithout any bias against the bomber. But there is no question but that
manned bombers are an element in the overall strategic capability.
I haYe not had an opportunity to immerse myself in the subject of
the B-1. I read what the SPcretary of Defense put forward to the
committee in his posture statement this year. At first glance I find
myself persuaded by his recommendations. But it is not something
that I consider myself expert on at this point.
SPnator GowWATER. But the B-1 production decision is scheduled
in November of 1976. Assuming the aircraft meets all the required
technical and performance requirements at that time, do you :feel
that yon could approve tlw aircraft for production~
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator. I would want to talk with the people in the
DPpartment of Defense who have been working on this, including the
.Toint Chiefs. There is no question but that the B-52 is elderly. And,
as I indicated, I recognize the contribntion that manned bombers make
in the r.S. defense capability. But there are two or three very, very
large issues of that nature that will be coming up. It would be wrong
for me, without having an opportunity to be briefed in the Department
of Defense, without having an opportunity to talk to the Chief, without having an opportunity to consult with otlwrs who are knowledgeahll' and interested in this subject, to just sort of unilaterally pronounce
jndgment. I would not rl'spect myself :for doing it and I would question whether you would rrsnect me for doing it.

Senator Gor"DW.\TER. I think you are right. But you cannot shoot me
clown for trying.
Mr. Ru::\:t:SFELD. Ko, sir.
Senator GoLDWATER. One other question.
I am interested in your concept of how the Defense Department
should be managed. Fncler Secretary l\fcN amara, a large staff organization evolved, which then cleh-ecl directly into the clay-to-day
management of the service programs, and also became the agency that
set individual service budget targets and priorities. Now, as I recall it,
the Laird-Packard concept was to return the clay-to-day management
function back to the individual sen·ices, but to use the OSD staff for
review of major issues and priorities that the Defense Secretary had
to clPcicle.
Have you developed any management philosophy for running the
Defense Department? And what role do you foresee for the individual
services and for the OSD staff?
Mr. Ru::\ISFELD. I certainly have developed what I consider to be a
management philosophy in general over the years, having been involved with various organizations. I certainly would not want to suggest that I have developed a precise management approach for the
Department of Defense.
I intend to immerse myself at the outset in the question of ~ople.
I think it is exceedingly mportant. And second, in the subject of
areas of responsibility and organizational arrangements, I have not
done that. I have, since the announcement of my nomination, been inYolvecl with gettin!r through the transition out of the job I am in and
in preparing for these hearings. I'm not in a position to announce
any conclusions in that area.
Senator GoLDWATER. Thank you.
My time is up.
Senator SYMINGTON. Mr. Secretary, you mentioned the B-70. I was
a great backer-Mr. Ru::~:t:SFELD. Excuse me, Senator. Could I interrupt you for 1
second?
I haYe found the paper I was looking for, Senator Goldwater, on
the RB-70. l\f:v understanding is that-and this was some time agoI don't haYe the date that that particular amendment in the House
that I voted against involved a proposal where the administration said
the:v would not spend the money even if authorized by Congress. I
could be wrong on that_, but my recollection is that the administration
announced that they d1d not want those funds, and would not spend
them. My recollection is that as a result of that announcement that
they w0l1ld not spend it, it seemed not to make a heck of a lot of sense
to vote :for it.
Senator GoLDWATER. That is right. I don't think the administration
said this, I think Mr. McKamara said it.
SPnator SDn:NGTON. In this connection, I used to be for the B-70
until the Air Force ''ithdrew it and made it the RB-70 so that thPv
could go out and look around and see what the missiles had clone. And
the p1:ice at that time was nothing compared to the B-L but pretty
high in my opinion. So I changed my position when it became tJie
RB-70 as against the B-70.
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But one more point. I hope you will look at the cost-effective aspect
of this situation. You mentioned the B-52 being elderly. I think what
\YE' are looking for in the missile age is a launching platform for missiles, more than a plane itself which will penetrate to enemy targets.
But that is just my personal opinion.
And I would like to get back to this question of detente. Three of
my colleagues haYe discussed detente. To me detente means an effort
to work out an arrangement that would prevent a nuclear war.
And having four gTandsons who are all at draft age. I don't see anything wrong in trying to work out an arrangement whereby you don't
get into a nuclear war.
That is one concept of detente. Would you agree that we should
make this effort?
Mr. Ru111:SFELD. I think that you are getting close to the problem.
The problem is, it means different things to different people. And
therefore it is very difficult to respond to something like that yes or
no. I agree with what yon say, I think that the word in a reasonably
accurate context means simply that there will be a lessening o£ the
tensions between the two countries for the purpose o£ trying to avoid
a confrontation, which is another way of saying what yon said, and
to the extent possible, seeing if there are areas where you can improve
your situation through negotiations, such as MBFR, which may or may
not result in a conclusion. Tl1e danger is, other people think of detente
as a historical record that they don't like, or they think of it in the contPxt of the effect on people's minds, that lulls them into thinking the
circumstances are diff<.>rent than they r<.>ally are.
Senator SY3IlXGTOX. I agree. And I haw the fortune--or misfortune, depending npon how :vou look at it--o£ being in the last 16 or 17
years the only :Member of the Senate who sen'es on both the Armed
~erviccs and Foreit.m TI<.>lations Committ<.>es ..And mav I srtv that in
my opinion the Foi·eign Relations Committee is about as friendly to
Secretary Kissinger as it is now obvious that the Armed Services
Committee is to S<.>cretary Schlesinger. I get mixed up on those "issingers," but I think I got that one straight. But the point I wanted
to make is that neitlwr of them make the decisions in this matter, do
they? The President of the rnited States is the one who makes tlw
final decision as to what should or should not be done with respect to
the Soviet l:'nion.
Mr. RuliiSJ<'ELP. Absolutely.
Senator SnnxG·rox. Ancl has he done anything up to this point
that yon think is wrong~
Mr. RullfSFELD. In the narrow context that you are talking about-Senator SY~HNGTON. I asked the question, and I will ask you again.
Yon say the President of the Untied States decides if th<.>r<> is any
possible di scussion or cliffrrence of opinion between the Secrctarv of
State and Defense, and we have gone into this detente thing, and •ve
hav0 kicked it around a bit, and properly so. But the President is the
final decider. And I asked you, has he made any decisions up to this
point that you think are wrong~
Mr. RuMSFELD. In my opinion the decisions the President has made
in thP past have been good ones. I did not want to answer your question yes. because I have views on many matters, and the Presid0nt and
I don't always agree'.
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Senator SYIIHXGTON. I certainly don't want you to agree.
The Hiroshima bomb was 13 kilotons, and according to Fred Ikle's
new brochure, the Russians have dropped one of 58 million tons. And
we have dropped a good many at o''er a million tons, and we are reacl,.y
to drop a good many more at over that if we have to. But in this climate
I don't see anything wrong from an idiological standpoint or any
other standpoint in trying to work out some arrangement whereby we
don't get into a nuclear \var. You •vould agree with that, wouldn't
you?
Mr. RuliiSFELD. I think it is a very sensible thing on the part of our
country when we engage in negotiations to try to avoid destabilization
and to enhance stabilitv.
Senator SnnxGTOX~ I am glad to hear yon say that, 1\Ir. Secretary.
And I hope that in some way, without losing our honor or our dignity,
we don't have to pass on to our children the growing confrontation betwe{'n the two conntri<.>s. because it means we have made a mess out of
·what we are trying to do onr her0, and no doubt they have, too.
A living statesman told me recently that 9 years ago one of the heads
of the Soviet rnion said:
TherE' is nothing- you can do to preYent us from df'stroying you if we want to,
a nd there is nothing we can do to prevent you from destroying us if you want to.

And based on my experience on the joint committee, I certainly
agree with that. So I hope we can work something out.
At t imes it sPems that tlwy are in better shape then we are. from the
stan <lpoint of their workinp: peopl<.>, etcetera, and at times it looks as
though we are in bett<'r shape because of our agricultural potential as
agai 'lst theirs. But I do hop<' that "·e still have the idea that it does not
become a sin or a t<.>rrible thing for the President to try to work out
an agreement today with tlw SoYit't, ancl no doubt tomorrow also with
China, that pren•1its a nuclear war. And I am confident you agree with
that.
2\f r. Rrr~rRFELD. I do.
I would a<lcl th<.>re, however, that therp is a habit which SPems to me
has ~~ro•vn np in our country to think of proYocation in the context of
belli gerency. It strikes me that tlwrc are various ways to be provocative. vVe could be pmvocativc by being belligerent, as indeed you are
suggesting >Ye should not be. By the same token, we could be provocative by being weak There is no question but that wealmess on our
p?..rt would he a provocation. and conceivably could entice others into
adventures that they might otherwise avoid.
Senator SY3IIXGTOX. ··what you are talking about is unilateral disarmament.
Mr. Ru:usFELD. X o. I am talking about miscalculations as to our
capabiliti<.>s and the deterrent.
Senator SYl\nXGTOX. Do you think that we are. miscalculating~
Mr. RuMRFELD. No. As I indicated earlier, I think we have a credible deterrent. I also indicated earlier that I am c;oncerned about the
trends.
SPnator SrMIXGTOX. "What do von menn bv that~
Mr. RuusFELD. I mean that along with tlie comments made by the
chairman, that to the extent our defense budget goes to pay and benefits for individuals and we fail to see that our technological superiority
continues and that our deterrent remains credible, we are making a
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Yery seriou;; mistake. To the extent that we misassign priorities in a
way that does in fact miscalculate the relative capability as between
the United States and the Soviet Union, we are making a very serious
mistake. I think one who concludes that they have that capability but
would never use it, is making a calculation that I would not want to
make. It could be uf'ecl. And liberty is a very precious thing. Freedom
is very precious thing. And that was of course very much a part of
what you said concerning yonr grandchildren.
Senator STniiNGTOK. \Yell, I appreciate that. And I would make
one observation. I spent a good many years in tlw Pentagon, and met
a good many admirals and generals. And some of them are great statesmen, and some are walking bombs.
I hope as a civilian head that you will give more consideration to the
statesmen than the fellows who say, I haYe been practicing this long
enough, I want to play, because I don't think a lot of them that feel
that way really realize what a full nuclear exchange would amount to
if we ever run into it.
There is one thing this morning that worried me abo11t your sup]10rting the question of limited strategic war. And it \YOuldn 't take me
bnt a minute to explain why.
\Vhen this came ont \Ye wrote the Pentagon from the Foreign
Relations Committee Snhcommittee on Arms Control and asked how
many people would they ec:timate would be killed if we had a "limited
Rtrategic war'' and by attacking their military targets after they attacked onr military targ·etR so we w·ould not punish their cities, et
cetera. And the word camt' hark that there woul<l be 800,000 deaths.
. \nd that obvious1v was a hsnrd, based on the studies that we had and
the estimates that ~E' had from experts on the subject. And so we said,
"Please go hack and recheck your figures."
And so thev came back with revised figures. 1nstE•acl of 800,000 fatalitieB, in a liniitt>d stratPgic \\ar, 22 million people would cliP in such a
limited war, including 800,000 Canadians. Maybe they ~wt that later
fii!UrE'S mixed up sonwwherE', beranse it was tlw same fi1.rure as was
originally given for tlw nmnber of Americans who would die.
1 havE' a base in my State, an TCB~I base, practically on the ontskirts of Kansas City.. \.ml a Yl'l"V small, minute t>lTOr, thr type for
exrrmplP, that freonently occurs in efforts to go to thE' Moon, could
wipe ont Kansas City. On any basis, if thrv attackNl the ICBM: ba>'e
in my State, thE' estimate was it would kill about half the people in
Missouri.
So I hope that whPn wE' gPt into this limitPd stratt>gic war discussion, and knowing of your capacity to analyze thesr nroblPms, I hope
:von will really look into it. because I think in the first place, if yon
kill about 22 million people, you are going to have a tough time
finding enough undertakers to take care of them, even though you
haven't gone after the population in what you might call an all-out
way.
1 nm being sarcastic a bout it because I don't buy it, I never have. Nor
for that matter have the Soviets. There are no plans that we lmow
of, accordin.rr to intelligence, that they have a concept of a limited
nnrlrar war in thE' same way WE' do.
TTavP von madE' vonr miml np finallv about the Advisability of
f::n<'h 'a limitp(t J111ClE'nr 'yar con<'rnt. or di(l von tpllns that you would
look into it based on tht> figures that I have just given you?

Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, I was the U.S. Ambassador to NATO at
the time the Interdepartmental discussions \ver~ taking place on the
subject o:f moving toward the nuclear retargeting stmtegy. At that
time I was involved in extensive discussions with our 14 NATO allies
on this subject.
Senator SnnNGTON. Excuse me. I am not talking about tactical
nuclear war.
Mr. Ru::~rsFELD. I am talking about the nuclear retargeting strategy.
Now, I would say once again today what I said earlier. I ha,·e
not been dealing \Yith these subjects in terms of the public ovt>r the
period of 3 years. I ha-\·e some confusion in my mind occasionally as
to what is classified and what is not, so I will speak carefully, and I
hope precisely, and not terribly fully. In considering the changes that
were announced by the United States, and in studying them, and in
discussing them and their logic and their problems, advitntages and
disadvantages, with our 14 allies oYer a period of some wPeks, I did
in fact satisfy myself that it was in the
interests to takt> the steps
with respPct to targeting that were taken. I say that because I am satisfied that it enhances deterrents across the entire spectrum of risks. The
goal is peace. The question is: Ilow does one best maintain it? And
as we were talking earlier, one way to achieYe that is to try to calculate
and den lop a dt>tE'rrent capability which has a maximum effectiveness.
There is, I think-there had been, I should say, a soft spot in that
deterrt>nt, ]>articularly wlwn one recognizes the situation whert>
Presidents han had very few options betwt>en massive destruction
and conventional war .
It raised the question-that situations could raise the qnt>stion in
minds of dccisionmakers elsewhp,r·c,, as to wlwther or not they might
be able to engage in an activity in \Vestt>rn Europe on a convt>ntional
basis, in that a President would tht>rPhy be faced with a decision of
having to use strategic nuclear capability toston it, and the likt>lihood
that that conwntional activity could conct>ivably t>scalate into nuclear
conflict. I could see where plannPrs could question that. So the nuclear
retargeting announcements that WPre made tl declaratory policy on
the part of the United States, rather than increasing the risks of war,
in fact enhanced the deterrent and therefore improved prospects for
peace. I t'hink that that case can be made.
. Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you. That is very interesting. My time
lSUp.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Tower.
Senator Tow1m. I want to commcncll\Ir. Rnmsfeld on tlw statemE'nt
he has made about provocation. I think it is an Pxtremely important
statement. And I think it has to be made over and over again.
\Ve can induce the Soviets and their friends into adventurous acts
by virtue of our known weakness, and this is a very grave risk that
we run. I think the Soviet objective is, build sufficient military might
that it can accomplish its objectives through pressure, through leverage, through blackmail, if you plettst>, without ever having to resort
to the use of that military force. It is important that if onr deterrent
is credible, that we demonstrate a willingness to use it if necessary,
which I think we did during the Yom Kippur war when there was
some threat of Soviet movement, we called a worldwide alert, which
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is precisely the response that we should make. And it served its
purpose.
I remember something Eric Severeid once said, and I think he is
very wise: "Goodness w1thout power is impotent, and power itself is
impotent without the willingness to use it i£ necessary." And I think
that Mr. Rums:feld has restated that concept in a very eloquent way,
and it demonstrates in my vie,ys fitness to be the Secretary o£ Defense.
.And I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Mcintyre.
Senator MciNTYRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to apologize to the Chairman :for not being here this morning.
Unfortunately the Banking Committee required my attention this
morning.
The CHAIRllfAN. vVe missed you. But we am glad that you can be here
this afternoon.
Senator MciNTYRE. I have some brief questions to ask.
·what lesson, Mr. Rums:feld. did you learn in yom position as Ambassador to NATO that you might recite at this time as an indication
of :future relationships with our X.ATO allies in the field o£ interoperability, standardization, and cooperative R. & D., cooperative research
and development~ Did you get a chance in that post to work on tlw
problem o£ standardization, how can we learn and how can we do
more in this field~
Mr. RullfSFELD. Senator, I have spent a good deal o£ time on this
subject, and moved in the North Atlantic Council and Defense Planning Committee, and internally in the U.S. Government, where we arc
not particularly a model of standardization ourselves, let alone as between the United States and our allies in KATO.
I indicated earliPr this morning that I ]earned a number o£ things.
But i£ there is one big lesson. it is that it is very difficult to do. There
are gigantic pressures against it. There is competition between services and competition between countries. The fact is that different countries sometimes :feel they have various missions, and therefore need
something special that suits their particular situation-which is certainly true in our country, in that all o£ our capabilities should not be
designed, :for example, :for '\Vestern Europe. There is a great deal o£
resistance to it.
On the other hand, it strikes me that we have arrived at a point
" ·here there is such monumental pressure on the budgets o£ the NATO
aJlies, including the United States, that we may in fact be at a point
''"here we have a sufficient counterweight available to overcome those
pressures against greater standardization from the individual military
services and the individual nations and that greater strides might be
made toward greater standardization and rationalization or interoperability. There is no question but that the capability o£ the UnitPd
States and our NATO allies could be measurablv enhanced and there
conld be considerably greater benefit :for dollars siJent.
The second thing I would say by way o:f a lesson is this: There arc
no homerun balls in standardization. They are all singles. Progress is
not made in giant steps, it is made in one single item, :forcing agreement that we in :fact will have either common R. & D. or common pro-

curement or whatever, so that this patchwork maze o:f individual ap- ·
proaches that presently exists begins to be reduced.
I:f someone is looking :for a magic wand to wave over that problem,
I have looked, and I don't believe there is one. I think we are going to
have to tackle it item by item as we go along.
Senator MciNTYRE. That is a good answer. You may be aware that
we did make a breakthrough with the SHORAD and we are currently
testino- it. And that represents, as you say, only one item, but it is a
good ~ign. And as you also indicate, the economies o:f the system
may :force our nose to a grindstone.
The CnAIR:U.\N. Off the record.
[Discussion off the record.]
The CnAIRllfAN. Senator Mcintyre.
Senat or MciNTYRE. Considering the major cutback to be imposed on'
the Defense Department budget this year, and the likelihood that thd
congressional attitude will be equally severe next year, do yon ha,·e
any thoughts, Mr. Rums:feld, on how to reconcile this with the need
to provide :for an adequate defense program next year?
Mr. RuliiSFELD. Senator, I have a Jot o£ ideas. But they are preliminary. I have not, o£ course, been to the DOD and gone through a series
of discussions with the civilian and military leadership there. I recognize the size o£ the problem you ha Ye posed. It is a serious one.
Senator MciNTYRE. You re:fened to it ''hen you mentioned a trend
w·hen you were answering Senator Symington.
Mr. RmviSFELD. That is right.
Senator MciNTYRE. Maybe the question is premature. In the interest o:f time I will probably repeat the question i£ I get a chance in the
posture hearings.
Now, I lmow that you have answered these questions. You have been
around this. But I haye just got to ask you th1s. '\Yhat is your position
regarding the need :for a concurrent deYelopment o:f the :family o£ high
accuracy, high yield, counter:force weapons which I was unsuccessful
in deleting :from the defense budget :for fiscal year 1976? I noticed in
your answer, I thought, when Senator Symington was talking about
nuclear wars, that two things came throu~h: that you don't want to
let anything out in the public domain that shouldn't be out, and second,
you had some misgivings about your own keen knowledge o£ the various ramifications o£ this counter:force program that had been part and
parcel o:f your predecessor's policy.
I get the impression that you are generally in :favor of the hig·her
accuracy and the counter:force and the flexible response s01t o£ thing,
but that you are reserving a final judgment, is that right~
Mr. RuMsn::LD. '\Yell, No.1, I would not describe what we are doing
or what anyone I know o£ intends to do as the development o£ a connter:force strategy, just as I would not describe anything that is being
done as an effort to develop a first-strike capability. I look at it, in the
context o£ the statements that have been made and the rationale attached to it, by Secretary Schlesinger and by others in the administration. '\Vhat it is, it is an effort to deYelop additional options :for this
colmtry between massive destruction in a strate~ic nuclear war, and
a conventional conflict. As I indicated to Senator ;::;ymington, that does
enhance the deterrent. I do not characterize it the way you have.
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Senator MciNTYRE. I'm going to leave the question. But I'm going
to say, I hope that you will take a look at the MARK; 12-A, and at
what I would call the Minuteman IV. And I would hope that
you would look at the LABRV program, the large advanced ballistic
reentry vehicle which will give a very much bigger yield. And I
hope you would look at the ultimate weapon, the terminal guided
MARV. And I hope that you will look at the accuracy we possess
today and the accuracy we seek to achieve with these new weapons
that are going to cost the taxpayers billions o£ dollars which means
that defense needs are going to have to give ground.
I hope you will go into some o£ these scenarios.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I assure you that I will.
Senator MciNTYRE. And then when yon come to the posture hearings, I ·will ask whether you believe in some o£ these scenarios? It is
such an important area. As you know, it represents a departure £rom
our defense posture and defense policy £rom the early 1970's and in
1974 it represented a marked departure. In 1971, i£ my years are not
wrong, the committee turned the idea o£ higher accuracy clown, and
was sustained on the floor. So it is a very important question, and or:.e
that I am intensely interested in, and one that I will probably be
objecting to next year.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Before anyone leaves, I want to dictate into the record here_what
transpired when we were off the reconl.
Senator Leahy has requested that he be permitted to submit ques•
tions £or the record, and that he get those in not later than tomorrow.
The Chair hears no objection, so it will be agreed.
Senator Culver has submitted questions already, as has Senator
Thurmond.*
[Senator Leahy's questions follow:]
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR PATRICK LEAHY 'fO MR. DONALD RUMSFELD

Question 1. What do you see as U.S. priorities in foreign commitments? Which

would we support with U.S. forces? Which would we support with nuclear
weapons?
Answer. I presume from your question that you are referring to foreign military commitments. 'l'here are two primary elements which determine the priority.
First. the nature and extend of our interest;;; and. second, the nature of the threat.
In Europe and in South Korea we maintain nuclear capable forces to deter and
to respond to aggression. We support our foreign military commitments in
other parts of the world in varying ways. primarily through our security assistance programs, and by maintaining a capability to rapidly deploy forces to assist
friends and allies to resist aggre;:;sion should we decide to do so. As to how we
might respond to specific circumstances, deterrence is served best by retaining
some degree of ambiguity.
Question 2. Do you see any value in a formal Congressional review of U.S.
commitments? Please explain.
Answer. I ·s ee no reason why the Congress should not review U.S. commitments
as it deems necessary. The Congress does. of course. review commitments through
treaty ratification. appropriations, and policy recommendations. Congressional
consideration of programs concerning nations to which we have commitments
constitutes a • continuing review process. and provides an expression of Congressional will as to U.S. measures necessary to fulfill the commitments.
Question 3. What should be the extent of our commitment to Israel? U.S.
]1orces? Nuclear weapons?
Answer. The U.S. Government. under consecutive administrations from President Truman to President Ford, has committed itself to the survival and security
*See Senator Thurmond's questions, p. 14; see also Senator Culver's questions, p. 52.
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of I:;;rt;t.eL'L'hat commitment has been f1~lfilled through the provisio~l of nwtedal
and financial assistance rather than by U.S. military forces . I would expect that ,
pattern to go ~orward in the future.
'·
Qutstion 4~ What ure qur vital inten;sts in South Korea? What wo.uld be the
impact~1pon the U.S. if South Korea fell?.
·
Answer. The chief interest of the U.S. in South Korea is related to the preservation of peace and stability on the peninsul'a and in that area of · AHia. The
intere$ts of·the major powers of Northeast ~sia-the U.S., Japan, the USSR, and
the PRO-intersect on the Korean peninsula und destabilization of the security
situation there could have grave consequences. An attempt by the North to take
oyer South Korea, as in 1950, would risk ilwolving the major powe1·s in a confrontation which could lead to expanded conflict.
If South Korea were abandoned and ultimately fell, the implications for .Japan
as well as for Asian and worldwide balance-political, and military-would be
inimical to U.S. interests.
Question 5. As our forces are now stationed in Routh Korea, they would become
involved dudng the very first stages of any conflict, whether started l.Jy North,
South, or accident. It seems to me that such a deployment could involve the
United States in a war without a conscious decision to do· so. Could you explain
the logic of that deploymnt?
Answer. I am informed that UR forces are deployed in a reserve poSJition
behind the ROK forces, to defend the approaches to Seoul along the traditional
invasion route from the North. US forc-es would not be immediately committed
in a minor contingency situation necessarily. US forces are stationed in Korea
in accord with our commitment under the 195-! l\futual Defense T'r eaty with
the ROK. They have been ~<tationed in Korea since the conclusion of the Armistice
Agreement ending hostilities in 1953.
Question 6. What are the basic objectives of US foreign policy? How does our
defense policy relate to those objectives? How can we justify our support of
authoritarian regimes such as South Korea, the Philippines, Spain, Chile, etc.?
Answer. ::\1y response to Renator Thurmond's first written question covers a
portion of the qnestion. Other aspects of tile question are essentially of a foreign
policy nature and would require discussion with the Department of State, particularly in view of the fact that thP four nations named each represent somewhat
different security and policy considerations.
Qu.estf.on 7. "'iVhy does the U.S. IlPed a manned bomber force?
Answer. I support the need for a TRIAD of strategic forces with their mutually
supporting capal.Jilities which hedgl' againf<t unexpected failure or ineffectiveness'
of any one element of the TRIAD. The manned bomber is, of course, an element
in the TRIAD.
Quest·ion 8. How do massive arms sales to Persian Gulf countries serye U.S.
interests?
Answer. We have a Recurity assistance rE'lationship with the Persian Gulf
area that dates to 1943 and 1944 when the first U.S. missions went to Iran and
Saudi Arabia to begin providing advisory and training assistance. Following
tile British withdrawal from the area in 1!)71, U.R. security policy has tried to
maintain the ties and good relations we E>njoyed with several of these nations
and to encourage the area states, particularly Iran and Raudi Arabia, to take
the lead in assuring the security of the area. I am not at this point in a position
to offer any elaboration as to the rationale for ~>ales in this particular instance
than has already been pnt forward by the Department.
Question 9. ·what initiatives can the U.S. take to prevent a naval arms race
in the Indian Ocean?
Answer. This is a suhject I would wish to study in the period ahead.
Question 10. ·what is the present status of the MBFR talks? When do you
ant.icipnte an agreement will be reached?
,Answer. Round VII of the ::\IBFR negotiations is now in session in Vienna.
The parties have been involyecl in essentially an explorutory effort-during t11e
1973-1!)75 pe1ioct. Both sides haye laid out serious MBFR proposal!> and have
engaged in probing discussions )Yith a view toward gaining substantial understanding of each other's poSiitions. These discussions have been generally free
of polemics.
As President Ford said at Helsinki, the U.S. and the Allies are considering
new initiatives. However, much ·will depend on the position taken by the East.
The differences are the kind that experienced negotiators recognize as soluble·,
if t"/l,ere is a will to resolve them.
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·However, any attempt to specify a date for conclusion of an equitable agree-.
-ment would be speculation.
Question 11. If an agreement cannot be reached in those talks (MBFR), what
changes would you anticipate making in the NATO force structure?
Answer. As long as then~ is a chance of success in tbe MBFR talks, it · would
be unwise, and might even be harmful, to speak of what force changes might
be made should the talks fail. While the talks are going on, Allied nations,
including the United States, are continuing to make those force improvements
that are necessary to maintain a deterrent to aggression in Europe.
Qnestion . .12. Do you feel that we now possess a credible conventional deterrent
to a Warsaw Pact attack in Western Europe?
Answer. Yes, and I think the Warsaw Pact nations think so, too. But, to pre·
flerve and enhance the credibility of this deterrent, it will be necessary to take
fnll account of the real improvements in the Pact's conventional capabilities
and to take the necessary steps in our own Defense programs to ensure that an
acceptable balance is maintained.
Qne.~tion .13. If the Warsaw Pact were to initiate an attack on Western
Europe, do you think that they would use nuclear weapons? Please e..-.::plain.
Are we prepared for a nuclear attack?
Answer. \Ve cannot be certain about the manner in which the Warsaw Pact
might initiate or carry out an attack. Given the current balance of forces between
East and West, military aggreRRion is not felt to be likely. Until recently many
analysts have considered that Soviet doctrine envisaged an early use of nuclear
wenpons in a European conflict on a rather massive scale. On the other hand,
the Soviets might be reluctant to initiate widPspread nuclea r aggression in
Europe, thereby destroying much of what would preF<nmably he the obje<>t of
Sll<'h aggression. It is po;:;sible. therefore, that wnr in Europe might be confined
to the conventional level. at leaRt for a substantial period. In the uncertainty
of what the Pact nations might or might not do, two questions must be asked:
<>Onsidering all the different kinds of weapons they have and the ways they might
he nsecl, can we safely conclude that they could not be used against us or our
allies?
Q11P8tion 14. In thP PYPnt of \Varsaw Pact aggrpssion in Western Europe,
would you recommend the use of stratedc nuclear wPanons if hotb conventional
for<>Ps and tactical nuclear weapons failed to stop that aggression?
Answer. I prefer not to speculate about the circumRtances in which it migbt
he necessary to recommend emnloyin!!' strategic nnclf'ar weapons. Our Rtratf'gic
mwlear arflenal is one nart of tbe NATO triad of convf'ntional. tbPater nuclf'ar
nnd strategic nuclear forces. NATO stratPe:v contemplates takin.e: only thoRe
f<tPns necPssary to repel aggression and safeguard the integrity of the North
Atlantic Treaty area.
Q11R8tion 15. Do yon f<>f'l thnt onr NATO :Jllies arP maldng n fair cm1trihution
to thPir i!efense? If U.S. forces were reduced, could our Allies increase their
contrihntion?
Answer. TherP i~ nlw11ys room for imnrovement. howevPr. onr NATO Allies
fncp economi<" difficulties. as we do. Their levPl of pffort. and onrs. mnst PTOW
stronger a·s the War;:mw Pact forees grow stronger. Enron" as a whole h~s bPPn
inerPa•ing its clefensp PXPPnditures in rf'al tPrms marginnllv Pneh vf'ar: it mnst
continue to flo so. Moreover. to mnkf' bettPr nRe of avrtilllblP resonrCP>'. to ~voirl
wn Qtf>. we mn•t work to stnndardizP NATO wpn-rons and ennipment a11d to
J·~ti'lnaliz<> NATO defPnRP for""R nnd tal'ks. If U.R. fnrce,:; " ""r" rf'cln,-.f'<l . thf'
J\ lliP .~ wonlcl havP. to Ml.-,nt crisis bwlget nrogTaiT>R which woulrl hP nifficnlt for
them to accomplish unclPr present economic conditions. as it. would be for u,:;.
1\'torPover, an:v unilateral TT.S. reductions would raise qnestions about the eontinuocl need for strong defenses. anrl would likely trigger a l'eries of similar
rf'ductions by our Allies, with disafltrous consequences for NATO clf'fense.
011esMon .16. Which element of our stratP!!i.c Tria(! do you feel is the strongest?
Whkh PlemPnt do you feel is the wPakPst? Please exnlain.
Answer. Each elempnt of the T'riacl has itR own particular strengthfl. They conF:titnte a mutually reinforcing whole in which each part plays an indispensable
role.
Q1WRtion .1"/. Do yon believe in tbl? eoncPnt oflimitPcl np"l"<~r war? Tf ""~'"- wonld
:vnu (JP•eri:hP to us a possible limited nnelpnr Wfl'' RCPnnrio? How wnulrl su,-.h 11 wnr
end? Wouldn't ending such a war require some degree of rationality on both sides?
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Is stjch rationality possible wpile nuclear missiles are being hurled back and
forth? How many people in the U.S. would be killed in the scenario which you
have described 'I
Answer. It is essential that the U.S. have the capability to meet an attack at
eyery level of conflict and that we be able to conduct military operations at the
lowest possiiJle level of violence consistent with achievement of our oiJjectives.
That is my general concept of our military needs for deterrence and detente, but
I am not in a position at the moment to set forth specifie battlefield scenarios.
Question 18. When will the U.S. have a counterforce capability? How much will
that cost?
Answer. This question is of sufficient complexity that I would prefer to consult
in depth the appropriate DOD officials before attempting to respond in detail.
Question 19. Why do we need a counterforce capability? Why is the "mutual
assured destruction" strategy no longer valid?
Answer. On this matter I am in general agreement with the views as set forth
to this Committee by Secretary Schlesinger. It is a subject I wish to study further in the period ahead and therefore will defer a comprehensive response until
a later elate.
Question 20. \Ve now have approximately 7,500 tactical nuclear weaJ?Ons in
·western Europe. Is it possible that some of these weapons could be removed 'I How
mal}y, a!1(l which ones, clQ you feel can he withdrawn in the next year? Two years?
Three years?
·
Answer. I understand that there is a review of our requirements for tactical
nuclear weapons in Europe currently being conducted. This is a technical and
complex subject and I am reluctant to comment in detail without the benefit of a
thorough analysis hoth of our stockpiles and our requirements. Any possible modifications which might at some point be called for, should be subject of full and
complete consultation with our Allies.
Question 21. Mr. Rumsfeld in recent weeks there have been many accounts of
improprieties on the part of some Defense Department officials. These have concerned specifically the acceptance of gifts, free trips, entertainment, etc., from
Defense contractors. If you are confirmed as Secretary of Defense, would you be
,,-illing to require all Defense Department officials to publicly report any such
c:ontacts with Defense contractors? Could this be clone by February 1, 1976?
Answer. Defense Department officials should not accept gifts, free trips, entertainment or gratuities from contractoro;. Rel'!-tions between Defense Department
officials and Defense contractors should be on a business basis. Defense officials
must not only avoid improprieties such as the acceptance of gratuities, they must
avoid actions which would give the appearance of impropriety. This is a matter
''"hkh I would look into carefully as Secretary of Defense and take whatever
steps are necessary.
Que8tion 22. ·wm you rule out running for any elective office within the next
twelve months?
AnRwer. As I indicated to Senator Jackson in response to his questions, I will
donate my full energy to the Department of Defense, I said, and I repeat it here,
I am not running for anything. My intention would be to go to the Department
of Defense and to serve as effectively as I know how for as long as the President
" ·ishes me to.

The CnAIRMAN. Senator Jackson wanted to ask further questions,
a,nd anyone else ean, of course, who wishes to. n was agreed here by
the six members present that ftSS'u ming we finish the questions tomonow, if we do, that -we recommend that the committee take a vote
with a view of repol'ting this matter to the Senate. That is &specially
true in view of the facJt that next 1week will be the last week 'before
the Thanksgiving recess of the Senate. Even though we have a ca,pable
Acting Secretary, I think if this gentleman is going to 'be confirmed,
which I believe he will, we should put him on the job.
Senator Taft, that briRgs ilt to you.
Senator Taft, if you will yield just a moment, may I say that the
dispatch with which I recommend that the committee act in no way
implied that I had any concern about the Acting Secretary.
1
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Mr. RuusFELD. Mr. Chairman, during the question that Senator
Culver asked me he made reference to some remarks that I had made.
and it struck me that it might 'be useful to have a fuller text of tha·t
•p aragraph he quoted in the record. I would ·a sk your permission to do
that.
The CHAIRJYIAN. All right. That is Senator Culver's questions this
morning~

Mr. Ruli1SFELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR:M:AN. All right, I'm sure he would have no objection to
that. If anyone does, I iWill hear him on it. But we will admit it to the
record.*
All right, Senator Taft.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Rumsfeld, I came back this afternoon because I
did not get to ask my questions this morning about the entire naval
area, 'and my concern for our future naval capability. Do you have
any general assessment of the current United States-Soviet naval
balance~

\

Mr. RuusFELD. I have, of course, read a good many articles, the
posture statement this ye'a r on the subject, as well as some statements
that you have made on the Senate floor concerning the subject. The
first thing one would have 't o say is that no one can deny the impressive
growth of the Soviet fleet. That is a fact of life.
The second bet I would state is that the U.S. naval capability also
has some very impressive aspects.
Third, I would say that the overall maritime balance in the world
is a fundamental question of importance to our country and to our
allies.
\Ve have seen a marked reduction in the total number of U.S. ships.
And we have seen improvement in the quality of individual ships. vVe
are seeing problems with the cost of strengthening our maritime forces.
There is no question but that one of the tasks of the next Secretary
of Defense and of this committee is to cotninuously address that question of what the balance is and what the trends are, and ask ourselves
where the fnnds are to be found to see that that balance is not nnset.
Senator TAFT. In that connection, do you think a major shiftin.g of
resources beween the services may have to be undertaken to meet the
Soviet naval challenge~ Since I have come on this committee, one
of the things that has concerned me most is that the Department of
Defense concept that we adopted quite a number of years ago now has
resulted in kind of a stand -off between the three branches. Each of
them gets about a third of the budget or a little more, regardless of
what the military requirements might actually be. This gives me great
concern.
I am of the opinion that we are simply going to have to go to a
more capital-intensive type of defense if we indeed are going to have
an adequate defense at all within the budgetary limitations in which
'w find ourselves.
Mr. RuusFELD. I cannot answer your question as to how one would
>'oh-e the problem at this point. I recognize the nature of the problem.
I see what the limiting factors are. I think it is something that, as
I say~ you and the committee and I and others would have to address
in de\·elopin!S priorities, budgets and an allocation of resources in the
periocl n.hPad.
'l

*See Senator Culver's questions, p. 52.
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I am not in a position to say that I would take this from that or
move that there.
Senator TAFT. In relation to NATO, particularly, the emergence
·o f the Soviet naval threat seems to be a new element not dealt with
in NATO's original, or even in its present, structure. Do you see a
possible need for realinement of the responsibilities within NATO,
with the Europeans taking over more responsibility for providing land
forces while the United States concentrates on meeting the naval threat
to the trans~Atlantic reinforcement capability upon which all NATO
depends?
Mr. Ru:M:SFELD. The subject of rationalizing functions within NATO
is one that was introduced 2 or 3 years ago. As with standardization,
there is resistance on the part of the individual nations as to limiting
their armed forces to one or two aspects of: a traditional defense
capability. On the other hand, there is some support :for rationalization. How it would evolve after a period of consultation with our alliPs, I am not in a position to say at this point. But certainly it is a
subject that is under discussion inN ATO, as it should be.
Senator TAFT. Given the geographic differences between the "Guited
States and the Soviet Union, do you see a qualitative difference between the Soviet challenge to our land power, where they have always
been superior in any case, and their new challenge to our ability to use
the seas freely?
Mr. Ru::vrs:FELD. If one ''alks down the road toward an imbalance in
terms of maritime capabilities, there is no question: but that the ad•
,-erse effects on the United States from the standpoint of the use of the
seas would be substantial. There would be other effects that would also
be substantial. There is no question but that the development of that
capability on the part of the Soviet Union gives them a high degree pf
flexibility, and therefore the potential at least :for considerable political
influence in the world because of that capability.
My sense of this, I suppose, is no better or worse than others, but it·
is that there is a danger if the point you are making is not addressed by
the United States. You could see countries tilting in the wrong cbrection if they see a trend that seems wrong to them continuing very long.
'The political implications are that the nature of various countries' roles
in the world could begin to adjust. It is something that we ought not
to overlook.
Senator TAFT. I certainly agree with you. And I wonder if you can
see any way that the Soviet naval expansion can be explained in defen·sive terms, and if it cannot be so explained, whether or not it is consistent with the concept of detente?
Mr. RuuSFELD. I suppose that goes back to the question of how you
·define detente. It clearly is consistent if you properly define detente
in a hardnosed way. They had not been a maritime nation. They have
been, as you have suggested a continental nation. Again, it is a capability that the United States cannot ignore.
Senator TAFT. Just a final area, then. I know of course that you have
not been able to spend a lot of time familiarizing yourself with details
of the respective programs of the United States and of Soviet Russia.
But in terms of what you have seen, do you believe that our projected
naval program is adequate in terms of meeting the Soviet naval challenge~ And as a part of the same question, I wonder if it is adequate
61- 669-75--6
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from not only a quantitative but a qualitative point of view, in relation
for instance, to many of our naval concepts and our ships designs,
which we seem to be frozen into today?
Can you comment on what you think our current response to the
SoYiet naval challenge is?
:Jir. Ru:;\>ISFELD. I would much prefer to tackle the subject over a
periOll of time and try to offer a more informed answer than I coulcT

Mr. RuMSFELD. vVith the same caveat I 1nade before, yes, I do concur
in that.
Seriator BYRD. In your judgment docs Russia represent a threat to
world peace"?
·
·
Mr. llul\'ISFELD. It strikes me that any country that has developed
and that continues to clcYelop that capability has to be looked at by
other nations as a country that concci\'ably could use that capability.
That would be my first point.
The second point I would make is that one who looks at our country and oti.r Constitution and the things \Ye believe in and hold clear,
and then looks at the beliefs and convict ions of the Soviets and their
system and their approach to life, sees that they are fundamentally
different. It is not a matter of simply shrngging one's shoulders and
saying that they believe in this and we bclie·.Te in that. It is fundamentally difJ:'erc•nt. Those fundamental differences are something that
are likely to remain. I think that the American people, who believe in
and cherish their freedom, must in fact agree, or they would not have
in the past and would not now be willing to support the kind of defense and deterrents that I belie.-e arc absolutely necessary in Yie\Y of
the nature of the world.
It is important that \\C continue it as \Ye ha.-e in the past.
Senator BYRD. Your ans'\Ver to my f[UCstion, then, is that you clo
l'ell·a.rd Russia as a threat to world peace?
Mr. RUl\fSFELD. There is no fJUCstion bnt that that capability that
rxists is a threat. IV'c described it as a threat in force plm:ning. The
first qnestion as to what \Ye need to do, is what is the threat? And thr
threat exists.
Senatot Rnm. And that is \vhy we arc spending, to use round :figures;
$90 billion, that is the major reason that we arc spending $90 billion
for defense purposes?
Mr. Rul\fSFBLD. That is correct. And \Wre there not a countcnreight
to that capability thrrc is no question but that out· situation would be
different. By the same token, ginn the capability that exists. I have
trouble believing that there arc Yery many people who belir\'e that
absent the countcrwcig·ht that we prm·ide, the world would be as
stable as it has been. There is no question but that our conduct. >vhich
as I indicated at the outset, is in a .-cry fundamental way determined
by that capability and the friends clearly is the stabilizing force in
this "·oriel. vVe oug·ht to be very careful about conducting ourselves in
a way tha.t could destabilize the world.
Senator BYim. I thankyou, Mr. Rumsfeld.
. In a few days I asf)ume we >vill be calling yon, Mr. Secreta:ry. I shall
be P;lad to .support your nominat\on.
·
I do want to say-..:ancl I pnt this not as a qurstion but just as an
<(bservil6on-that ,it seems to me that it is extremely important, that
the Defense. Department be lmpt entire] y ont of the political arena.
We amcop1ing into a •very: important polih\?al year. While I don't lil}:e
to see g~od men clisq1mlifiecl for higher positions-I think >Ye nee(l
J110re good men in Government-I would hope that we don't ha,·e more
hu·noye.r; ~n this Department, with someonr-going in in DecembeJ: ~tll,cl
possibly lefivin.q; in .Tune. I don't believe that is in the country's . Ms~
interests: But I don't put that as 1 a rgwstion ,; I just st'ate that as an
obscrvatwn.
. ,.
.
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Senator TAFT. As I said at the outset, in your current position it
may be stretching it a bit far to ask you to make these judgments at
this time. But these are current questions that ought to be addressed.
And I would hope that next year when >>e get to review the entire
defense situation and the manpower situation, and especially the
H. & D. situation, that we can get some broader information in this
whole area.
Thank you very much.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR"IAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Byrd, it is back to you, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rumdeld, I think that I understand your position on the question of missile accuracy. But I will ask it again . .:\..s I understand it,
you do favor researching and development for the pmpose of impro\·ing the accuracy of our missile systems?
Mr. Ru:MSFELD. The short answer is yes, I do faYor it, as of this point,
to the extent I have knowledge. The knowledge I have suggests to
me that it is desirable for the United States to continue to improve
missile accuracy. The reason I say that is that it strikes me that it does
enhance deterrents and it does mo,·e into that area of being able to
reduce collateral damage.
I would close by saying, ho\Yenr, that I recognize that this is a
subject of great complexity. The announcements that have been made
with resnect to our OYerall strategy in targeting options are reasonably
recent. I recognize that as SALT CYolns it conceiYably, depending
on how the areas that ultimately are agreed upon are designed. it
might leave areas that for one reason were not dealt with in ~ALT,
that we then ought to address, and other areas that were dealt "·ith
within SALT that we might then wish to address in a different way.
I'm reluctant to sound :finally conclusive in some of thes~ areas,
Senator.
Senator BYRD. I can understand that. But I thonght I understood
vonr nosition better before I asked the question than I did after I
heai·d the answer. ·
' Mr. RuJUSFELn. The answer is ves, I sunport the position taken by
the Secretary of Defense in his February 5 pronosal and recommendations to the C'on~Tess, and the steps that the United States is taking
\lith respect to missile accuracy.
·
SenaJor BYRD. It seems to me that if we are going to have missilesand T think in this nuclear ag·e we have to have them-that it. is
cel"tainlv logical that. we ·should have as mueh technological knowhow
ns 6o,:;sible to make t.Jwse miss.iles accurate. \Vould you concur in that
vim't?
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Thank you, Mr. Rumsfeld.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tower, did you have anything else? I ha,Te
just a few questions here.
Senator ToWER. I have no further questions, M:r. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do yon want to make any comment~
Senator TowER. No comment right now. Thank you.
The CHAIRllfAN. All right.
Let me say this, gentlemen. I had a great deal of confidence in Mr.
Schlesinger. It goes without saying that I had nothing to do with the
change. I knew nothing about it. That was outside of my jurisdiction.
I had a great deal of confidence in him. I was impressed with his deep,
penetrating ability in what seemed to be a desire to give everything,
the best he had that was ·w ithin his line of duty. I had reason to have
a lot of confidence in him because of things that he told me that he
felt I should know. I am referring back many months ago. Such experiences give yon confidence in a man. I wanted to say that publicly.
I told Secretary Schlesinger I was going to ''Tite him a handwritten
note. \Ye are not especially close friends or anything like that, but
I ''ill remember him. as one of the outstanding men that I have known
in the Pentagon. I am not making comparisons 'vith yon, Mr. Rnmsfeld. I think you han' a fine capability. It is hig·hly important in such
a responsible and very difficult office for 'vhich you have been nominated. If you are confirmed, I certainly wish you well in it.
I want to mention what you said when yon ''t>re asked about
Russia being a threat to 'vol'ld veace. Yon ga,·e a w~ry good answer, I
thought, that anyone that had built up the capability that they han,
and we haYe, is subject to being thought of as capable of using it and
might use it. The point I ''ant to emphasize is that we have got to
keep trying even harder before the other nations of the world to let
them know that in spite of all this capability and the military
strength that we art> nonaggressors, we don't want anything anyone
else has, and ''e are not making any plans along that line. I don't
expect that to be fully accepted by everybody in the world, but it
will be accepted by some.
\Ve must keep that clear before the people, because we are subject to
question on it, based on what we have built up in military strength.
The companion thought tht>re is, thought, that beyond question the
matter of sufficieney of our military strength must never be doubted,
that it is sufficient to protect ourseh·es from any enemy or combination
of enemies must not be left in doubt.
They are companion thoughts. Our people in America think things
through a lot, many of them do, but they don't always think that one
through, and that is the reason I am bringing it up now.
So, for my part, as a citizen and as a member of this committee, I
want you to hold those things in mind, not just our massive strength
pilf'd on top of strength just to be overarmed, but we must never
make the mistake of lea,·ing any doubt about being adequately armed,
and never let up on the idea of making it clear that we are not
aggressors. We are not doing this with any design on anyone or any
territory.
Is there anything further you want to say~
Mr. RuusFELD. No, sir, l\fr. Chairman.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, before you close, I have just one
statement. ·
The CnAIRUAN. Yes, Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. I would like to associate myself with the remarks
the chairman made in regard to Secretary Schlesinger. I think he
made an outstanding Secretary of Defense. And I regret that he no
longer will be in that position. But in saying that I do not in anyway
downgrade the high qualities of the nominee.
The CHAIRMAN. I wasn:t comparing Mr. Schlesinger with anyone
either. I was first attracted to him when he handled the budget for the
Atomic Energy Committee, and was the main witness. I next knew
him as the Chief of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Senator BYHD. If the chairman would yield at that point, I first
]mew him when I was requested to introduce him to the Atomic Energy
Commission when he was nominated to be chairman of the Atomic
Energy Commission . .And the reason that I got involved in it is that
~Ir. Schlesinger was then li \·ing in Virginia, and had previously been
for several years at the rniversity of Virginia as a professor . .And
then I had the opportunity to present him to this committee ''hen he
was nominated £or Director o£ the Central Intelligence Agen cy, and
then again to this committee when he was nominated for the position
of Secretary of Defense.
I thank the ehairman.
The CnAIHAL\N. Thank vou.
.\.11 1·ight, Mr. Rums£elcl. Do you have anything further to say?
~Ir. RuMSFELD. No, sir.
The CnAIR:\rAx. \Ye thank you £or your attendance here.
I don't see any reason, gentlemen, why we cannot vote on this nomination tomorrow if it is agreeable to the membership. \Ve will plan to
do that unless there is some reason to the contrary. Based on what
truth has come ont so far, I don't have any doubt about the vote, that
it will be fa vorablt> to the nominee.
Senator BYRD. \Ve might as well put l\fr. Rumsfeld to work and let
him earn his salary.
The CnAIRllfAN. \Ve 'vill recess now until 10 a.m. tomorrow morning. Thank you very much.
[\Vhereupon, at 4 :10 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Thursday, November 13, 1975.]
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The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room llH
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Stennis (chairman)
presiding.
Preseri:t: Senators Stennis, .Jackson, Melntyre, Byrd, of Virginia;
Nnnn, Hart of Colorado, Leahy, Thurmond, Tovver, Scott, of Virginia; Taft. and Bartlett.
Also present: T. Edvvard Braswell, Jr., chief counsel and staff director; W. Clark McFadden II, counsel; John T. Ticer, chief clerk;
Phyllis A. Bacon, assistant chief clerk; Charles J. Conneely, Charles
Cromwell, George H. Foster, Jr., .John A. Goldsmith, Ed\varcl B.
Kennev, Don L. Lynch, Francis J. Sullivan, professional staff membei's; Roberta Ujakovich. research assistant; Doris E. Connor, clerical
assistant; and David A. Raymond, assistant to Senator Symington.
The CHAIRMAN. Our committee will please come to order.
I think, as a compliment to the nominee, that we had a good, solid
line of questioning as I have ever heard for a nominee to this important
position. That reflects the interest of the membership and the interest
of the Congress and the people as a whole. \Ve will continue today
nntil every member of the committee has had a full opportunity to
ask all the questions that they wish.
Those who have asked permission to insert questions in the record
'vill be granted that request. But that implies that all insertions will
come in promptly and be answered as soon as possible.
STATEMENT OF DONALD RUMSFELD-Resumed

(I

The CnAIRMAN. Mr. Rumsfeld, you said you had an insertion yon
~van ted to make.
Mr. RuThiSFl~LD.

I do, Mr. Chairman.
Y cster<lay during the questioning by Senator Culver. the Senator
made reference to testimony that I had provided to the Honse Armed
Services Committee. I believe that \.Yas in Brussels at NATO Heacl<illarters on March 4.1974.
· I have subsequently familiarized myself with the statement I made.
Tn contact with Senator Culver's office he suggested that it would be
from his standpoint perfectly all right if I inserted the statement in
the record.
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I don't recall the specific way that Senator Culver phrased the question. But the general context of his question came during a discussion
of detente. His quote of me seemed to indicate that my statement related
to detente. As I read the record, my response related more to peace.
I would like to read the comment I made during a discussion on troop
levels in Europe. \Vhat I said was as follows in part: "In the past the
numbers~'-referring to levels of troops in Europe-"have changed
substantially. We ,are locked in, what we would be locked into is a
desire to maintain a sufficient deterrent-that is, to avoid injecting instability into what appears to be, and has been, and what we want
to f'Ontinue to be a stable situation. \Ve want to avoid iniecting an
instability into this. One of the ways to inject an instability during
the period of mutual balance force reduction talks would be to have a
unilateral reduction. Does avoiding that mean we are harming or
hampering U.S. foreign policy? On the contrary, it means '"e are
succeeding. If our goal is to improve relationships with the Soviet
Union by the various negotiations, the only way yon can describe what
has been going on is by success. One should say, hosanna, hosanna, we
have wanted peace, and we have had it. \Ve have wanted an adequate
deterrent and we have had it.
"At the same time we have achieved that adequate deterrent, we
wanted to create an atmosphere where we could begin to talk in
MBFR and SALT. We wanted to do this at this point in history so that
we could act in our interest to begin reductions."
That is the sense of that.
The CHAIRMAX. Thank you very much for that contribution.
The Chair wants to recognize Senator Jackson, and to commend
him for his part-and I know it was substantial-in getting clown
to an agreement by the conferees in reference to an energy bill that
I look forward to getting into and getting on the floor.
I want to mention, too, that Senator Thurmond was represented
here yestreday with his questions, and he just couldn't be in attendance as he had to be in South Carolina. However, he is back this
morning. He is very faithful about attending our committee sessions.
Senator Jackson, by prearrangement, we agreed when yon couldn't
come a\vay from that conference yesterday afternoon that you would
be recognized when. we convened. And right afterward I will recognize
the Senator from South Carolina, who did not have a chance to be
here yesterday.
SPnator Jackson.
Senator JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, I 1>ill be brief this morning.
I regret that I could not be here all clay yesterday and had to leave.
vVe were in continuous session until almost 9 o'clock last night when
we signed off to a final conference report on energy. This was the
fifth week, and it involved one-fourth of the Senate as conferees,
25 Senators on one side, and 7 on the House. And they do vote
separately. we do not try to outvote the House.
Being Chairman on the Senate side, I had to stay through all of it,
and that is the reason I could not be here yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Chairman, out of order I would like to submit at this time a
committee resolution with reference to the outgoing Secretary of
Defense that reads as follows, I will ask that it be placed in the
record and voted upon at the appropriate time.
The CHAIRMAN. vVithout objection.

Senator JACKSON [reading]. Resolved: That the Committee on Armed Sen·ices
commends Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger for his excellence in office,
his intellectual honesty and personal integrity, and for his courage and inde·
pendence. 'l'he Committee believes that our country and the free world owe a
great debt of gratitude to Secretary Schlesinger for his untiring effort to improve
the efficiency of our armed forces, the cohesiveness of our alliances, the wisdom
of our strategic policies and doctrine, and for his determination to com·ey to
the American people the truth as he saw it and the sense of the future he so
deeply believed they must understand.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. vVe will have it here on the
table for the information of the members here. And a lot of sentiment
yesterday- was expressed by the committee members in appreciation
of the services of the former Secretary. But we will come back to that
later. Now we will recognize you for questions.
Senator JACKSOX. Mr. Rumsfeld, your predecessors, Mr. Laird and
Mr. Schlesinger were not present at crucial meetings, including summit meetings, at which decisions and agreements relating to SALT
were made. As Secretary of Defense, \Yould you insist on being present,
along with Secretary Kissinger, at summit and other high level negotiating sessions involving SALT and other matters relevant to the
Department of Defense?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator Jackson, I would like to respond to that
in this way. When one thinks of those negotiations, I suppose they
could be categorized in three ways: One, the ongoing negotiat,i ons in
Geneva, which I understood was part of your question?
Senator JACKSON. That is right.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Each of the elements of Government are represented.
A second would be those meetings that would involve the President
of the United States.
A third category would be meetings that do not take place in
Geneva, and do not involve the President of the United States. There
have been some meebings, as you know, that fit that category.
This question has been raised to me. I have discussed it with the
President in recent days. And he is very much in 1agreement that it
would be appropriate to have a representative of the Department of
Defense leaving open the question of the level, depending on the
circumstances, attend the category of meetings that I described in the
third class. It seems to me that at Presidential level meetings, head of
government level meetings, the heads of government pretty much
determine who is going to be physically there. That is understJandable.
My response to you is, I am sensitive to the point you :a re raising. I
haYe discussed it with the President. I think that there probably are
ways to improve the representation of the Department of Defense.
And without thinking that I could, at this time, prescribe exactly how
it would be in each instance, I do feel it is desirable to have such
representation.
Senator JACKSON. You feel it is desirable?
J\fr. RuMSFELD. Yes, sir.
Senator JACKSOK. I am glad to hear you say it. I am asking this for
what I believe is the country's interest to try to elevate the proper
and traditional role of the Secretary of Defense. I wouldn't suggest
it as an arbitrary matter just to haYe precedence. But I am basing it
on history. And Grechko ''"as eyery,Yhere in Moscow, at the 1972
Conference, at the summit. Mel Laird never left \Vashington. And
mistakes were made. Subsequently changes \Yere made of great sig-
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nificance. Some of them we didn't find out until 2 years later, so that
when Mel Laird was up testifying he didn't even know about them.
You know about that. I am talking now about the exchange of letters
between Mr. Kissinger and Mr. Dobrynin with reference to the
G-class submarines, and the exchange of letters between President
Nixon and Mr. Brezhnev in which Mr. Nixon assmed Mr. Brezhnev
that vve would not construct more than 41 submarines, although we
were permitted, as you recal1, under the SALT Interim Agreement,
to do so. Things happen at the summit, no matter what is done in
the earlier negotiating process where representatives of the Department of Defense participate in that process, I feel very strongly that
certainly you, along with your technical adYisors-should be present
and available. And that did not happen at Vlacli\·ostok, and it did
not happen in l\foscow. And I just think that you can help the President in making sure of his final decisions. There is no substitute for
that.
l\fr. RuMSFELD. HI could am,Plify a bit, Senator.
\Vithout in any way qualifymg what was said earlier, the nature of
life is that things happen over a period of time, in a variety of different ways, sometimes orally, and sometimes in writing, as you suggested. And I don't know that it is possible, and in my management
experience I would suggest it has not been possible, to design procedural arrangements or 'formula that guarantee the healthy kind
of exchange and the assurance of a balance of Yiewpoints that really
is the essence of what you are going toward in your question. In
the broader sense, it takes a real desire and sensitivity on the part of
the participants involved to try to achieve that. I would say that in my
discnssions with the President, and in my observation of Presidential
llecisionma;king, quite apart from SALT, there is no question but
that this President is interested in having that occur. He has indicated on television his interest in adjusting his organizational arrangements and procedural arrangements in a way so that he feels that that
is occurring. And that has met with approval by a11 the participants.
So I guess I am really going beyond-! think it takes a certain mind
set, a frame of mind in approach, as well as certain procedural
arrangements.
Senator JACKSON. All of this really gets down to the style of the
President, you can't formalize, that is what you are saying~
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes sir.
Senator JACKSON. But the logic is overwheJming, it seems to me,
that when you are at the summit dealing with strategic arms, or
perhaps an aspect of MBFR, you should be present. You have a great
responsibility to carry out, ari awesome one. And I think it would be
tragic if you were not available at crucial meetings and especially summit meetings. Yon don't have to be into every aspect and detail of the
negotiations and discussions, but you should be present so that whei1
they are focusing on last minute changes the President can have ~'ou
at his side. The history of the summits is that what happens in the
last 48 hours may fundamentally shape the agreement. And I am tl'ving to elevate this Office of Secretarv of Defense to its proper role.
And it ought to be at least as significant a role as the Secretary of
State on these matters. Don't you feel that way?

Mr. RuusFELD. I think I would describe it slightly differently. 'Vhen
one looks at Presidential decisionmaking in this area, it is quite proper,
as you suggest, that the buck stops with the President. It is his responsibility for those final decisions. How he arranges that process reallv
is in many respects a personal matter. Jie does need a negotiator, anCl
there is no question but what the Secretary of Defense is not that
individual. I fully agree with you that a President needs to have in a
full and timely way the advice of counsel that would flow from the
Department of Defense on a subject ,of this kind. And I believe that
the efforts should be to arrange it so that the President is in a position,
when he makes those judgments, to, in fact, have his negotiator or his
personal representative in the person of the Secretary of State before
him, and, in addition that he has that knowledge, competence, representation, ·a nd perspective in viewpoint that would come from the
Department of Defense.
Senator JACKSO~. At the 1972 snmmit nlCeting, Mr. Grechko was
everywhere. And as you know, he was elevated from his military role
to also Defense Minister. All I am trying to emphasize is that I think
you should be there. And you use all of your persuasive influence-the
rumors are that yon haYe considerable influence with the Presidentto have him understand what your contribntion can be and hmv important it is on these last minute decisions? " Then they get right down to
it at a smnmit meeting, things fall all over the lot, and they happen.
And I point out to you· again that the Secretary of Defense, the Se('.l·etary of State, the Chief Negotiator, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, were unaware of agreements that had been made-and entered
into at that summit meeting.
.
Senator TnuRMoND. Senator Jackson, the .Judici,a ry Committee
meets at 10:30 on the New York Bankruptcy law. I wonder if you
could give me a half a minute?
Senator .JACKSON. All right, I will defer ..
The CHAIRMAN. 'Vill the gentleman yield to the gentleman from
South Carolina ?
Senator .JACKSON. I yield.
Senator THuRuoxn. Thank you, Senn.tor Johnson.
:Mr. Rumsfeld, I had to be 1n South Carolina yesterday, and I left
some questions to be asked for the record. And I guess yon are doing

c

that~

Mr. RuMSFELD. They are being prepared.*
Senator THUR~WND . I just want to say that I was a strong snpporter
of Dr. Schlesinger, I thought he was an excellent Secretary of De~"'"se. and I have said that publicly, and I have said it to the President.
But, it was the President's decision and he made that decision, and he
has nominated you. You have a fine record in the Congress, us Ambassator to NATO, and other positions, and also as Assistant to the President. to he more accurate from a practical standpoint. And in ~dew of
your fine record that yo11 do have srrving the public. and in view of
your wide knowledge of defense matters and security questions, it
would be my pleasure to support you.
I have this other meetin!!·, and so I will have to .o·o. Thank von.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Senator Thurmond. Do you ha-\·e any
extra questions?
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Senator TnURl\fOND. I don't have any additional questions.
The CHAIRMAN. \Ve have your questions in the record from yesterday. vVe are glad that you could come this morning. And we will be
glad to have you come back when you can.
All right, Senator Jackson. .
Senator JACKSON. I think Mr. Rumsfeld had something he wanted
to add.
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. There is one other thought. I am sensitive to the
importance of this. I don't have the detailed knowledge of the negotiating background of previous SALT discussions. But one other comment might be useful. One of the things the President indicated in a
recent press conference, if I am not mistaken, was that he wanted to
see that there was a continuous interaction between the two Departments and the President. It is my understanding that he does plan to
meet three, four, or five times a week with both or one of those two
Cabinet officers. I mention this because as you know from conference
committees, Senator Jackson, at the last m!nute things can shift. And
I think-Senator ,JACKSON. People Q:et anxious and they set themselves a deadline. And that is the one thing we can't have in these critical EastvVest negotiations. And I was delighted, and I commend President
Forcl, for knocking down that nonsense about a deadline, that we
must have a SALT II agreement by such and such a date. Setting a
deadline just plays right into the hands of ·the adversary. I was
plt>ased, and I commend the President on this. You tell him that I
sairl so. I 'vant to see a little bipartisanship here.
Mr. RuMSFELD. One of the best ways to see that there is a mutual
sensitivity as to the other perspectives, views, and approaches is a
continuous interchange. I think that will be enhanced by the arrangements that the President has proposed. I am not going to sit here and
suggest that procedures are going to solve problems. They will not.
But the President is taking steps in this area, I know Secretary Kissinger agrees, and certainly I agree.
· Senator JACKSON. \Ve don't have to formalize these thin.q;s. The
machinery is available to the President. And how he uses it is up to
him. It depends on his style. The National Security Council is not
new. It started in George Washington's time, I assume, when he called
in the Secretary of \V-a.r and the Secretary of State and said, gentlemrn, what should our policy be? \Vell, there "·as your first National
Security Council, not formalized. I think there is a danger in too
much formalization.
And that leads me to a question here which you brought me
~-our comments that the President would bring you in with the
Secretary of State. An option paper-that is one of the new code
words here for the latest bureaucratic windmill-may be fine. But
there is a vast difference between submitting an option paper and expressing convictions as the Secretary of Defense. I would want to
see a paper followed up with personal articulation in front of the
President with the Secretary of State present. I think that is of
critical importance. Just sending over, you know, papers, papers is
not what ram talking about. It is more important-the President's
time is limited-that you as Secretarv of Defense have the opportunity.
especially when the Secretary of State is present, to argue and to

articulate the ma.in points-do I make myself clear? Yon know that
in the bureaucratic process there are scads of option papers and briefs,
and so on. But that is not a substitute for your presence as the responsible Secretary of Defense. I think the President has great respect for
you. It is not that a President should follow one line or the other.
I just believe that in the long run the good ideas win over the bad
ideas. And I think you have that ability or I wouldn't be pushing you
on this. Because the ball game can be lost in the paper process. It is
your presence that counts-along with the Secretary of State-not in
all cases-before the President. And you are a key element of the
national security process. The Secretary of State plays an important
role. But when you get into strategic weapons, you should know more
about it, and your people, then does the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense are advisers to the President. And what advice he gets is going to determine, I think, whether
wise decisions are made.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I certainly agree that in exceedingly important matters, such as the one you are talking about, it is useful to have both
the written word, so that one can be reasonably sure that a subject has
been rigorously analyzed, but also the spoken word, to sort through
the complexities of those issues. Both complement each other.
Senator JACKSON. And then you can follow up your discussion with
a confirming paper, because we all like to have a piece of paper that
"·e can muH over. But there is no substitute for advocacy in the
presence of the President. That was true in George Washington's
time a.nd has been the case right clown to the present. And this is the
responsibility of the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Stateand in some instances, of course, depending upon what the issue is,
the head of the CIA when there is a specific problem about which he
is knowledgeable.
Now, in this same ·area, trying .t o find out what is going on, for
more than 6 months I have been asking Secretary Kissinger to appear before my Arms Control Subcommittee to testify ·about Soviet
compliance with the SALT I agreements. He has refused to testify.
\Vill you 'a ssure the committee that you will make yourself available
to testify when ever issues within your 'a rea of responsibility arise ?
I am sure I know the answer.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes. That question was posed to me by the chairman yesterday morning, and we discussed that. And ·I indicated that
I of course would be avail·ahle, and I couldn't envisage situations
where I would not be, and I would envisage-Senator JACKSON. If you were not you would give a good reason.
Mr. ·RuMSFELD. That is right. I would also hope to be ·able to assist
in seeing that the proper Defense Department witnesses are 'a vailable
in specific areas.
Senator JACKSON. Let me just say that the Secretary of Defense
has testified, and the head of the CIA has testified on issues of Soviet
compliance with the SALT 'I agreements. And it does involve some
pretty rough problems for the Secretary of State. But no matter how
rough they ·a re I expect Oabinet officers to be present when requested
by the responsible committees.
I have had my differences with Secretary Kissinger, but I respect
the office. And I want of coursw to see tha:t the hearing is fair. But
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we have some unresoh·ecl issues on SALT I. And there are some very
strong differing vie"·s between the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense. Some of it has appeared in the press, n•garcling ·w hat
wCJ1t on in SALT I.
The chickens are coming home to roost. I"n:- been through these
problems before. \YC' haw had a Secretary of State coming up to
tC'sti fy, and the SC'cretary of Defense coming np to testify, and the
f'hie( nC'gotiator and the head of the .Joint Chiefs of Staff testify.
saving that all t lw documents relevant to SALT I han~ been presented
to' tlu3 Congress, ancl yon find out later that they did 'tcll the truth.
hnt thC'y were nenr· told that <tlwrc were others. Yon would agree that
that. is not ·a full disclosnre to the Congress?
:Mr. Ru:usFJ~LD. SC'nator, I like' to try to stick to things that I know
I know.
Sena·t or JAcr>:sox. \YC'll. \Yill yon look that one up and report back?
::\Ir. Rr::\ISFELD. And I find in this area that there are some things
that I am told and some things I may think I know. But I want you
to know that I ha\'(' not mrt '.Yith tlw
representatives on the
standing ConsultatiYc Committee, :mel I have not talked to Alex since
I han been nominatC'd for this job, and I haYc not hacl a chance to
trrlk to the CIA about allcgC'd Yiolations. This is one of the areas w·here
I know I don't know, and I want you to know that.
SC'nator .JACKSOX. I am just talking about forthrightness and a full
disclosure to the Congress when an agreement romcs up which \Ye
hnve to appron, and we arC' assured that these arC' all the documents,
these arc all the understanding-s. You have got to bC' careful when
asking Dr. Kissingcr certain questions. If you ask him, are therc
understandings, he will say that there are no commitments. And of
courses that is not responsin'.
:Mr. Ru:usFELD. I sec your point.
Senator JAcKsox. I don't want to be unfair to them. The witnesses
I mentioned told the truth. But they \Wre not given the facts. And
these werc releYant matt~?rs, bccause it did affect the understandings
in SALT I.
Now. this secrecy business is an obsession. to the extent that you don't
eyen inform your own Cabinet people. \Vhat I am tC'lling you is the
truth, because I have the sworn testimony of Dr. Kissinger. And I
will be g-lad to lct you sec the transcript, so that yon understand what
happened. And I don't want to sec such a situation repratccl. And the
Seeretary of Defense', ::\1el Laird, was just mistreated, I mean thc
matter was withheld from him. I think it is outrageous. The same
thing with Bill Rog-crs and the othrr witnesses.
l\Ir. RuMSFELD. LC't me put it ·t his way. \Yithont suggesting any
knowledge on my part of thr circumstances you arc describing, because
I lnck knmYled!re-Senator JM'J'i:.sox. I will get yon that information and let us haYe
·
·
yon 1· comments.
· l\Ir. RuMSFELD. I will comlllrnt on proccdnrC'S right now. As far as
the fntnre situation. I have c\'ery impression from the PrC'siclent that
I will be fnlly inYolncl.
No. 2, I can assure' yon ancl this committcc that I will be wrv
nrrrise in saying \Yhat I' say, and that the extent of my knowledge wiil
"
be known to you, that is to say, I \Yillnot--

r.s.

\.

Senator .hcKSOK. I knew the extcnt of their kno\Yledge. They gaYc
cYcrything they knew. But material \Yas withheld. How are you going
to handle that~
:Ur. Ra~rsFELD. \Yell, I haYe every reason to belieYe, as I indicated,
tlult the Prcsident will have me fully inYolYed.
Senator ,J.\CKsox. I \Yant you to know \Yhat has happened in the
past. That is important to know, isn't it~
::\Ir. Ru~rsFELD. I will interest myself in that.
Senator ,J.\C'KSox. I will make it a mil able, you can read it, and it is
sworn testimony. and it is there. And I "·oulcllike to haYe your com·
ments on it. And I \Youlcllike to haYe that reported back, :;\Ir. Humsfelcl, to the committee.
::\Ir. R-c~ISFELD. That \voulcl take a considerable amount of time,
I think.
Senator .hcKsox. It \YOulcln't take long. \Ye will make the transcript
ayailable, and yon can read it.
)fr. RF:'tiSFJo;LD. You are not suggesting that I would \nmt to talk
to the individuals invoh·ed ~
SC'nator J"\CKROX. Oh, no, we haYe got the sworn testimony. it is an
admission; Dr. Kissinger admits that those documents were withheld.
If yon want to go around you can interYiew him.
)fr. Re:;-.rSFlcLD. I can comment on that right no,Y. To the extent that
someone indicated there were important matters that they weren't
aware of, I <'nn assure you I feel the Secretary of Defense should be
aware of such matters.
Senator JAcKsox. It misled not only the Secretary of Defense but it
misled the Congress of the United States, that is my point here.
::\Ir. HuJ\rSFELD. I see your point. In a hypothetical situation, to the
C'Xtcnt. an individual testified before your committee, assuming he has
knowledge, when in fact he lacks knowledge, yon are quite right, that
leaves the committee with a misimpression.
Senator JAC'KSOK. \Yell, I think we can sum it all np by saying that
thcre is a lesson to be learned from this, and that is that you will getand I am sure yon will-the assurances that whatever is brought up
hC'rc, that this is all that is im·olved, and there have been no other
agreements, understandings, or commitments. Because you see, the Assistant to the President for National Security ~\..ffairs is unavailable
tons, we couldn't ask him these questions. Ancl you will do that~
~fr. Ru:;-.rsFELD. Yes, sir.
Senator ,L\cKsox. My time is up.
The CnAlRJ\IAN. Let me see that the Chair understands what the
situation is. Do I understand, gentlemen, that you haYe concluded your
fliscussion on that subject without involving any more action by Mr.
Rumsfeld~

Senator ,JAcKsox. This doesn't have to be in connection with the
nominntion. I would just like to have him read the transcript and sec
it, and I would like to have his comments-as he would Yiew it as SecrC'tary of Defense.
Thr CnATmrAx. Do I understand, then, that this is beyond the hearing, that it iH not necessary to get that into the hearings~
Senator ,J.\CKSOK. It is not a condition precedent to action by the
committee. lie has indicated his views. But I would like to have his
comments on this . .And I think he should know about it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Do you understand, Mr. Rumsfeld, that you are to look over this
testimony and indicate back to us such responses as you may have?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But we will not have to hold the record open for it?
Senator JACKSON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, yes, we will proceed now and give the
others a chance to ask questions.
First, Senator Mcintyre was here and wanted to insert questions for
the record from Senator Uuskie to be answered.*
vVe will have to get the questions, because we apparently are getting
down to the end of the hearing.
Gentlemen, I believe Senator Bartlett came in next.
Have you had a chance to ask any questions, Senator Bartlett~
Senator BARTLETT. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I think under the circumstances we should gi,·e
Senator Bartlett an opportunity, and then Senator Nunn would be
next, followed by Senator Hart. vVe will hear Senator Bartlett now.
For the time being, let's conform as near as we can to the 10-minute
rule.
Senator BARTLETT. )fr. Rumsfeld, Secretary Schlesinger made statements recently in support of South Korea. Do you endorse those
statements, and could you elaborate your feelings about the American
support of South Korea?
Mr. Ru:usFELD. In the interest of precision, I am always a little
reluctant to endorse things in the blind. And so let me narrow it a bit.
I have read Secretary Schlesinger's statements, that were in the
February posture statement, concerning South Korea; I am familiar
with them. I do agree with them. ViThat other statements he may have
made could have been anything. I would assume so, but without reading it, I wouldn't want to say.
Senator BARTLETT. Could you give your own appraisal?
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. I have no disagreement wha:tsoever with the situation as he stated it it1 the February 5 posture statement concerning
the circumstances there and concerning the U.S. role there.
Senator BARTLETT. )fr. Rumsfeld, do you favor Japan increasing
its tactical military forces and strength in order to assume the greater
role-the greater share of military balance of power in Southeast
Asia?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, I was involved with Japan as one of the
cofounders, in a sense, of the Japanese-American Parliamentary Union
some 10 years ago. I have not in the last 3 years been very deeply
involved with Japan. The question you ask certainly is an appropriate
question for a sitting Secretary of Defense. But it also has foreign
policy implications. I have not familiarized myself with Secretary
Schlesinger's recent discussions with the appropriate Japanese officials.
I don't know the status of those discussions.
I have personal views, but I would be reluctant to put them forth
in this setting, in view of the foreign policy implications.
Senator BARTLETT. Mr. Rumsfeld, the Senate Appropriations Committee will be bringing up a bill before the Senate, perhaps today, or
in the next day or so, with $90.78 billion in appropriations, including

R. & D. operations and manpower. Do you consider this amount
adequate to meet the defense needs of this Nation?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, yesterday I indicated my views on that
subject by saying that I had read and agree with the letter that Secretary Schlesinger sent to Senator McClellan. I don't haYe that with me,
and I forget the date of it. But you are familiar with the letter, of
course. Irt view of my involvement in this hearing, I have not been
able to follow in detail the progress of the conference and the work
of the Senate on that bill. And I therefore would like to stick with
what I indicated, that as I recall it was a $2.55 billion request over
that preliminary action, which Secretary Schlesinger indicated he
felt was necessary and desirable. That would be my view.
Senator BARTLET.r. Mr. Rumsfeld, what is your view on the American presence in the Indian Ocean~
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, that is a part of the world that I have not
been involved with. And I am aware of the debate that has taken
place over at least the last 2 years. I have read the various proposed
responses that have been prepared for me by individuals from various
branches of Government. Just to be perfectly honest. I am inclined
in this instance to immerse myself in the subject at some point soon
and make my own judgments, but I have not done so.
Senator BARTLETT. Thank you very much, :Mr. Rumsfeld.
And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CnAIRliiAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator N unn is next. \Ve are glad you could be here this morning,
Senator.
Senator Nuxx. Thank you.
First, Mr. Rumsfeld, I want to echo what Senator Jackson said.
I have a great deal of concern about the Defense Department not having been kept informed on many cru~ial negotiations in the last
several years. I won't repeat what he said, but I did have considerable
discussions with Secretary Kissinger in a closed session about the
recently concluded Middle East agreements, and the Defense Department could not even find out what had taken place until he got back
home with the agreement in his pocket. And I think that is a very,
very bad way to conduct foreign policy, because the Defense Department does have, I think, a role to play, particularly when you are
discussing weapons systems and a shopping list relating to foreign
military sales. So without asking you a question, I would just like
to join Senator Jackson in hoping that you will be very vigorous in
making certain that the role of the Defense Department is properly
presented in these kinds'of deliberations. Is that your view~
Mr. RuliiSFELD. As I indicated to the Senator, it is not only my
view, but as I understand it, it is the President's view, that he would
like a close working relationship between himself and between those
departments so that the yarious interests and perspectives and viewsand there are inevitably going to be differences-are in fact brought
be:fore him in an orderly and timely manner.
Senator Nu~N. Pursuing Senator Bartlett's question on South
Korea, in this year's authorization report this committee requested
that the Department of Defense prepare a study and have it presented to this committee by December 3, 1975. I assume that study is

• See Senator Muskle's question, p. 104.
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takinrr place now. But in that study ''ould be an examination of our
post-Vietnam. postme_in the Pacific, inclndi1~g Korea, Japan, Tiawan,
tlw Philippines, Thailand, and other locatwns, and also more particularly in South Korea. The mandated l_anguage in this part~culfl:r
authorization report states-and I read tlns to you because I thmk It
is something that needs your personal attention-

have received from the Defense contractors and take appropriate steps
depending on the results of that investigation?
)fr. Ru::~ISFELD. You come at that backwards. ObYionsly at the conclusion of any i1westigation 'vhere there is indication that something
is awry, I would indeed take appropriate steps. As to whether or not
the situation exists or will exist at that point after I am confirmed, if
I am, so that such an investigation is desirable, that I would haYe to
determine then. I don't know the situation over there. If one is needed,
obviously I would see that one is begun. My estimate would 'be that
they are unquestionably doing it now, to the extent that problems haYe
come up: My assumption !Would be, I would say. although without
knowledge, that the Depai'tment of Defense very likely is looking into
that already. If so, it would be a matter of determining what it is tha·t
they are doing, to w·hat extent there is reason to belieYe something is
,nong. To the extent that I am not satisfied with that I would change
it. To the extent I am, I would urge it on and draw conclusions at the
completion of an innstigation.
Senator lL\RT. I am sure you have read considerable about the newspaper accounts in this area.
:;\fr. Hu::~fSFELD. I find in managing something it is Yery difficult to
try to manage it off of what you read in the newspapers.
Senator HART. I understand. But for many of us that is one of the
best sources of information we have.
~lr. Rul\ISl<'ELD. Sure.
Senator HART. There are reports from some of these sources that
there are practices that have been going back for a number of
years, apparently "·ithout a thorough investigation going on in the
Department. I am trying to get at what your attitude is about what
I would think would be too close a relationship between officials in
your future Department and the people they do business with theoretically at arm's length.
Mr. Rul\ISFELD. \Yell, my attitude in a broad sense-and I guess that
is ultimately where you would have to combat it-is that everywhere
I have ever worked, whether it is in my personal office 'US a Congressman, the Cost of Living Council, or the "White House, I have at the
outset reviewed the arrangements and procedures involving possible
wrongdoing or perception of wrongdoing and tried to do two things:
One, to see that the procedures and rules and arrangements were reasonably sensible; and, second, try to establish a process whereby the
individuals involved were periodically reminded. \Yhen human beings
are involved things can go 1wrong. You can have the best rules in the
world and you can't guarantee that someone won't do something that
they ought not to do. So it takes vigilance.
I have never made promises of 100 percent achievement on these
things, because one is always disappointed if something does happen.
All I can say is that I share your interest in the area. I think it is
particularly im.portant for those of us involved in government, at
all levels, and in all three branches of the Government, to recognize
that our success and the success of this country depends upon the
confidence of the American people. vVe, as individuals and colJectively,
have to do our utmost to see that we me.rit that confidence, and that
we sustain it over a period of time.

Therefore, as part of the overall Pacific basin stndy the committee requested
thE> Department of Defense to do an in-depth Rtudy of our military posture in
Korea and alternatives to the current posture. Among tlw alternatives that
~honld be examined one would be that, (A) improves l:nited States and South
Korean tactical air capabilities, (B) provides military assistance to the South
Korean Armed ForceR, mainly ammunition and parts, an<l (C) \'nhances the
South Korean production base so that it can provide more of its own military
capabilities, and (D) examined various U.S. ground force leYel~ in Korea.

I think our committee took that language Yery seriouslY, and I
"·ould hope that you "-ould be able to give this report, which is clue
Yery shortly, your own personal attention after you have been confirmed. which I am sure you will.
)fr. Hu:usFELD. I will do so, Senator.
Senator XuKN. One other question-and this is more of a theoretical issne, bnt I think it has great practical significance-as to
,,}wtlu'r tlw role of the Secretary of Defense Yis-a-vis the services
in terms of program review is one of helping to shape the programs
that come up to your leYel of decisionmaking, or whether yon are the
final judge of those programs, but yon have no role in shaping them.
And by that I mean procurement decisions and all the other Yer:r
important decisions, including the weapons system. Do you consider
your role as Secretary of Defense to he the fina1 iudgP, or do yo1.1
intend to play an actiYe role as the decisions 'vork their '';ay through
the services?
~Ir. Ru:c\ISFELD. That is indeed a philosophical nnestion. It strikes
mr that in practice in life one who has responsibility for final decif;ions inevitably. if he ·wishes to haYe any PJ·odurt nt all, becomes
involved nlong the way. The alternative would be to sit back in your
cha.ir and wait until things that are unacceptable to yon come forward, and reiect them and reiect them and reiect thC'm. It strikes me
thnt the very concept of the Department of Defense and civilian control, and the final responsibility for making recomnwnflations to the
President, inherently rennires a degree of involvement along the way.
I clon't know how it could be otherwise.
Senator NuxK. Thank vou. Mr. Tiumsfeld. I certainly intend to
support your nomination. But at this point I don't have any further
f111Pst ions.
Senator ,TACliSOX presiding-l. Senator Hart.
SPnator HAR'T'. Tlumk yon, Mr. Chairman.
~fr. Rumsfeld, as I am sure you and all the rest of us are aware,
there has been a lot of controversy recently about relationships between
officials, civilian and military, in the Pentagon, as far as contractors
.--:•h +h" n-,wernment. I am sure if I would ask the general question
of your feeling about this 'there 'vould be sin and corruption. Let me
try to be specific as possible abcmt your feeling on the matter. ·would
you present as Secretary of Defense to institute a thorough investigation, review of the gratuities that any officials in the Pentagon may
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Senator HART. A large part o£ the American people I represent
think there is much too close a relationship between the Pentagon and the people they do business with, particularly concerning
the amount o£ dollars involved, recognizing the frailty o£ human
nature, would be prepared to institute certain rules that would require,
let's say, officials in your Department to report publicly the contact
they have had with lobbyists for Defense contractors.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I would want to study it. I know that there has been
experimentation with that approach in some State governments in
some regulatory agencies. I have discussed this with various people
from the standpoint o£ various elements of the Federal Government
in recent months. I can certainly say that to the extent that they are
not already in being, I would institute what I felt to be appropriate
rules.
Senator HART. That is, appropriate in-Mr. RuMSFELD. Beauty is in the eye o£ the beholder. In the last
analysis it comes do,vn to matters o£ judgment as to whether someone would describe something as strict or not. I think my background
and the record suggests that I am interested in this area and attentive
to it. I would be foolhardy to suggest that I am sufficiently acquainted
with the Department o£ Defense and the problems that m:ty or may
not exist there so that I could in the blanket statement say I would
do this and this. I can't do it.
Senator HART. I am talking about human nature. I think we are
all sufficiently familiar with human nature to know what strict
rules are. That is why laws are passed, and that is why we try to
define areas. I think it is an area that doesn't need to be fuzzy or
judgmental, I think it can be crystal clear, black and white. I think
it can be this way on the subject o£ conflict o£ interest in dealing ·with
Defense contractors. I don't think it is a question o£ recent stories
in the newspapers. I believe it is a question of a pattern o£ conduct
over the years. I think it included leaving the Department and going
to work for some of these contractors and some o£ these businesses.
And I think it is a question o£ not strict enforcement o£ the conflict-ofinterest laws that are in the books. And I think it is an area that,
frankly, a lot o£ us in the Congress and in positions o£ Administration
ought to be a little more outraged about and concemed about and say,
this is one o£ the problems that we are going to have to deal with
when we take over the Department.
Let me ask you a related question.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, I don't want your last comment to suggest that I ha,·e in any way suggested that this is not an important
matter. I know it is. I recognize it. I guess i£ we differ on this it
is in our respective impressions as to the ease of developing rules
that solve these problems. I have tried to do it in the past. I find
that it is difficult, that it is not simple, that it is not black and white.
\Yere it as simple as some suggest, I would submit that we would not
be havin.<?: these problems today at any level o£ government, in any
agency. We have them. And we have to worry about them. And wP
have to do things to correct them. And I intend to. But I can't spell
it out for you right now.
Senator HART. But yon would agree that the attitude at the top
is that there is going to be arm's length dealing on matters that in-
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volve expenditure o£ public funds, that that attitude is going to have
a o-reat deal to do with performance o£ people below ?
~fr. Ru::\fSFELD. There is no question but that the tone, the set at
the top, and the vigilance that is established there does in fact contribute or fail to contribute to what actually occurs.
Senator HART. That is what I am talking about.
I also discoYered, after assuming office, that there w·as a law on
the books that has never been, to my judgment, enforced, that prevents lobbying b:y people in the administration or the use o£ public
funds or· persuaswn o£ votes. As far as I am able to tell, there. h~s
ne,·er been a prosecution under that law. As I read the law, 1t 1s
fairly strict. It says, you can't use any public money. I assume that
means your own time, I assume that means your stationery, your
telephone, or your car, to influence the way we vote on this. Yet I
know that your predecessor and many o£ his subordinates are on the
phone almost daily with members o£ this committee and Members
of the Congress urging us to Yote one way or another. Now, that
law either means what it says or it should be taken from the books. It
is that kind o£ a failure to enforce that I think has caused a great deal
o£ this kind o£ failure that disturbs the public confidence. What is
your fec.ling on the issue of actually lobbying the Congress to get
"·hat you want.
Mr. Ru::\ISFELD. I am familiar with the law. In the past, there haYe
been not, to my knowledge, suits filed. There have been statements
by ~!embers o£ Congress on the floor o£ the Congress alleging that
the conduct on the part o£ a certain executive official, in the judgnwnt o£ that indiYidual, did not conform to that statute. I han
thought about it a good deal oYer a period o£ years, and I quite
agree with you, that laws in general either ought to be enforced or
changed, so that they are realistic.
This committee is about to vote on my confirmation at some point.
I am here at the taxpayers' expense-Senator H .\RT. At the request of the committee.
:Mr. RuMSFELD. That is right. But needless to say, my effort here is
not to dissuade you from Yoting £or me, but one would hope that it is
to Pncourage it. That happens with testimony, it happens with phone
calls, it happens with the stationery, it happens in a hundred different
~mys every day. To try to draw the line between informing, respondmg-and to use the word that you took, I presume. £rom the statute,
or some description, lobbying-and saying one is lawful and one is
unla"·£nl, is just an incredible complex problem.
Senator H .\RT. It is not when you look at the question £rom the
standpoint o£ who initiated it. H one o£ the members o£ this committee calls you up and says, 1\fr. Secretary, how strongly do yon
feel abont passing this appropriation, 've feel extremely strongly, we
think the defense o£ the Nation is im·oh·ed and we certainly hope yon
pass it, I don't think it is lobbying. H you pick up the phone and say.
"·e lun·e to have this money or the security o£ the country is going
dom1 the drain, I think that is lobbying.
Mr. Ru::\ISFELD. And your sugo-estion 'Yould be that an official in
~he executive branch, because o£ t11is law, "·ho felt deeply that it was
Important to the country that the Congrrss be made aware o£ the
facts sunounding an issue they "·ere about to act on, should not pick
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up the phone ancl make an individual or individuals aware of his
sense of these facts, that that would be a violation of law? I think not.
Senator HART. I think if yon haven't had a chanc0 to pr0scnt your
Yiews to the committee or the Congress, yes, I think there is a serious
problem there.
1\fr. Ru~ISFELD. There is a very serious problem.
Senator HART. But, in the limited time I htwe been on the Hill, I
don't think any Secretary of Defense has been deprived of the opportunity to present his views to the members of this committee or the
Congress.
Mr. Ru;)ISFELD. It g-oes to the question that Senator .T ackson and I
were talking about earlier. Frequently it is a matter of pro,·iding it in
a timely way. And of the 535 Members of the Congress who hrxe
to act vn each matter i1wolving, for example, the Department of Defense, the Department of Justice or whatm·er, n•ry few of those Members have the opportunity to come in and be intimately acquainted
with each aspect to each bill that comes before them.
Srnator HART. That is their responsibility.
Mr. RuMSFELD. That is a judgment you are making. I am not snre
I ag-ree. I think that it also falls to an official in the executive branch
who has a degree of responsibilitv to sec that Members of the Congress
who have a statutory responsibility for acting on these things do in
:fact have available to them the information he feels is important with
respect to those matters. And that might invoh·e the sending of a letter
saying, here is the situation as I see it-Senator HART. DoC's it involn• picking up the phone when the
bill is on the floor and sa:ving, I "·ant your vote on this?
Mr. RuMSFELD. As a :former ~fember of Congress, my impression of
that is that the correction may not be so much in the law as it is in a
natural set o:f correcting mechanisms that exist. If a person does that
very often, in the wrong way, he will dissuade people from voting fo1·
views that he :feels are sensible. rather than encomaging it. I am not
a lawyer. I am not in a position to say that that wo11ld or would not
Yiolate the law. But I agree with you, that law is there. and it is a
tremendous problem for people in the executive branch, because it is
not self-executing or clear. It doesn't say yon can do this and you can't
clo that. It is blurred. gray, :fuzzy, difficult. ~\..nd in my various capacities in Government, I have on a number of occasions cautioned peoplr>
who work for me about it and tried to see that the phraseology in
letters or calls was a certain way. I have seen instances in Government
where People sensitive to that n1ay have reco~nized that one factor in
it might be who's the initiator, and as such called a friend in the
Congrrss and said, look. ask me to send you this, yon ought to know it.
X ow, that is circumvention.
Senator HART. It sure is.
~fr. Ru::\IRFELD. I don't know the answer. It is a problem.
Senator HART. I am over my time. But I just want to say that I
think there is elaborate opportunity :for the Defense Department or
any other agency of the Government to present its views and make
the fact available to the Members o:f the Congress. I think every
)fember of the Congress is intelligent enough, and if you then don't
understand the :fads or want additional information, to contact that
agency and find it out. I deplore any member o:f any agency calling up
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a :Member o:f the Congress when a bill is on the floor, urging their support for it. I think it is a violation of law.
Thank you, )fr. Chairman.
l\Ir. RuusFELD. )fay I ask a question~
The CuAIR)IAX. Briefly, I hope.
Mr. RullfSFELD. 'Vhat would you say to the idea of a department
head calling up a Member of Congress and asking him if he would
like to be briefed on something~
Senator HAHT. I think that is fine.
Mr. RmrSFELD. I see.
The C:irAlRl\IAX. Let me comment just a moment on this. Mv view is
somewhat different :from that of the Senator from Colorado. Over the
years, I think that the Secretary of Defense or someone speaking for
him ought to haw the freedom of calling a Senator and telling him
how he :feels about a matter. If he :feels strong enough to call him, I
think he is within his right and duties to do that. xo,y, yesterclay \l'e
were all complimentary o:f )fr. Schlesinger.. \nd one of the reason~
I was complimentary o:f him was, he seemed to be so circumspect about
what he said to me as chairman of the committee as to whether or not.
he had a hardnose :for a certain item. W'hen he said that, I gave a lot
o:f weight to what he said. It was up to me to judge what he said the
best I could, to go against it or with it. However, I judged him. Anrl I
called him up on some things. They don't call me much, and I don't
call them a lot, bnt I don't think we should shut them off.
I j~1st :feel compelled to say that because that is based on my
expenencc.
I emphasize that he was very circumspect, and that was one thing
I appreciated about l\fr. Schlesinger. I callefl him and told him the
thing was down to making a choice between two ships, we will say, one
had to go out of the bill if the other one stayed~ :\Ir. Schlesinger was
totally blunt with me in what he said. I just happened to recall that.
It came up this year.
The Senator will remember those two shins. 'Ve left one out of the
conference bill. and the Senate turned the other one down, too.
I thank the Senator. But I thought I should say that for the record.
Senator HART. 'Yith all due respect, ~fr. Chairman, I appreciate
what the Senrttor has said, but my view based on my own experience
is that this is just too much lobby.
The CnAIRl\L\N. I get your point.
Senator To,Yer, any questions~
Senator TowER. Xo questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. That brings us to Senator Byrd from Virginia.
But I promised to let the Senator from ·washington go on :for a few
more questions.
Senator .TAcKRON. I can finish up with two questions.
May I say on the lobbying issue, it was 24 hours a day almost on the
energy bill. I nenr had so many calls :from the Department in all my
life, or their staff. I think the statute ought to be totally revicwecl,
because it is either workable or it isn't. And ''hat is lobbying and
what isn't I think needs to be defined.
:Now, there are good lobbyists and there are bad lobbyists. I newr
wo1·ry about lobbyists. If you are not smart enough right here to he
able to tell who is telling the truth or ''ho isn't, you shouldn't he here.
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That is my o'Yn personal view. But I think some of what Senator Hart
is getting at does go OYer the line, and I treat it accordingly. I think
something needs to be done about it, and I welcome him bringing it
into this discussion. Because it is incredible what is going on up here on
some of the bills we han'. They interfere with your work and you can't
get anything done. On the energy bill, for instance-it has happened
in all administrations, but now we hare open conferences. May I just
say that when one from the Department is setting in on the conference
:mel calls their downtown office and reports what somebody is doing,
you can't get to the next section of the bill before you have got a view
on it. It is a kind of a bureaucratic insecnrity, I think, that takes place.
I haven't hired a psychiatrist to get it diagnosed. I am getting off my
subject. But it does get to the point where it interferes with the legislative process.
Senator XuNN. There is a lobbving bill pending, there are several
hills pending in, I belie,·e, the Gorernment Operations Committee.
This statute, I think, should be reviewed as part of that overall.
Senator JACKSON. I agree with you and I agree with Senator Gary
Hart. It ought to be enforced or revised, because somebody can just
bring it up on a technicality.
Senator ~UNN. If th«?v enforced it now you might as well pnt a
rh!lin-link fence around "Tashington, D.C., and put everybody in iail.
The Cn,\IR::.fAN. My remarks related to the m«?n who are holding
rrsponsible positions and hav«? responsibility on these matters like we
flo. I 'Yasn 't. refen·ing to the industrial people and so forth.
Senator ScoTI. Jf the chairman "·ill vield, I would just like to
commrnt on this colJoquv that has been going on. Certainlv I think the
ans,Yer hv the witnPsc; is that a little tact should be utilized in contacting the membrrs. I would welcome suggestions from thP Department of DefrnsP, hut I rrc!lll one instance where a former Chairman
of the .Toint Chiefs of Staff, in an attempt to influence my decision,
indicated that I didn't understand the problem because I was ~wing
to vote differentlY from the way that he wanted me to vote. I don't
'"!lnt anv more calls like that.
The CnATlUL\X, All right. Senator ,Jackson.
Srnator .TAcKsox. I have two more questions here that I want to
ask.
:Mnnv of ns in Congrrss heliPn that we ou.g ht to press the Sm·iPts
to redncP stratPgic nrrns on hoth sirlPs. I han made two proposals :for
mntualrefhwtions that ''onld lead in this direction. l\fv most rPcent
nroposal outlined lvst April wvs that both conntries should rf'frain
ft'Om modPrnizing or replacing about a third o:f their strategic deliverv
SYstems. These \Wa11ons. about 800 0n each side, could then be phased
out. Secretary Kissinger has consistently onnosed such an approach.
l\[v (]Urstion to you is this. As Secretnrv of Defe11se, will you make a
fresh and indep.PndPnt apnraisal o:f this proposal and report back to
thP Armed Servic~'S Committe!' vour findin!!S?
Mr. Rn::.rRFELD. I certainlv wilL SPnator .Tackson.
Senntor .TAcKsox. I appreciate having that judgment. Unless we
more in the direction of mutual reductions of strategic arms we haYe
p:ot SPrious problPms. A nfl I appreciate your comments.
This next <lUestion relates to your written answers on SALT, which
I rr\·icwed. I am of course interested in the decisionmaking process as
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it relates to SALT and other delicate negotiations. So my question to
you is this. Did Secretary Kissinger in any sense clear the answers you
have provided to the committee?
Mr. Rm·fSFELD. No; he did not.
Senator JACKSON. He did not. \Vere these answers drafted in the
Department of Defense and then reviewed by the State Department
ortheNSC?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Maybe rather than answering a certain question I
can tell you how they were handled.
You supplied me those questions in your office. I took them back to
my office and sat clown and thought about them and made some preliminary notes as to the responses. I asked someone on my staff to contact the appropriate ciYilian individual in the Department of D«?fense
to come over to my office. He came oYer to my office. \Ve had a discussion on each question. And he then drafted some of his thoughts to
respond to the questions, and left them with me.
I thPn took his suggestions and my own notes and talked to a military official from the Department of Defense about them. I then had
them reviewed by an individual who is outside of the Gowrnment at
the present time, and received his suggestions.
I then prepared final drafts of the responses. I then shmYr(l them
to the N~tional Security Council for their infornmtion and gaxe them
a copy of them.
Senator ,T.\CKsox. They did not revise tlwm?
:Mr. RuMSFELD. Not to my recollection-maybe a word or hYo, but
I doubt it.
Senator ,L\CKSON. But no change of substance?.
:Mr. Ru::.rsFELD. Ko.
Senator JACKSON. So it was all done within the D epartment of
Defense, except as to the outside consultation?
~fr. R u MSFELD. No sir, that is not fair to the Department of Defense.
To the extent anybody desel'Yes m1y credit or blame it is Rnmsfeld.
Senator JACKSON. \Yell, you are almost there, so-Mr. Rul\ISFELD. For these answers. The proposed answers from the
DOD that were in the question and answer blocks arc different from
those answers. I asked the Department for any thoughts that they
had for questions that might be queried of me in these hearings. They
sent over things, and some related in part. These were answers I
developed.
Senator ,L\cKsox. So the substance of it is Rumsfeld plus the input
from people within Defense plus the outsider that you referred to;
is that it, one, two, three?
Mr. RuusFELD. That is correct.
Senator JAcKsox. And then you did-Mr. Rul\fSFELD. I showed it to Brent Scocroft, who has the responsibility for national security affairs in the \Yhite House. If he macle
an:v suggestions, they were minor.
Senator JACKSON. They were minor?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Yes.
Senator JACKSON. That is all I want to know. I just want to be sure
that the Department of Defense was invohed in this, and that your
answers were not finally determined by someone outside of the Department.
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That is 'all, Mr. Chairman.
And I want to thank Mr. Rumsfeld for .his responses. And of course
he knows that none of the questions I have asked are based on any
personality matter or differences as individuals, but only in the interest of really trying to maintain the solid foundations of a true
bipartisan effort on which we as Republicans or Democrats over here
can continue to biuld. It is a process that really had its genesis in
Arthur Vandenberg's effort in the postwar period. Not that we don't
disagree on matters. lYe can do that. But we laid down certain fundamental rules which I think can endure, and which the country expects
of us, whether we -arc Republicans or Democrats. And it is ont of
tlutt philosophy and cmwiction tha.t I have asked these questions, and
will continue to ask them. Because I think you and I as politicians
will agree that there are times when the best politics is no politics.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Y cs, sir.
The Cr-I .UR::IiAX. Senator Byrd, we abont used up most of your time
but if you have anv questions that need to be asked, go ahead.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't believe I have any
additional questions.
In regards to lobbying activity. I must say that I never had any
problem with lobbyists. I think each Member of Congress can take care
of that himself. I haYe no difficulty in sa,y ing no. And I have no objection to anyone calling me and presenting their Yie"·s who want to
do so. But I will make my own decision. \Vhat I do dislike and react
ngainst is the policy of tlie Defense Department in coming in at the
last minute with ·a mendments to add additional ftmds to the appro1Wiat ions bill or the authorization bill. And that is an old custom.
Probably the Depnrtment of Defense makes some headway in getting
additional money that way. However, I think it is a bad practice.
And as a. matter of poli.cy, I vote against all s11ch proposals as that.
I think if they are important to the national defense that they can be
presented when the budget is presented, and then be presented at a
reasonable time and not brought in at the last minute. I wonld hope
that the Defense Department would reexamine its cnstom of coming
in at the last minnte rmd trying to slip in a fe>v hundred million dollars here or $50 million there or some such figure.
Thank you , Mr. Chairman.
The Cn.unMAX. I " ·ant to heartily agree with the Senator from
Virginia that the budget process is sonnd, and that is the way to present
things to the Congress. I hope you will agree to that. There may be
emergencies, but I hope that they are few and far bet\yeen with you just
as n. general policy.
Senat or Scott.
Senator ScoT'r. 1\Ir. Chairman. My comments will be very brief.
Mr. Rnmsfeld, of course I am inclined to vote in favor of your confinnation and I bBliHe the committee is also.
I would hesitate to ask in question form a number of matters that
are in mv mind. Bnt yon having been Ambassador to NATO, and J
haYe spoken with you and I know your deep feelings with regaTd to
the security of \tV estern Europe. I would assume that regardless of your
fpeling on NATO and the security of Western Europr that your derisions would always be what is best for the United States of America
rf'gardless of \Vest.ern Europe. As I say, I hesitate to put that in the

form of a question. I believe that " ·ould be true. \Yould you confirm
that?
·
Mr. RullrSFELD. There is no question but that is correct. Our interests
begi.n with the United States of America.
Senator ScoT'l'. And then spread out from there. And this would also
Le true with I srael or any other nation of the world.
Mr. Ru:llfSFELD. That is correct. And it is also true on the part of any
other natwn of the world, that their interest begins with themselves.
Senator ScoTT. I thank you, Mr. Rumsfeld.
And that is all I have.
T he CnAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator TowER. I haye a brief comment, Mr. Chairman.
The CH.\IRlliAN. All right. And then I am going to recognize Senator
Leahy.
Senator TowER. May I say that the paramount reason for the American presen ce in \Vestern Europe is because we perceive it to be in our
nation al interest to be there, and it is not for any altruistic reason that
" ·e are there or in the Mediterranean or anywhere else, because we
pcrcei ve it to be in our own interest.
Mr. R u MSFELD. Absolutely. And the same thing is true of other
allies. That is what makes the alliance strong and healthy. It is in the
interest of all the participants.
Senator ScoTT. If the Senator will yield. might have been a slip of
the tongue, but yesterday I heard the witness say that NATO '\Yas for
the protection of \Vestern Europe. It is my understanding that the
K}~..TO Treaty relates to North America as well as \Vestern Europe.
And th at was not included in the statement that the distinguished
wit ness made. And I have no doubt as to where his loyalty is.
Mr. RmrSFELD. Surely. The NATO Treaty is important for the
<lrfcmse of the United States as well as vVestern Europe.
The G HA IRlV£AN. Thank you.
Senator Leahy.
Senntor LBAITY. Mr. Chairman, on that matter I know I have sent
a number of written questions to Mr. Rumsfeld, and I assume some
other members of the committee have. \Vhile I han some feel of what
is going t o happen on this particular nomination, I personally would
like to sef' the answers to my written questions prior to the time
:\Ir. R umsfr1d is Yoted on.
In answering- those questions. 1\fr. Rumsfeld. the one that I feel
Yrry concerned about is the question which I asked to your concept of
a lirn ited nuclear \Yar, something that we discussed yesterday. I get vrry
conc.ernerl '"hen I sre coming from the Pentagon or anywhe-re else the
g-reat se~m ario of limited nuclear war, especially the NATO P_act
YCI'SllS th e vVarsaw Pact. At times there seems to be almost a feelmg
that after we have gone throug·h whatever forces we have over there,
that we will start tossing tacticftl warhearls a~"ross the borders, and'
somrhow the people will make the determination thnt this is only a
tacti cal nuclt>ar war and we will keep it limited. Bnt I 'a m not so sure
],ow ''"e si<?:nnl that intention. or iust how we siP·nal onr reaction when
t hrv to ~s brwk onlv a nice limited nne on their sicle. and we toss one. flnd
h:>d{ and forth. After all, we only wipe ont Czechoslovakia nr thev
wine nnt Chicag·o. so it iRa limiterl exerrise. I am very ~"OH~"erned ahout
thnt. I cannot conceive of a situation where we start off using so-called
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tactical nuclear weapons without escalating to the strategic nuclear
weapons. There is such mammoth overkill potential beb\"'een our two
countries that I \voncler if our children w·ill e.x ist at the same age as you.
and I are now. So I am particularly concerned about those questions.
There is one other question. ~T e talked about the question of lobbying
here today. Some members of your staff are aware of the fact that
throughout the summer my office has been \vorking on the number in
the Defense Department involved in lobbying. The indication is now
that the amount of money being spent is far in excess of what the budget
indicates. The problem_ is the definition of what is or what is not
lobbying. I proposed language in the new appropriations bill yesterday
which would more clearly define that.
On the other hand, v1e have heard of improprieties inYoln•d in
lobbying for the Defense Department, the goose hunting in ~faryland.
and so forth. ·will there be regulations with you as Secretary of Defense
whereby Pentagon officials will have to list gifts, contacts, free trips,
and so forth, from defense contractors?
Mr. RuMSFELD. Senator, that question came up earlier \vith Senator
Hart. And we had a philosophical discussion about it. I indicated to
him that I would certainly review what procedurrs therr arc, that
I am sensitive to the proposals that you are referring to. I have
looked at them with respect to where they han:- been instituted elsewhere in Federal. State, and local go\'ernmrnt. I don't haYe any conclusions at this time, except to say that I am wry anxious to see that
that Department, and indeed all of the Government, operate in a way
that merits and receives the confidence of the American people.
Senator LEAIIY. The thing that bothers me is that I think the ~\..mer
ican people would have a lot more confidence in all areas of the Govemment if there was total disclosure of lobbying activities. I require
everybody in my office to make a record when any lobbyist from any
source approaches us. I think this is good. \Ve shonldrefuse all gifts.
I am not raising the flag for us. I think all prople in the Gonrnnwnt
should do so. But the most important thing is to make it public and
let the public know exactly what is there.
If the public thinks it is fine for Defense officials to be spending
millions and mi1lions of dollars of the taxpayers money to go out and
clo something 'vith Northrop, that is fine. They will say so. But they
should know exactly \Yhat is going on. Or, if they think it is fine for
Members of Congress to take junkets on corporate planes or w-hate,·er.
or Defense Department officials, fine. But let's make that plain. And
that covers all branches of Government.
Mr. RuMSFELD. Over the years, as a general rule, I have tended to
feel that we would probably have more success by trying to correct
problems through disclosure, as you are suggesting, than we will
through trying to set specific statutory prohibitions. I find that the
latter tend to lend themselYes to circumvention, whereas disclosure
does, in fact, leave for others the ability to make those judgments.
So, as a general principle, that tends to be my view.
Senator LEAHY. One last think. I was in Vermont last night, my
home State. I have been some,Yhat critical of our invohement in the
Indian Ocean, and the enlarge)llent of our presence there. ~\nd I had
some written questions about that. But one thing I noticed was a
story in all our local papers about how "Pentagon officials'' or "senior

Pentagon officials" or "unnamed Pentagon officials'~ warned of the
huge buildup in Somalia and how endangered \Ye are because of the
Congress not recognizing the terrible threat to our national security
in the Indian Ocean and so forth. I had some difficulty in determining
just what the threat is to our national security there. But be that as
it may, it seems that eYery time the Congress makes a cut in the defense budget, or every time that we take action counter to the Pentagon
line, almost immediately thereafter there are the stories that come
out in the paper from high unnamed sorces. I have no objection to
stories coming out but put a name on them, and get a'vay from the
anonymous comment rule. I feel that names should be put on sources
of information as it comes out.
Mr. RuliiSFELD. You are trying to remake America.
I am being facetious. The way of life in this town is for unnamed
sources to give it out. I find.
Senator LEAHY. Of course it is. And it means that they can hide behind it. One of the problems of our Government is that it is so irresponsible that you can~t point your finger at anybody who has made a
statement. That is w-hat irks me.
Mr. RuMsFELD. It is. It is frustrating to hear incorrect stories and
not know 'vhere they come from nor the indi,. idual who start~cl them.
Senator LE.\HY. I agree. \Vhen a story comes out of the Pentagon
I would be happy to haYe a name on it as a source. "\Ye may be generating some of the more substanti,. e issues that you raised today.
:Mr. Ru~rsFELD. The problem \Yith ''hat your suggestion is it seems
to me is that to achiHe what you suggesting-if I am not mistaken,
one former Secretary of Defense tried to achie,·e it, and it was ca1led
muzzling in the Pentagon when there was an effort to try to have the
office of the Secretary of Defense manage the relationship so that they
would do it in a certain wav.
Senator LEAIIY. I am saying just the opposite. I am saying that all
these sources encouraged them to come out, even the dissenting views.
1\Ir. RuMSFIELD. I see. Encourage them to say something in the press
but ask that their names be included.
Senator LEAIIY. I realize that that is not going to \York I realize
that some of the tips that have come out ha ,.e been Yery good for this
country. But it seems that these things always come out just as soon
as we make a yote contrary to the Pentagon's desires. You can't tell
people not to do it. of course not. I am not going to infringe on anybody's first amendment rights. But let's make it more open. If the
Pentagon wants to get into that kind of a dialog via the press, let
it be clone openly.
Mr. RuMSFELD. I see. I would not want to pretend that I know the
solution to that problem. I know that when I was Director of the
Office of Economic Opportunity, every time a budget item would come
oyer from the Office of Management and Budget on a confidential
basis individuals who wanted to affect a certain program fa,·orably or
adYersely would immediately get that out anonymously in the newspapers, so that the proponents or opponents of that w-ould be activated
to get engaged in the process.
Senator LEAHY. I don~t mean to labor this, Mr. Chairman, because
that is really a very minor point. My real concern is very much in
hearing the responses on the question of nuclear war. And I rl'alize
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that some of that mav be of a classified nature. But I am far more
concerned about that than " ·ho starts the scare stories. Thank you.
The CnAIRJ\fAN. Thank you, Senator; thank you V<>ry much.
Senator Taft.
Senator TAFT. I have no questions.
The C,HAIRMAX. Gentlemen, we have first the reqtwst from Senntor·
Mcintyre of our committee for Senator Muskie to be permitted to
submit questions to Mr. Rumsfeld for answers for the record. I j udge
there is no objection. He did not have them in writing a minute ago and
I held it up.
Is there objection?
The Chair hears no objection. Therefore it will bP permitted. Ancl
I call those to your attention, Mr. Rumsfeld, for an answer real soon.
[Questions referred to follow:]

ment for lobbying pmposes, or for whatever purposes in that general
field. I was shocked to have "reliable sources out of the Pentagon·'-he
is a bearded old man, he brings in a good deal of mischief, but sometimes he is right-but anyway, they said on reliable sources that public funds, appropriated money, went to pay this. Nmv, the committee
is all concerned about that. w·e will get that letter on over there to yon.
And it will get there about the time you get there, maybe. And I hope
you will see that it is given proper attention.
J'\Ir. RuMsFELD. I will indeed.
There is one thing that I just note that I failed to do. Senator .Tackson gave me some questions in "-riting to respond to. vVe ha Ye been discussing them in here, but I haYe never submitted them for the record,
his questions and the answers have not been submitted for the record.
They have been discussed generally, but they have not been submitted.
The CnAIRl\fAX. Is there objection to submitted questions here ?
And you say yon haYe some of the answers ready?
.Mr. RuMSFELD. The answers are ready.
The CIIAIRJ\1.\~. vVithout objection they will be admitted to the
record.
(See page 27.)
The CnAIR::\£AN. I want to make one more point here.
I have refened to matters given your personal attention. I think
yon would like to han sometimes over there, talented men that yon
can call to give you special in-clepth reports on these matters. I don't
think you can do it all yourself. But more particularly I wanted to
direct your attention to the problem of procmemen.t, particularly
those expensi,·e "·eapons. And I have been harping on this ever since
I haYe been chairman. It is primarily a speculative function, becanse
after all the Congress doesn't let the contract. But I think you ought
to put more of your best talent. those in the military uniform, on this
problem of procurement. And I fonncl out that it is not a road to promotion-it is not considered a road to promotion at least. And there is a
<lisposition for that reason maybe to sidestep it. But I am back to that
old subject of some of our money being taken for personnel and so little
left to weaponry, which is going up all the time, and will continue to
go up, the weapons in that matter of procurement. And yon will thereby have a chance to get more for your dollars as an increasing priority
and importance. And you have a lot of highly competent m.en, I belieYe, in uniform. And if yon could see fit to try to consider :-tn<l pnt in
effect an innovation along that line, I believe it is one of the best
things that you can do. I really don't think that Congress, although
it could do something more than we are doing, perhaps, I don't believe
that Congress. being a legislative body, can be effecti ,-e as the Executive in that field of letting contracts.
vVould you respond to that? Because I think it is a fundam ental
problem you have.
. Mr. RuMSFEW. I agree fully, :Mr. Chairman, that it is an exceedingly
Important problem, not only because of the importance of those weapon systems, but nlE:o, as you suggest, because of the importance of
seeing that the taxpayers' dollars are spent in the most effective ,yay.
I 'Yill ascertain "-hat the anangements are at the present time in the
DeJJartment. The point about the possibility of a disincentive for able
military people to enter the procurement area because of a possible
lack of promotion opportunity is an important one. If that is the case,

QUESTION SUBllflTTED BY SENATOR

.MUSJUE

Quegtion. During Junp of this ~·ear. I bPcame concPrnPrl " 'ith reportR dPvPlop-

1}/

ing out of Secretary Schlesinger's negotiations with tile Belgian defense officials
for s~le of the F-16 ftighter aircraft that a tradP-off has heen made under which
the Department of DefenPe would give favorable consideration to a Belgian
manufactured machine gun for u se as tlw Army's uew tank mounted machine

gun.

I was particular!~- diRturbed hPcause the l\Iaremount Corporation of Saco.
:\laine was the leading contender for meeting the Army's needs in this rpgard
with their M:-6D-E2 machine gun. A"·ard of this contract to Fahrique Nati.onalP
would result in the termination of the :i.\1--60 line at :i\Iaremount when the pre~ent
('(>ntract expires in July of 1976. This will not only PxacPrbate una cceptabl:v
.h igh local .a nd national unemployment levels but also risk dependence on a sole
source foreign supplier for an important "·eapons Rystem. The adverse economic
consequences would he felt not only in :\Iaine but also in arPas Ruch n s Ke;y
Hampshire and Penn~ylvania where important subcontracting work is performed.
:\Iaremount Corporation is thp single largest employer in the Saco arr>a nnd
approximately two-thirds of their 1,200 employees are involved in defense work.
After repeated inquiries from the Maine Congressional delegation, we r eceivr>cl
assurance from Secretary Schlesinger that no commitment ha~ been mnde to
pnrchase the Belgian weapon and that a deci~ion on this contract wonld lw
made on the basis of the merits of the respective weapons after extensive
te>:ting.
That testing is now bPing concluctPd at Fort Car~on, Colorado and Abet"fll'en
Provin!(Grounds in :\Iaryland and is being reviewed by the General Accountin,gOffice for fairness and accuracy. '!:he tests should be CO)npletecl within the next
fe;y weeks.
'
I would a)}preciate your personnl assurances as we review your nomination aR
Secretnry of Defense that yon will give no special consideration to the Rolgian
competitor for this contract-Fabrique Nationale, and that the final decision on
this proc11.rement will he based on . the merits and relath·e costs of the compPting
weapons including total life cyclp coRts. with due consideration to the importance ,
of maintah1-ing a domestic supplier of this weapons system.

Answet~. It is and will he tlw u.s: goal to obtain the hest weapon for tlw
American 'M lclier. A decision on a contract for the :\I-60 tank machine· gnn
"'ill be m'a de 'o n the basi~ of the merits of the respective 'weapons after extensh·e
tPsting, :. their relative costs. an.d with a recognition of the broadly supported
goal. of· increased standardization with NATO.,

.}I

fDiscussion off the record.]
The CHAIJUfAK. Gentlemen, are there any other .questions now for
~r .. nnmsfeld?
'
I have just one or two points I want to make: '·
Mr. ,Rumsfeld, Ihnve in preparation a letter originally to be directed
to 1\Ir, Schlesinger, bnt it will be directed·to you now, just a g-eneral
overall proposition o:f whether or not the public funds, appropriated
funds are being used in connection with paying expenses and entertain- -
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that is worth looking into. Certainly the other suggestion about involving good people in that process, I certainly would agree with.
The CnAIRMAK. I hope you follow up on that.
I asked Mr. Packard to get into that phase of it, and he showed
some interest in it. But, of course, he had so many things, and he
didn't stay too long.
Do you have anything else now you wish to say? You haven't been
put on the griddle, but you have had a lot of questions thrown at
you. They have been difficult and in depth. And I thought you showed
a fine knowledge of this subject matter. And I will give you 6 months
more, and at the end of 6 months if you are confirmed you will have a
lot of additional knowledge on this subject.
Is there anything you want to say? I thought a man should be able
to come to bat on his own after such a long examination.
l\Ir. RUl\ISFELD. Mr. Chairman, I think I will pass. I thank you very
much for your courtesies. It has been a pleasure to be here.
The CHAIRMAN. After all, I invited you to say something, but I
think you are rather wise just to let it rest.
CVVhereupon, at 12 noon the hearing was concluded.)

r
LATER COMMITTEE ACTION
The Armed Services Committee met in open session at 3 p.m. on
Thursday, November 13, 1975, and voted to favorably report the
nomination of Donald Rumsfeld to be Secretary of Defense. The vote
·>Yas 16 in :favor, none opposed, "YVith all members being recorded.
( )

